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ABSTRACT

BECOMING MORMON MEN MALE RITES OF PASSAGE

AND THE RISE OF MORMONISM IN

nineteenth CENTURY AMERICA

brucebrucer lott

department of history

master of arts

the evidence presented in this thesis supports a view of the first mormon men as

coming from the agrarian majority of early nineteenth century american farmers and

artisans who embraced a set of manly ideals that differed significantly in many ways from

those embraced by their middle class contemporaries these mens life writings attest to

boyhood experiences of working alongside their fathers as soon as they were physically

able and subsequently of acting as substitute farmers and breadwinners as well as being

put out to work outside the direct supervision of their fathers such experiences enabled

them to frequently follow in the occupational footsteps of their fathers and almost always

to marry at ages significantly lower that those of their more upwardly mobile urban

counterparts thus they were able to follow a path to manly independence that was

difficult yet direct and relatively rapid

R



early mormonism attracted an unparalleled percentage of men who in turn

embraced and supported the development of a the more self confident and self assertive

theology of man in early mormon doctrine compared to the other denominations of the

day a disproportionate number of early mormon converts were or were led to

mormonism by men although these men had received prior religious instruction in their

earliest years typically from their mothers the content of that instruction was not of the

feminized variety stressed by many historians and a significant portion of these men had

been unable to achieve evangelical conversion experiences since many of them had

previously turned to more liberal religious beliefs regarding the nature of man and his

relationship to god these men undoubtedly supported mormonismsMormoni developmentsms of

similar doctrines their rejection of revivalist rites of passage which stressed submission

and self abnegation is also consistent with their enthusiastic participation in more

traditional physically assertive unrestrained and combative passages to manhood and rites

of male bonding such beliefs and behaviors were in marked contrast to the manly self

restraint increasingly enjoined by the northeastern middle class which has provided the

model for most previous studies of nineteenth century american manhood
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CHAPTER I11

introduction

it is the contention of this study that historians of early mormonism have yet to

completely investigate the significance of the gender constructs and socioeconomicsocio econoneconom

conditions

economic&

of its first adherents the evidence presented in the chapters which follow

support the view that the economic passages to manhood of the first mormon men were

difficult yet direct and relatively rapid that men joined the mormon church in proportions

unparalleled in other denominations of the time that the large proportion of male members

corresponded to a more self confident and self assertive theology of man in early

mormonism and that the above phenomena also reflected and reinforced martial elements

in early mormon male culture including emphasis on the defense of manly honor even by

physical combat the present chapter reviews the historiography on the rise of

mormonism in early nineteenth century america as it bears on the above topics

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints hereafter LDS or mormon

church was officially organized by joseph smith jr and five other young meni at

fayette new york on april 6thath 1830 the mormon church thus had its official

the oldest was josephs brother hyrum smith then aged 31 the church was
originally called simply the church of christ and its members soon became known as
mormonscormonsMormons

men

3 1



aritkeltkeitbeginning within an area and an era which historians have affirmed was experiencing rapid

fundamental and often disconcerting social change A number of studies have suggested

that concerns about family and gender roles which such change seemed to threaten or call

into question led many early converts into mormonism 2 yet as recently as 1994 a

review of the historiography of mormonism decried its inadequate treatment of gender

issues while acknowledging the significant strides made in the area of mormon

womens history 3 roger launius stressed the need to address the parallel question of how

male ideals and experiences were translated into mormonism as an essential prerequisite

2for example see marvin S hill the rise of mormonism in the burned over
district another view new york history 61 oct 1980 411430411 lawrence430 foster
religion and sexuality three american community experiments of the nineteenth
century new york oxford university press 1981 128146128 melodie146 moench charles
the need for a new mormon heaven dialogue 21 fall 1988 738773 rex87 E cooper
promises made to the fathers mormon covenantCove organizationorganizorganicnatU saltbationzation lake city

university of utah press 1990 charles sellers the market revolution jacksonianJack
ameikaamericaamerka

soman
181518461815 new1846 york oxford university press 1991 217225 dorice

williams elliott women the mormon family and class mobility nineteenth century
victorian ideology in a twentieth century church sunstone 15 dec 1991 192619
paul

26
E johnson and sean wilentz the kingdom ofmathiasof AMathias story of sex and

salvation in nineteenth century america new york oxford university press 1994 7-

10

he exhaustive studies in mormon history 183019918301997 an indexed bibliography
urbana university of illinois press 2000 by james B alienallenailen ronald W walker and

david J whittaker devotes twenty pages of its 586 page index to works on mormon
womens history with no comparable section on mormon gender history or on histories of
mormon men as men this is not an oversight of the bibliography but of the field of the
substantial body of works on mormon womens history a few examine the majority of
female members prior to the migration of the main body of mormonscormons to the great basin in

the late 1840s the best of these include valeen tippets avery and linda king newell
sweet counsel and seas of tribulation the religious life of the women in kirtland

womens engagement in early mormonism dialogue
27 no 2 summer 1994 577057 carol70 cornwall madsen in their own words women
and the story ofnauvoo salt lake city UT deseret book 1994

nrithin

the

brigham young university studies 20 no 2 winter 1980 151162151 martha162 sonntag
bradley seizing sacred space

ofnauvoo

2

217- 225

1830 199 7



to an integrated gender history ofmormonismmormonism 4 in the few years since launius article

relatively little has been done to adequately address this question 5

it is the purpose of the present study to help to fill this gap A closer examination

of the passages to manhood of the first mormon men holds the potential for refining our

understanding of the early growth and development of mormonism and also of the

evolution of gender constructs in early nineteenth century american A basic assumption

underlying the first part of this assertion as adumbrated by laurence yorgason nearly

three decades ago is that the doctrines and customs of early mormonism were

significantly influenced by early mormon converts who in turn were shaped by the

times and conditions in which they lived 6 most studies of the beginnings ofmormonismmormonism

have implicitly if not explicitly emphasized the charisma of its founding prophet joseph

smith while generally ignoring max webers crucial insight that charisma does not simply

oger D launius the new social history and the new mormon history
reflections on recent trends dialogue A journal ofofmormonmormon thought 27 nonoa 4
winter 1994 122126122

launius

126

reflections on recent trends 123 D michael quinn has recently
made a major contribution to a better understanding of some essential private aspects of
mormon manhood in nineteenth century america see same sex dynamics among
nineteenth century americans A mormon example urbana university of illinois press
1996 but much work remains to be done regarding public rites of passage to manhood
for mormonscormons during the same period william G hartley has contributed greatly toward
a history of mormon rites of passage by tracing the history priesthood offices and
ordinations from an institutional perspective see bibliography but he has also noted
the continuing need to examine such rites using the insights of gender studies as well
hartley fromtrom men to boys LDS aaronic priesthood offices 182919961829 1996 journal of

mormon history 22 spring 1996 103

laurence M yorgason some demographic aspects of one hundred early
mormon converts masters thesis brigham young university 1974 3

of since

1

of

roger
no4

1994122126
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ninelne

latteriatter

emanate from prophets to dominate their followers but is largely bestowed upon the

former by the latter7lattera insofar as yorgason was correct in concluding that the typical

american bomborn male convert to mormonism was a farmer with a side occupation or

two who was living in rural conditions and who could not be termed even relatively

wealthy 8 the socioeconomicsocio conditionseconomic of these men resembled those of the majority of

their american contemporariescontemporaries9 although yorgasonsYorga studysons provides what is still the

most thorough examination of these mens socioeconomicsocio backgroundseconomic its scope

apparently did not allow for a close examination of their influence on the growth and

development of early mormonism moreover it is essentially blind to gender as are most

subsequent studies of the subject

the reasons for the lack of progress toward a history of early

or webers comments on this key facet of charisma see max weber on
charisma andinstitution building ed S N eisenstadt chicago IL university of
chicago press 1968 241242241 neglect242 of this insight may be seen in works which
otherwise demonstrate considerable knowledge of the seminal works on charisma e g
see some of the essays in the prophet puzzle interpretive essays on joseph smith ed
bryan waterman salt lake city UT signature books 1999 and even works which
give lip service to this insight of weber see e g the treatment of joseph smith in len
oakes prophetic charisma the psychologyPsycho ofloy revolutionary religious personalities
syracuse NY syracuse university press 1997 27 but cf 67 149 169 180 200 it

is certainly important to continue to examine what it was about joseph smith that led so
many followers to invest him with charismatic authority but it must also be stressed that
without such followers as he himself often noted his message would have died with him

yorgason some demographic aspects 27

ine out often americans lived on the land in 1790 and nearly eight out often
still did in 1860 on the eve of the civil war most americans lived in the countryside
and pursued a way of life now referred to by historians as household economy or
household production bruce laurie artisans into workers labor in nineteenth
century america new york hillffillfaill and wang 1989 16

gender sensitive

for
and institution

eg
in

eg

of ten of ten
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mormonism may parallel those affecting a similar lag in the transition from womens to

gender studies in U S history in general As michaelmchaelmichaei kimmel has observed the

pioneering work of feminist scholars in the past two and a half decades has rightly

increased our awareness of the importance of gender in shaping and restricting the lives

of women throughout history since gender is defined as the set of meanings and

prescriptions that a given culture attaches to a biological sex 10 such cultural meanings and

prescriptions would logically shape and limit the lives of each sex ll11 yet kimmel and

others have noted the invisibility of gender to research involving men and the related

belief that mens history has already been written 12 the key assumption behind these

notions seems to be that gender norms like historical studies have until recently been the

product of or at least represented the interests of the entire male sex rather than a

relatively few men with particular socioeconomicsocio backgroundseconomic ideals and interests

thus while womens historians have greatly enriched our understanding by recovering the

varied experiences of female factory workers laundresses prostitutes homesteaders and

housewives as well as women worthies the portrayal of mens historical experience is still

michaelmichaeilo kimmel manhood in america A cultural history evrf york the
free press 1996 232

11

3

since such gender constructs affect all persons men as well as women
observes one historian it seems appropriate at this point to focus not just on women
any longer in applying the principles and perspectives pioneered by feministfen historiansanistdnist
john mack faragher historyifistory from the inside out writing the history of women in

rural america american quarterly 33 1981 545

faragher historythstory from the inside out 3 for an attempt to apply this insight
to research involving contemporary mormon men see david knowlton on mormon
masculinity sunstone 161622 august 1992 193219 32

US

new

3 3
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relatively monolithic

to be sure there is little evidence of protest by nineteenth century american men

regarding contemporary gender expectations which traditionally placed them legally

economically and ecclesiastically above their female contemporariescontemporaries13 A more accurate

explanation of their lack of protest however should surely examine the extent to which

the majority of white men were accommodated to their social and economic inferiority to

a traditional gentry and then to a rising new middle classy via sexist notions of their

superiority over their wives and sisters similarly the socioeconomicsocio inferiorityeconomic of the

slaveholdingnonslaveholdingnon majority of white men in the south was assuaged via racist notions of

their superiority over blacks 15 moreover a better explanation should at least address the

faragher for example notes that the legal code that men wrote perpetuated
and defended granted husbands extraordinaryextra powersordinary over the lives and affairs of their
wives wives werefemmewere covertfemme as the law said without civil political or property
rights apart from those of their husbands yet he might more accurately have written
that ehteeliteehleetite men wrote for as he goes on to state the ancient theory of domestic politics

which made the father head of the household reflected and we might add sustained
the hierarchical organization of the society faragher historyfE fromstory the inside out
550

14 for an outstanding illustration of the persistence of a nearly insurmountable
boundary between the genteel and rural working majority in the era of the early republic
see allan taylor william coopers town power and persuasion on the frontier of the
early american republic new york random house 1995 for studies which attack
the myth of a widespread or easy ascent into the new middle class during the jacksonian
era see edward pessen jacksonian america society personality and poll ticsbics revised
edition chicago university of illinois press 1986 7710077 and100 sellers theae market
revolutionvolution passim

works which examine the use of racism as a palliative for and by working men
in antebellum america include eric foner free soil free labor free men netheehe
ideology of the republican party before the civil war new york oxford university
press 1970 and david R roediger the wages of whiteness race and the making of
the american worwarfang class new york verso 1991 As these works show the

6

class

13

politics

re

working

13



allaliail 16

okaofa

ofamenofmen

extent to which such gender ideals were invisible or in other words were viewed as

common sense and thus hardly debatable the realization that gender is socially

constructed is relatively recent there is good reason to believe that in the past the

majority of members of both sexes generally saw gender as naturally or divinely

determined insofar as they considered it at all16

yet launius specific suggestions for bringing male concerns into a mormon

gender history assume a monolithic motive maintenance of male power he stresses

existence of black slavery enabled working class whites in the north as well to view
themselves as free labor even as the traditional bases of their claim to economic
independence were eroding similarly the continuing claims of independence by
working men in all sections of the country were surely bolstered by the dependent status
legally economically and traditionally of their wives and children thus fillfull manhood

which depended so heavily on manly independence could be defined in contrast to
womanhood and boyhood as well as in terms of whiteness for a similar argument see
susan juster the spirit and the flesh gender language and sexuality in american
protestantism in new directions inm american religious history ed harry S stout and
D G hart new york oxford university press 1997 349

such insights are not new and in fact appear in one of the earliest attempts to
reconstruct the history of womanhood in america while the author defines her topic as
that cage or mold in which history has persistently shaped and trapped the female
sex she also observes that woman confronts a web of constrictions upon individual
autonomy more formidable than but notnol fundamentallynolfundamentally different from mans
predicament woman is merely placed at a greater disadvantage neither can a single
human hand simply personified by the male sex be found behind the making of
womanhood mary P ryan womanhood in america from colonial times to the
present new york new viewpoints 1975 3 10 emphasis added the problem is

that until very recently such insights have rarely been systematically pursued in relation to
the history of manhood in america for a few notable exceptions see note 25 below
mens history at first seemed a sillysifly concept admitted one historian recently wasnt

most history about menamen9 lisa wilson ye heart of A manalanilan the domestic life of men in
colonial ne england new haven CT yale university press 1999 ix only later
wilson says did she realize that the historical study of men as a gendered group had
barely begun previous one sided studies although gender sensitive portrayed men as
one dimensional power brokers rather than flesh and blood people who also had to play

the roles assigned them wilson ye heart of A man 2 4

thusfill

16

differentftom

men
new
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I1 believe that launius is essentially
correct in linking the older status anxiety with the more current decline of patriarchy
arguments in that both rest on similar assumptions about the experiences and concerns of
the historical subjects who were allegedly reacting to them historians who followed the
interpretation of the progressive era proposed by status anxiety inventor richard
hofstadter the age of reform new york vintage books 1955 learned that they had
built on a foundation of sand when it was found that hofstadter offered no direct evidence
that his subjects had actually statusneilfellneit anxiety but only suggested that they must have
under the circumstances in which they found themselves the most thorough subsequent
study of the progressivesProgress motivationsives which examines their own public and private
writings admittedly problematic but still far better evidence than historians retroactive
projections of their motives based on economicecon statisticsonnicornic alone has since suggested real
religious concerns as the root source of progress vismcism see robert crunden ministers of
reform chicago university of illinois press 1982 for a similar argument regarding
antebellum social reformers see robert abzug cosmos crumbling american reform
and the religious imagination new york oxford university press 1994

men whosevhose fathers and grandfathers

had assumed unquestioned control of their households began to give themselves over to

a gentle loving jesus as they delegated day to day authority over childrearingchild andrearing

other household affairs to their wives in the introduction to their recreation of the

kingdomXing ofmathiasmathiasofdorn johnson and wilentz suggest that their subject was but an extreme

example from among a number of religious reactionaries who sought to restore the father

aunius recent trends 12324

18 for example mario de pillis the social sources of mormonism church
history 3 7 march 1968 747974 hillifillhlllhili79 the rise of mormonism 427430 although
these articles may be viewed as part of an older social history their arguments hinge on
basic assumptions regarding the gender ideals and experiences of early mormon men that
are also relevant to the newer gender history

clstatus

ilaunius

37

actuallyfell

writ ings admittadmitsed ly

progressivism

8

123 24

427 430

Cl status anxiety and resulting efforts to re secure patriarchal authority as the most likely

concerns of nineteenth century male converts to mormonism 1 in fact this is less an

original suggestion than an assumption with a fairly long history as a key element in

previous treatments of mormonism 18 recently paul johnson and sean wilentz have

asserted that as a result of the market revolution

the

ting

chose



nizednihed

as religious head of the family a number in which they prominently include joseph

smith 19 in a similar vein charles sellers has asserted that thousands of frustrated young

single men husbands and fathers led their families to smiths patriarchal religion while

tens of thousands followed women into evangelical denominations 20 however none of

these scholars offer much evidence that these were in fact the driving concerns and

motives of the majority of early mormon converts 21 nor do they explain the many

elements of feminized religion found in mormonism by barbara welter in the article in

which she coined that term 22

A few historians of mormonism have expressed reluctance to assume too much

about the place of early mormon men in american society without more concrete and

objective evidence for example lawrence yorgason concluded his study of the

demographic aspects of early mormonscormons by acknowledging the insufficiency of the

information available to support many final assertions despite his thorough efforts and

he found it marvelous that certain previous publications would make such strong

johnson and wilentz the kingdom ofmathiasqfmathiasof 7Mathias 10

sellers the marketmareet revolution 225

in support of these assertions johnson and wilentz offer only the case of joseph
smiths own family while sellers includes also the case of martin and lucy harris none
add any solid quantitative support to this minimal anecdotal evidence

barbara welter the feminization of american religion 180018601800 1860 in

dimity convictions the american woman in the nineteenth century athens OHOR ohio
university press 1976 9910099 among100 the feminized doctrines welter finds in early
mormonism are the rejection of infant damnation and the belief in a mother in heaven
for additional discussion of this topic see chapter 3 below

9

fenu

21

22



claims despite the paucity of their information 2321 A similar discomfort regarding the

undocumented guesstimates regarding early membership of the mormon church led

susan easton black to undertake the ten year fifty volume compilation of basic member

information which provides much of the data base of the present study 24 As that

compilation neared completion black dedicated it to those who would undertake the task

of writing a more well founded and well rounded history of average rather than elite

early mormonscormons 2521

recent exemplary integration of his subjectssubjects5 own perceptions of the meaning and

attainment of manhood is found in anthony rotundosRotun workdos on nineteenth century

american northeastern middle class and upper middle class males in analyzing their

experience rotundo takes advantage of the insights of nearly three decades of feminist

historiography rotundo argues that due to nineteenth century urbanization and

separation of adult middle class mens and womens spheres of activity sons were

increasingly separated from their fathers who were thus unavailable as role models for the

233lawrencelawrencealawrence yorgason some demographic aspects 83

susan easton black all but forgotten the early latter day saints provo
utah brigham young university religious studies center 1987 3 on the other hand
some otherwise exemplary scholars seem perfectly content to make assertions about the
socioeconomicsocio motivationseconomic of early mormon men on the basis of a knowledge however
expert of the general milieu supplemented only by a few anecdotes

similarly in his pioneering study of colonial plymouth john demos lauded the
work of earlier historians of puritan new england but lamented the elite bias inherent in
their sources and expressed the hope that a demographic approach might introduce a
greater degree of precision into a field which heretofore has been widely influenced by
popular myth and indeed guesswork john demos A little commonwealth
family life in plymouth colony new york oxford university press 1970 xi

10

5
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new roles their sons would have to fulfillfulfil and that such boys were further inhibited from

preparing for key aspects of those male roles by their mothers efforts to refine them 26

scholars have praised rotundo for providing an overarching interpretive model

with which future scholars must contend but they have also raised questions about the

comprehensiveness of this model27 how could boys who knew little about the new role

they would soon have to assume create a cultural system that would so neatly prepare

them for its demandsdemands7 how would rotundosRotun modeldos admittedly based mainly on

northeastern middle class subjects apply to other groups particularly in frontier areas9arease

were religious values or training which seem to have had little impact on rotundosRotun

males

dos

really so unimportantunimportant9

in light of such questions elliot west has stressed the need for additional studies

of growing up in other regions and socioeconomicsocio groupseconomic he has found that while rural

E anthony rotundo boysoy culture middle class boyhood in nineteenth
century america in meaningsaleaningsfor for manhood constructions of masculinity m
victorian america ed mark C carnes and clyde griffen chicago university of
chicago press 1990 also rotundo american manhood transformations in
masculinity promfrom the revolution to the present era new york basic books 1993 31-

55 mark C cames secret ritual andmanhoodinandmanhood victorian america new haven
CT yale university press 1989

see review articles in reviews in american history 22 no I11 march 1994 14-

17 american historical review june 1994 960 journal ofsocial history 28 no 2

winter 1994 42527425 by27 the same token launius suggests the use of camescarnes work as
way of explicating the reactionary nature of early mormon priesthood ordinations and
temple ordinances without noting camescarnes stress on his subjects concern with genuine
religious issues rather than mere social control carnes rejects a purely sociogenicsocio
interpretation

genic
by applying victor turners conception of rituals as assubconscioussubconscious

instruments of psychological mediation as well as liminal in asserting the primacy of
emotions and experience over calculating reason and multivocalicmullivocalicmultimulli invocalic expressing
indirectly conflicts within society and between social norms and personal drives carnes
victorian ritual especially 232 133 63 157
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and frontier families did seek to embrace refined ideals like those ofrotundosrotundos subjects

their efforts to do so were continually collidingidingedingudingcoff with the necessities of lifefifeilfehife west argues

that such necessities made the active role of children in american history far greater than

historians have previously recognized he concludes

generalizing about the history of growing up based mainly on the
experiences of the boys and girls of one social class in one part of the
country tells us as much or as little as looking at the history of the united
states entirely through the eyes of adults only when their diversity is

recognized can we begin to bring childhood fullyfolly into the story 28

the few studies thus far which have dealt with coming of age among early

mormonscormons do not make use of the important insights suggested by either rotundo or west

M guy bishop has published pioneering articles on early i e

in small worlds children and
adolescents in america 185019501850 ed1950 elliot west and paula petrik lawrence
university press of kansas 1992 394039 see40 also elliot west growing up with the
country childhood on the far western frontier albuquerque university of new
mexico press 1989

29m21m guy bishop preparingTre toparing take the kingdom childrearing directives in

early mormonism journal of the early republic 7 fall 1987 27590275 sex90 roles
marriage and childrearingchild atrearing mormon nauvoo western illinois regional studies 11

fall 1988 304530

12

45

of Rotundos

ie

1 as

versa 29 davis bittonsbittensBit articletons

on zions rowdies in the early utah period would seem to suggest that such

prescriptions if used were not always successful at least from the point of view ofnonofton

elliot west children on the plains frontier

of non

pre utah mormon

prescriptions regarding children and childrearingchild butrearing ibiasijias not documented the impact of

such views on actual early mormon child culture or vice versa29
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mormonscormons 30 bishop and bitton both present adults eye views of youth culture and

neither examines gender differences there is a need for additional study of early

mormonism incorporating the insights of gender studies as does rotundo while keeping

in mind the important ruralfrontierrural factorsfrontier suggested by west

the study of early mormon gender history holds the potential for refining our

understanding not only of the beginnings of mormonism but also of the evolution of

gender constructs among a significant portion of nineteenth century americans most

american bomborn early mormon men like the majority of their american contemporaries 31

were preindustrialpre ruralindustrial working men As marvin hill an eminent historian of early

mormonism has observed

there is a good deal of evidence that many if not most early mormonscormons
were men and women of modest means and little formal education such
notables as brigham young wilford woodruff john taylor lorenzo
snow parley P pratt and lyman wight were poor farmers or artisans
barely finding the funds to meet their needs in 1830 these findings
compare favorably with orson spencers assertion in 1842 that our
people are mostly of the working class 32

this is not to say that these men were primarily wage earning members of an industrial

working class in the marxist sense while concurring with orson spencers assessment

avis bitton zions rowdies growing up on the mormon frontier utah
historical quarterly 50 1982 192195192

laurie

195

artisans into workers 16 25

letter of orson spencer from nauvoo november 7 1842 in orson spencer
letters exhibiting the most prominent doctrines of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city deseret news company 1889 38 marvin S hill
quest for refuge the mormon flight from american pluralism salt lake city
signature books 1989 161716

13

17
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davis
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questfor flighiftom
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of the majority of his early co religionists hill finds no evidence that the industrial

revolution affected them directly 33 if we define working people as including those

who had to work for a living without the benefit of a college education or plentiful

resources 34 we can replace the narrow definition of the term as a disinherited urban

industrial proletariat with a broader definition which includes most early nineteenth

century american farmers and rural artisans coming from this rural working population

most early mormonscormons were generally better off than their urban working class

contemporaries yet lower than both the traditional american upper class and the rising

middle class 3531 in this respect most early mormonscormons were like the majority of their

hill questorQuest refugeforyor 17 moreover hill was looking mainly at early mormon
leaders for a similar approach and conclusion see nathan 0 hatch theae democratiza-
tion of american christianity new haven yale university press 1989.1989 121 122 in
their published studies hill and hatch limit their examination of the socioeconomicsocio
backgrounds

economic
of early mormonscormons to a handful of notables yet theirs are among a mere

handful of studies to go even that far and their conclusions that early american mormonscormons
came mainly from the laboring classes are confirmed by more in depth monograph studies
including this one

karen hansen A very social time craftinggrafting community in antebellum ne
england berkeley university of california press 1994 303230330

some

32

scholars from the up and coming to the established have recently
argued that converts to early mormonism came primarily from the middle class if not
higher graduate student stephen harper has recently attacked what he calls the gullible
bumpkin thesis in previous mormon historiography while I1 certainly agree with the
main thrust of harpers thesis his strenuous yet counter factual argument that joseph
knight a wealthy early convert typified more mormonscormons than joseph smith leads one to
wonder if he has not accepted his adversaries association of poverty with stupidity
steven C harper by no means men of weak minds the gullible bumpkin thesis

and the first mormonscormonsMormons nauvoo journal 9 1997 40 sociologist rodney stark has
also dismissed previous scholarsscholars9 conclusions that most early mormonscormons came from the
lower classes as founded on anti mormon rhetoric and has pointed to the early mormonscormonsMor
establishment

mons
of a municipal university in nauvoo as proof that they were actually from

the middle if not the upper class rodney stark the rise of christianity san francisco

14
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american contemporaries for whom such changes as were wrought by the industrial

revolution were only faintly perceptible before the 1830s 36

A recent study by karen hansen has suggested that the heretofore largely silent

majority of working people in early nineteenth century america constituted an

analytically distinct group that gets lost in the broad formulation of the middling

classes or the narrow definitions of the working class 37 while rejecting a rigidly

marxist approach hansen advocates the careful application of certain essential marxian

insights that the material conditions of this large yet distinct group led its members to

create a distinguishably unique cultural practice and that what made this group distinct

was mainly the fact that its members made a living through physical labor rather than

CA harper collins 1996 394039 40 in fact early mormonscormons frequently described
themselves and each other as being from the poor or laboring classes of society their
attempts to form and support a university ofnauvoonauvoo did not make the mormonscormons there a
community of intellectuals stark the rise of christianity 39 any more than the
kirtland banking society made its founders a group of financiers both ventures say more
about their founders aspirations than their attainments contrary to the assertions of
harper and stark the findings of this and other more broad based studies support mario
S de pillissgillissPil assertionliss that most early mormonscormons came from the lower but not the lowest
classes mario S depillis the social sources ofmormonismmormonism church history 37
march 1968 77 while the more fortunate families in rural america joined the rising

new middle class early on see mary P ryan cradle of the middle class the family in
oneida county newnev york 179018651790 cambridge1865 MANLA cambridge university press
1981198 many remained part of the rural laboring majority throughout most of the
nineteenth century As recent work on early mormon history suggests e g richard L
bushman was joseph smith a gentleman the standard for refinement in utah in
nearly everything imaginable the everyday life of utahs mormon pioneers eds
ronald walker and doris dant provo UT brigham young university press 1999 27-
36 and as this study affirms most mormonscormons remained part of this agrarian majority
throughout at least the first half of the nineteenth century

laurie artisans into workers 202120220

hansen
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A very social time 323532
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through speculation interest rents etc she makes a persuasive case for viewing her

subjects this way by showing among other things that this is how they viewed

themselves 38

it is also evident that many early mormon men viewed themselves in these terms

and not only themselves but their fathers before them far from the powerful patriarchs

suggested by johnson etel atal with the time and means to micro manage their households

while others did all the work these men affirmed that their fathers had spent their lifetimes

toiling for and alongside their rural working families my father wrote solomon

chamberlain was an honest hardworkinghard manworking a farmer by trade and earned his bread

by the sweat of his brow joseph noble wrote having a large family

and not much to help himself with depended upon the labor of his own hands for the

support of so large a family my father declared george laub was classed with the

laboring men to till the earth and earn his bread by the sweat of his brow as god gave

command to our first parents 39

in this they evidently preserved notions inherited from their english ancestry the
majority of whom were seen and saw themselves as a different order from their
betters primarily on the basis of their dependence on their own manual labor to support

themselves peter laslett the world we have lost england before the industrial age
2ndand edition new york charles scribners sons 1971 27 30 414541 45 on the basis of
their lack of class consciousness laslett argues that being of a different order did not
make them part of a different class yet he shows that their experiences were certainly
different as arguably were a significant portion of their views and values see for
example laslett the world we have lost 558355 15917915983 179

solomon chamberlain A short sketch of the life of solomon chamberlain J
willard marriot library special collections university of utah salt lake city utah
hereafter marriot library I11 joseph noble autobiography harold B lee library

special collections brigham young university provo utah hereafter HBLL I11

george laub autobiography HBLL 1 emphasis added in each case
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although these accounts are anecdotal reminiscences they might be multiplied

many times from the unparalleled number of life writings of their contemporaries available

in utah repositories alone primary sources for what follows include the life writings of

over one hundred native born white american men who came of age and became

mormonscormonsMor duringmons the first half of the nineteenth century although this is a small fraction

of the many men who fit this category it does include as nearly as I1 can determinedeterrmdeterry all of

their available surviving writings one historian ofmormonismmormonism to recognize the potential

of these sources is malcolm R thorp who has observed that the extensive number of

diaries journals and reminiscences that exist in various repositories interested in the LDS

religious experience provide insights into childhood experience hitherto neglected by

historians although nearly all these accounts are retrospective typically written

somewhere between ten to fifty years after the events which they relate continues thorp

yet they provide revealing glimpses not otherwise readily obtainable of what some

of those at the lower levels of the social order thought to be significant about their early

years 40

As thorp has used such accounts to explicate the passages to adulthood of early

british working class converts this study seeks to do so for their rural american

contemporaries using their surviving records the details of the passage to manhood

recounted in these records corroborate the characterization of these men and their fathers

as members of the agrarian majority of farmers and artisans who supported themselves

malcolm R thorp childhood in early nineteenth century britain reflected in
some LDS sources in mormon identities in transition ed douglas J davies
london cassell 1996 93
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mainly with the work of their own hands rather than through rents investments or trade

these life writings can be supplemented by demographic information for a much larger

number of menai as well as contemporary descriptive and prescriptive writings including

newspapers letters and sermons

such sources allow a fairly close study of the passages to manhood of american

men who became mormonscormons during the first half of the nineteenth century in his study of

american manhood anthony rotundo found that while the passage to manhood for

nineteenth century northern eastern middle class males was increasingly lengthy and

problematic 42 the boundary between boys and mens worlds was quite distinct43 it was

only in the last decades of the nineteenth and early decades of the twentieth centuries that

rotundosRotun mendos increasingly embraced a definition of manhood which involved a good

deal of glorifyingglorify anding even imitating boyish spontaneity and physicality in contrast

to rotundosRotun subjectsdos the experience of early mormon men and boys during the same

41 the main source for this information in the following pages including
occupations baptismal dates is susan easton blacks fifty volume membership of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saintssamts 183018481830 referred1848 to above this
compilation contains basic information including birth baptism and marriage dates and
places and occupational information for over 6000 american bom males who became
members were baptized or bomborn to already baptized parents of the mormon church
before 1850

in this rotundo builds on the findings of joseph ketts pioneering work rites of
passage adolescence in america 1790 to the present new york basic books 1977
see especially chapters five and eight

the conclusion of michael kimmel regarding the nineteenth century american
view of manhood is quite similar to that of rotundo and perhaps more succinct being a
man meant not being a boy A man was independent self controlled responsible a
boy was dependent irresponsible and lacked control kimmel manhood inm america 6
7

18
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period involved a much more fluid and flexible passage from boyhood to manhood and

one that involved many manly aspects and activities at the earliest possible age while

postponing others almost indefinitely

an explanation for this contrast may be found in a closer examination of key

economic religious and cultural experiences and concerns of early mormon men the

second chapter of this study examines demographic evidence including types and inter-

generational persistence of occupations and average age at first marriage as well as

literary sources especially life writings to argue that pre mormon males experienced a

strenuous yet relatively swift and direct passage to manly independence like that of their

fathers and in contrast to that suggested by johnson and others the third chapter draws

on prescriptive and descriptive writings in addition to LDS church membership records

to demonstrate that mormonism attracted men in proportions unparalleled in other

denominations in nineteenth century americaAme thatfica helped support the development of its

more optimistic and anti calvinist beliefs regarding man and his relation to god chapter

four focuses on important martial aspects of early mormon mens rhetoric and actions

e g regarding firearms combat and physicality in general to illustrate how early

mormon male culture attitudes manners and behaviors reflected the gender and socio-

economic conditions of the majority of its leading adherents in following a rough over a

refined ideal of manly performance the evidence presented in these chapters supports a

view of early mormon men as embracing a set of manly ideals that differed significantly in

many ways from those embraced by their middle class contemporaries

19
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CHAPTER 2

THEREFORE SHALL A MAN

LEAVE HIS FATHER AND HIS MOTHER 1

ECONOMIC PASSAGES TO MANLY independence

the single characteristic that early nineteenth century american men believed

above all distinguished them from every other in contrast to whom they defined their

manhood was their manly independence 2 in the half century following the american

war for independence the myth of personal manly independence became the preeminent

mark of manhood this notion was particularly important to the self image of both urban

and rural working men drawing on elements of that republicanism which had provided

the ideology for american independence these men contrasted their personal

independence with the dependence of vassals and slaves 3 they bravely maintained

their belief in their manly independence despite their increasing dependence on landlords

genesis 2 24

arke kann the gendering ojamericanoj politics foundingmothers founding
fathers andpoliticalpatriarchy westport CT praeger 1999 72 see also M E kann
A republic of men the american founders gendered language and patriarchal politics
new york new york university press 1998 303130330

3seanasean

31

wilentz chants democratic new york city and the rise of the american
working class 178818501788 new1850 york oxford university press 1984 92

20
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lenders and employers but also despite their continuing dependence on one another and

particularly on the women and children who were their wives daughters and sons 5 the

difference between their sons and all these other unmanly others was that these men

were the main guides and gatekeepersgate onkeepers their sons path to becoming men like

themselves

manly independence required not only political independence but also economic

independence since as republicanism made clear one was not possible without the other

thus preindustrialpre americanindustrial fathers guided and controlled their sons progress to

manhood through the formers monolopymonologymonolo onpy economic skills and resources however

our understanding of the nature of this progress has been distorted by the fact that

historical characterizations of the american family have focused mainly on idealized

pictures of the traditional farm family based on elite examples presided over by prosperous

patriarchs or on rising middle class families organized around the interests of self made

an taylor william coopers town power and persuasion on the frontier of the
early american republic new york random house 1995 175 187

n his extensive study of the social construction ofmasculinity anthropologist david
gilmore has shown that in cultures around the world manhood is defined in opposition to
a male based discourse about svomanness david gilmore manhood in the making
cultural concepts of masculinityofallasculinity new haven CT yale university press 1990 131413 14

in the american case at least others besides the female have been used in the role of other
in the construction of manhood in a recent study of manhood in america sociologist
michael kimmel observes that while femininity has been a negative pole against which
american manhood has historically been defined so has the other as defined by race or class
in addition kimmel asserts in america prior to the twentieth century being a man meant

not being a boy michael kimmel manhood in america A cultural history new
york the free press 1996 676 187
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sons are seen as responding to the development and spread of the

market economy by fleeing the country in search of wagevage or salaried work either as an

alternative to remaining at home until their fathers left them land or because there was

insufficient land remaining for their fathers to leave to them7thema parents are portrayed as

responding to new economic conditions by acting to reduce the number of their children

and mobilizing their resources to support their sons while the latter pursued longer and

more specialized education in hopes of perpetuating their families recently won position

nly more recently have studies such as that of susan gray begun to focus more
closely on the progress of young men who gained a greater degree of independence with the
opening up of land in the west yet even gray gravitates toward the more prosperous of
these arguing that fathers lack of land was partially mitigated by their stores of another
commodity of rising importance cash susan E gray the yankee west community life
on the michigan frontier chapel hill NC university ofnorth carolina press 1996 1 100GO

102 the current chapter will seek among other things to provide additional insights about
some of their less prosperous contemporaries

or a discussion ofthese alternatives see nancy folbre patriarchy in colonial new
england the review of radical political economics 12 no 2 summer 1980 4134 and13

the wealth of patriarchs deerfield massachusetts 176018401760 1840 journal of interdis-
ciplinary history 16 no 2 autumn 1985 199220199 still220 joyce appleby concludes that
in the early republic new careers engaged 10 percent ofwhite adult men at most joyce
appleby inheriting the revolution the first generation of americans cambridge MA
harvard university press 2000 121
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meng hence historical glimpses at the passage to manhood in the united states have

portrayed early american sons as held on the farm by their fathers hold on their landed

inheritances and nineteenth century sons as held at home and in school by the need for

increasingly lengthy preparation in order to become independent breadwinners the

historical transition between these two models of boyhood has generally been linked to the

emergence of new strategies necessitated or facilitated by what has been called the

market revolution



in a new middle class 8 historians have seen the former type of son as frustratedustratedfi by his

lack of choices and the latter type as bewildered by the abundance of his choices9choiceschoicest

As

9

the previous chapter suggested early mormon men have been quite

consistently portrayed as involved in such transitions even though little actual evidence

and analysis of their economic circumstances and experiences has been offered in support

of such portrayals the present chapter will present evidence regarding the economic rites

of passage to manly independence experienced by men who would join the mormon

church now formally the church of jesus christ of latter day saints during its first

decades statistical evidence of relatively early average age at and of a high

degree of intergenerationalinter persistencegenerational of occupations among these men combined with

evidence from life writings of a pattern of rapidly increasing work experience and

responsibility from the youngest age suggest a path to manhood that was strenuous yet

swift and relatively straightforward thus these mens youths were in many ways more

reminiscent of those of their colonial american counterparts than of their urban middle

class contemporaries

in his classic study of family life in plymouth colony john demos described

8 see for example mary P ryan cradle of the middle class the family in oneida
county new york 17901865 cambridge MA cambridge university press 1981 555855

145185145
58

john185 demos past present and personal the family and the life course in
american history new york oxford university press 1986 1334 104108104

see

108

ryan cradle of the middle class 57 folbre wealthwealth ofpatriarchs 203210
demos past present and personal 106
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coming of age in that formative american settlement as fluid 10 in such an agrarian

community the role of children as a source of farm labor encouraged parents to have

relatively large numbers of them and to emphasize their physical abilities over age or

generational differences in the work assigned to them As a result coming of age

appeared not as a cliff to be mounted in a series of sudden and precarious leaps but as a

gradual ascent the stages of which were quite literally embodied in the many siblings

variously situated along the way n As young boys learned the skills and roles of

manhood from their fathers and older brothers they evidently experienced a smoother

transition to manhood than their modern counterparts As demos explained after a boy

began to assume an adult4adult role and style around the age of six or seven progress toward

full maturity could be accomplished in a gradual piecemeal and largely automatic

fashion boys own fathers provided relatively clear models for the formation of their

own identities there was no awkward age but rather the steady lengthening of a

youngvoung persons shadow a process through which one generation yielded imperceptibly

to its successor 12 demos found that the boys in his study who began this process at six

or seven had attained the marks of manhood relative economic independence and

marriage by their early to midmaidmald twenties and without passing through the period of

john demos A little commonwealth family life in plymouth colony new york
oxford university press 1970 149

emos A little commonwealth 69

demos A little commonwealth 50
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storm and stress more recently associated with adolescence 13

in sharp contrast joseph kettkelt and others have shown how the nineteenth century

saw the prolongation and transformation of youth into an indefinite liminal stage in

which the norms of neither the prior childhood nor the succeeding adult stage fully

applied 14 the years preceding manhood became fraught with ambiguities and anxieties

several factors apparently contributed to this transformation parents had fewer children

probably at least in part because economic changes such as commercialization

industrialization and urbanization made children less economically valuable or useful by

midn centuryid the intergenerationalinter continuumgenerational described by demos was breaking down as

more and more boys grew up without older brothers or even fathers in whose vocational

footsteps they could easily or confidently follow instead as kett has shown working

class boys were faced with the prospect of dead end jobs while their middle class and

upper class counterparts faced the prolonged process of choosing and preparing for

careers for the latter group in particular as anthony rotundo has shown boyhood and

manhood became increasingly separate and disconnected during the nineteenth century

with attainment of the economic independence and marriage which marked the latter

demos A little commonwealth 145 As joyce appleby has found key aspects
ofdemos description obtained for the majority ofyoung americans into the early nineteenth
century since adolescence had yet to be conceived of as a special stage of life girls and
boys typically went from being a child to an adult with little fanfare physical maturity
signaled adult status appleby inheriting the revolution 121 see also joseph kett
growing up in rural new england 180018401800 1840 in anonymous americans explorations

in nineteenth century social history ed tamara K hareven englewood cliffs NJ
prentice hall 1971 1161

joseph

16

F kett rites of passage adolescence in america 1790 to the present
new york basic books 1977 especially 144711447144
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status often delayed even into their thirties 15

historians like john demos have turned to various types of demographic data as

key evidence in the history of the family such data hold the promise of being more

objective and more inclusive potentially providing glimpses at the behavior and perhaps

suggesting the values of the silent majority who lacked the time or ability to leave behind

more self conscious evidence of their lives occupational statistics and age at first

marriage averages among other data have been employed in attempts to shed light on the

history of the familyfan inefflyffly genera and the fathersonfather relationshipson in particular put very

simply the movement of sons away from agricultural occupations and the drop in their

average age at first marriage16marriage have both been viewed as corresponding to sons gradual

escape hromfrom patriarchal domination and toward greater individual autonomy in short for

a study of male coming of age such statistics mightraight be viewed as indices of the

accessibility of full manhood 17 this chapter will examine such empirical evidence and then

relevant passages from literary sources in pursuit of a more nuanced understanding of the

anthony rotundo american manhood transformations in masculinity from the
revolutionReiorelo tolution the present era new york basic books 1993 11516115

although

16

this is not the only nuptial statistic historians have studied as an index of
paternal power see e g daniel scott smith parental power and marriage patterns an
analysis of historical trends journal Marriageofmarriage and family 35 no 3 august 1973
419428419 it428 is the one on which they have most persistently focused

lisa wilsonsvilsonsWil recentsons findings regarding colonial new england through the eighteenth
century that marriagearriagemi and parenthood were the only alternatives for adult men as well
as for women that a man first found work and then a wife in that order but in fairly rapid
succession and that these constituted the marks ofmanly independence are strikingly similar
to my findings regarding their early nineteenth century counterparts examined in the present
study see wilson ye heart of A man 4 7 36
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rites of passage to manhood that these men passed though

while most studies ofageofago at first have focused on the ages of the

woman because of the clear correlation of that statistic with fertility and population

growth male age at can be an important index for historians interested in

the history of male life stages and of the fathersonfather relationshipson it makes sense to begin

this study by reviewing the relevant information that may be gleaned from such previous

studies

historians have estimated that in rural areas in western europe throughout much

of the four centuries preceding the twentieth the mean age for men at first marriage was

roughly 27527 5 18 in contrast the early decades of settlement in colonial new england were

characterized by a significantly lower than european age at for women

apparently due to their initial relative scarcity in colonial communities yet a high or

essentially european marriage age still obtained for men 19 As the subsequent

convergence of the gender ratio gradually raised the average age at hirstfirst marriage for

women the age at first marriage for men continued at a european level due most

historians agree to patriarchal control over the disposition of the family lands and of craft

skills 2021 since early euro americans continued the northwestern european pattern of

michaelichaelmichaeiNf anderson approaches to the history of the western family 150019141500
edinburgh

1914

the economic history society 1980 20

danieldanielmanielmanlel scott smith the demographic history ofcolonial new england journal
of economic history no I11 1972 17677176

philip

77

greven was apparently the first to advance this explanation based on his study
of colonial andover see four generations population land and family inm colonial
andover massachusetts ithaca cornell university press 1970 tables 6 15 and 21
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164170 subsequently the explanation
apparently pioneered by greven has become the consensus view among historians of the
american family see for example john M murrin review essay history and theory
11I1 1972I1 22832228 daniel32 scott smith parental power and marriage patterns 419428
stephen mintz and susan kellog domestic revolutions A social history of american
family life new york the free press 1988 898 169

daniel scott smith american family and demographic patterns and the northwest
european model continuity and change 8 no 3 1993 399

the emergence of new sources of income along with westward migration toward
expanding frontier and the growing number of parents who allowed sons to temporarily hire
out their labor and thus achieve a measure of financial independence while still in their teens
or early twenties did enable some to marry earlier mintz and kellog domestic revolutions
202120220 21 in new england the male SMAM singulatelingulatesing meanulate age at marriage dropped from
27427 4 to 26426 4 between 1690 and 1800 daniel scott smith the demographic history of
colonial new england 17677 during the same period the male SMAM for the british
american colonies as a whole dropped from 26 1 to 25625 6 or 92 percent of the english level
while the female SMAM rose from 83 percent to 90 percent of the english level michael
R haines long term marriage patterns in the united states from colonial times to the
presentpresenVr nationalesen bureau ofeconomicof researcheconomic historicalpaper vol 80 march 1996
table lalsop 8

haines2haines long term marriage patterns 25

28

familY

2danieladaniel
3 99

22

0 historical paper
1 alsoaiso p

neo local household formation with children separating from the households of parents

upon marriage21marriage their children depended on such patriarchal endowments for the

economicecononeconom independencek necessary to establish new families hence at least until the late

eighteenth century fathers were apparently able to delay their sons marriages and retain

control over their labor until the sons middle to late twenties 22

while much research has been done on the traditional european and colonial

american age at first marriage rates little related research on nineteenth century america

has been available until quite recently 2321 in 1996 a report on longtermlong marriageterm trends in

while john demos statistics for colonial plymouth showed a similar gradual approach toward
the western european norms john demos A little commowealthcommoinvealthcommonwealthCommo tablewealth 4 demos
initially questioned the identification of patriarchal control of lands as the primary factor in

influencing the age of sons at first marriage ibid
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america from colonial times until the present lamented the dearth of studies for the early

and middle nineteenth century the reports author michael haines hypothesized that

1 the opening of successive western areas permittedper thenutted singulatelingulatesing meanulate age at marriage

SMAM in frontier regions to fall in the early 1800s and 2 the gradual filling up of suchstichsuich

areas led to a subsequent increase in the SMAM as the century matured in fact haines

apparently missed at least one prior study which seems to support these hypotheses in

1989 donna breckenridge completed a ph D dissertation at brigham young university

in which she analyzed 17549 marriages ofnative born americans contracted between

1800 and 1950 24 the relevant data for this study are condensed and presented in table 1

table 1 average age at first for nineteenth century native born
american males by place of marriage

US nea MA SA NC scesc0
1810s 250 242 255 239 231 254

1820s 259 26326 3 270 26426 4 255 24324 3

1830s 251 251 281 246 242 238

1840s 260 292 268 251 245 248

source breckenridge trends in age heterogamy among native born americans
180019501800 ph1950 d dissertation brigham young university 1989

new england CT MA ME NH RI VT mid atlantic NJ NY PA c south atl-
antic DE DC FL GA MDm11 NC SC VA WV d north central IA IL IN KS nilMInii
MN MO ND NE OH SD WI e south central AL AR KY LA MS OK TN TX

donna baker greenway breckenridge trends in age heterogamy among native
born americans 180018501800 ph1850 d dissertation brigham young university 1989 her
sample was taken from twenty three extensive histories offamilies who originally immigrated
to the U S between 1688 and 1724 ibld76c 293029 30
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the information in table I11 indicates a drop in mean age at for men

in the northern central and southern central regions of the country during the second

quarter of the century when those areas were least densely populated and closest to the

frontier such statistics are thus consistent with haines prediction and with the consensus

of previous historians regarding a likely correlation between male age at first marriage

and the increased availability of land or some other means of livelihood the above

information also gives a basis for comparison with average ages at first marriage for early

nineteenth century mormon males

the lack of studies of average age at for early

population studies 321978 5195

30

19

in first marriage

first marriage pre 1850

in

in

21m
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nineteenth century mormonscormons rivals or exceeds the dearth mentioned above for nineteenth

century americans in general As far as I1 have been able to ascertain a single study

completed at the university of utah in the 1970s by skolnick etel al contains a substantial

compilation of data relating to ages at first marriage of early mormon males 25 the study

was undertaken for the purpose of analyzing fertility rates and is very comprehensive in

that regard although incorporating 10881 nineteenth century marriages the sample for

the two periods prior to 1846 totals only 259 marriages hence the study by skolnick et

al provides a good starting point and counterpoint for the findings to be presented

M skolnick L bean D may V argon K de nevers and P cartwright
mormon demographic history I1L nuptiality and fertility of once married couples



below 26 extrapolation of the data they present regarding SMAM and homogamy

difference in age of husband and wife rates for mormon women married during the

nineteenth century produces the information for husbands in table 2 below

table 2 average age at first marriage for once married nineteenth century
mormon males

period 1820341820 183545183534

SMAM

45

24 12 23 89

source skolnick et al mormon demographic history I1 p 14 table 3

in table 2 the mean age at for mormon males is less than that

calculated by breckenridge for the U S as a whole and for each of its major regions with

skolnick et al acknowledge a possible bias to the data arising from the fact that it

is derived from genealogical records family group sheets compiled by the LDS mormon
church A criterion for entry into the LDS file is that a descendant has become a mormon
which means that a member of each family connecting an ancestor to his descendant
survived to marry and to reproduce hence the more children a person had the greater
the probability that he would produce a descendant who would be able to complete the family
record and enter it into the genealogical file skolnick etel al mormon demographic
history 1I 5 on the one hand such a bias is far less than it would be if skolnick et al had
included polygamous or complex families the study contributes to redressing the imbalance
in other histories of the nineteenth century mormon family which have focused almost
entirely on polygamous families still the study incorporates relatively few 78 marriages
for the two periods prior to 1835 and does not specify how many of these marriages took
place prior to the couplescouples5 conversion to mormonism collecting data from all available
records ofpreoffre mormon and mormon first marriages prior to 1846 including first marriages
of those who subsequently married again after the death of a spouse or in order to practice
polygamy will include an even more representative sample for that period of course it will

also increase the bias described by skolnick etel al A comparison of their averages with those
presented below with the above considerations kept in mind willaill hopefully provide the best
understanding of this issue
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2lawrencelawrencealawrence foster religion and sexuality three american community experiments
of the nineteenth century new york oxford university press 1981 136

32

the exception of the south central region to the extent that the sample for 182018341820

consisted

1834

mainly of couples married before joining the mormon church which was

organized 6 april 1830 and that the sample for 183518451835 consisted1845 mainly of couples

married after joining with that church the slight decrease in mean age might possibly

represent at least in part a response to the doctrines of early mormonism scholars of

contemporary mormon family patterns have shown that in the late twentieth century

mormon males were not only more likely to marry but also married over a year earlier on

average than other american males they linked this intn the fact that LDS teachings

explicitly encourage marriage 27

it is therefore necessary to consider whether there is statistical evidence that the

re sacralization28sacralization of marriage by mormonismsMormoni prophetsms founder joseph smith 1805-

1844 might have been a factor in motivating early mormon men to marry younger an

evaluation of the possible correlation of such notions with the younger ages at first

marriage presented in table 2 above requires at the least a more precise sampling of such

marriages at a minimum it must be determined how many were in fact mormonscormons before

they were married whether they were living in the current center of the mormon

tim B heaton kristen L goodman and thomas B holman in search of a
peculiar people are mormon families really differentdifferent95 in contemporary mormonismlaforAlfor

social
monISM

science perspectives ed marie cornwall tim B heaton and lawrence A young
chicago university of illinois press 1994 8994 according to heaton etel al the mean age

at marriage for mormon males was 22322 3 as opposed to 23823 8 for other american males who
married ibid 95
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mormonscormons taken from contemporary

sources is civil marriages in nauvoo and some outlying areas 183918451839 compiled1845 by

lyndon cook hromfrom marriage announcements published in early mormon newspapers as

well as from the nauvoo civil marriage register cooks list includes 404 marriages in or

near this last gathering place of the mormonscormons before their trek to the great basin

checking each marriage listed in cook against blacks membership compilation produced

a total of 144 first marriages of mormon males who had previously been baptized and for

whom a birth date and place were also available averaging the ages of all the grooms in

this sample resulted in a mean age at firstfirs marriage of 23 03 for those 105 bomborn in

america and 24 42 for those 39 born in the british isles the american born group thus

married at least one year earlier on average than other americans in the same period and

region and nearly two years younger than the country as a whole for the same period

according to breckenridgesBrecken findingsridges see table I11 above

A search of blacksblack 3 membership for all first marriages of mormonscormons gathered in

29 As an exemplary survey of mormon history explains almost hromfromftomatom the beginning
the concept of the gathering tended to dominate the restored church the righteous

from all nations sought out by proselyting elders were to congregate in a place ofrefuge that
would provide protection against wars plagues and other destructive forces ofthe last days

gathering 29 and from which areas of the country they hailed so as to ascertain any

possible regional impact on age at

the largest list of marriage dates for

james B allenalienailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints revised and
enlarged edition salt lake city deseret book 1992 69 places ofgathering for mormonscormons
prior to their trek to the great basin included kirtland in ohio jackson and clay counties
in missouri and nauvoo in illinois for an explanation of the early mormon doctrine of
gathering in a work aimed at educated nonspecialistsnon seespecialists leonard J arrington and davis

bitton the mormon experience new york knopf 1979 1279127 1409
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kirtland ohio and in the several mormon gathering places in missouri during the 1830s

netted smaller totals of 28 and 24 mormon first marriages in kirtland and missouri

respectively for which the grooms birth dates and places were also available the

SMAM for each of these groups of marriage was again substantially lower than that of the

total population of the corresponding period and region as sampled by breckenridge As

seen in table 3 below they were also substantially lower than the SMAM for american

bomborn males married at nauvoo

table 3 average age at first for males married 183218451832
after

1845
mormon baptism by region of birth

BP neb MA SO NC average US

kirtland 1832381832 2338 90 22 00 21 50 22 91 25 10

missouri 1832381832 2238 00 21 10 19 50 21 33 25 10

nauvoo 1840451840 2445 42 23 90 23 31 22 57 22 11 23 03 26 00

3 british isles england ireland scotland s in table 1 southern states MD WV
VA NC SC KY TN AL MS MO s in table 1 except that missouri has been
removed from this region and added to the southern region

there are at least two possible explanations for the higher average ages in the

nauvoo sample related to the source of that sample coming as it does from

contemporary newspaper announcements rather than from subsequently assembled family

group sheets the nauvoo sample may not suffer as much from the bias toward early
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marriages and consequent higher fertility in the latter sources 30 on the other hand the

nauvoo sample may suffer from a bias in the other direction due to the higher economic

level of those who could afford to place invitations in the newspapers and to entertain all

those who might respond to such invitations and come to help the family celebrate the

wedding 31 cooks list of 404 announcements from those sources is surely less than all of

the marriages in a population for nauvoo and surrounding mormon settlements that must

have topped 10000 by 1845 according to conservative estimates 32 that the additional

marriagesmarfi whichages took place included significant number in which the groom was younger

is suggested by a city ordinance announced in the nauvoo neighbor for 3 january 1844

see note 19 above

according to george givens it was the custom of the socially correct in illinois
towns including nauvoo to publish bids announcements or invitations sometime prior
to the wedding which was usually solemnizedsolemnizer at the home of the bride and was always
followed by a feast the next day feasting and partying were repeated at the grooms
house moreover according to givens to be assured of having their wedding mentioned
in the paper the couple either invited the editors to the wedding or sent refreshments to the
newspaper office for all hands givens even cites an example of an item in times and
seasonsSea onsotis 15 january 1841 gently chiding a couple for failing to announce their wedding in

the paper and invite the staff george W givens inill177 old nauvoo everyday life inilllil the city
of josephqfjoseph salt lake city UT deseret book company 1990 212213212 one213 should not
wonder at their failure with all of the funds they would have had to spend for the feasting
givens does not attempt to speculate as to the proportion of the socially correct in nauvoo
or offer an explanation considering the probable population ofnauvoo by this time for the
relative paucity of such announcements

unfortunately there is no way to determine with much precision the total number
ofmale mormonscormons in nauvoo let alone throughout the united states during this period the
most comprehensive effort to date to gather information on as many of these members as
possible is susan easton blacks membership of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 183018481830 501848 vols provo utah brigham young university religious studies
center 1987 which identifies some 11000 males who became members were baptized or
born to already baptized parents of the mormon church by 1850 most of whom passed
through nauvoo
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oldoid nauvoo

according to the announcement the ordinance prohibited any further marriages of males

under seventeen or females under fourteen without their parents or guardians consent33

considering the findings in table 4 below we may reasonably posit a mean age at

first marriage for baptized males in early mormon centers of gathering and hence closest

to the sources of doctrinal and prescriptive teachings of under twenty three years if so

the conclusion that there was some correlation between those teachings and younger ages

at first marriage would still depend on an examination of statistical means for socio-

economically similar subgroupssub gromfromgroups the same regions in fact such an examination

largely undermines the posited correlation an analysis of 247 marriages of couples who

had not yet but would subsequently join the mormon church reveals means which are

again lower than the norms for the corresponding periods and regions

table 4 average age at first marriage for males married 182018401820
before

1840
mormon baptism by region of birth

BI CAN NE MA SO SC average US

2325 2335 2300 2277 2160 2120 2229 255

in light of the similarity in age at first marriage for the mormon and pre mormon

samples any correlation between early mormonism and mean

probably had more to do with whom that faith attracted than what it taught about

marriage in particular at least during this early period the range and the relative youth at

givens oldnauvoo 208
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first marriage among these men is congruent with the view that in this important respect

the door to manhood was open to mormon boys relatively early on and the passage

relatively unencumbered with their fathers encouraging or at least allowing rather than

blocking the entrance

As previously noted the means by which fathers had apparently blocked the

matrimonial passage to manhood in the past was through their controlled distribution of

land and craft skills if mormon religious teachings cannot be satisfactorily correlated to

the younger ages of marriage documented above surely the next logical suspect is the

relative ease with which these men were able to obtain the means to leave their parents

homes and establish and sustain families of their own A crucial clue to the early

achievement of economic independence which marriage marked may be suggested

through an examination of intergenerationalinter occupationalgenerational persistence to the extent that

these men were able to learn their future occupations through working alongside their

fathers they could have avoided the confusing and the prolonged searching or schooling

that attended seeking out new careers of their own

in her intensive study of 100 mid nineteenth century working americans karen

hansen found most of them to be engaged in a combination of farming and supplementary

trades essential in rural communities the most common employment of men was

farming 59 percent of the men engaged in farming although most also performed day

labor and other jobs to bring cash into the household not surprisingly almost half the

men held jobs as skilled artisans shoemakers carpenters blacksmiths and also found

37



seasonal jobs as teachers factory workers and clerks or peddlers34peddlers

if such occupations were still economically viable for hansens new england

subjects they may well have been even more viable for the continually westward moving

early nineteenth century mormonscormons in the previous century eastern farmers tradesmen

and artisans had profited from the demands created by the building and settlement of new

towns 35 similarly the repeated relocation and settlement of the main body of early

nineteenth century mormonscormons sustained demand for the same occupational groups within

the gathering mormon community and so maintained intergenerationalinter occupationalgenerational links

sundered by urbanization and industrialization in more settled areas of the united states

early mormon efforts to gather out from and to become economically self sufficient

and independent of the world also resulted in their out running the general westward

advance of commercialization industrialization and urbanization across america at least

until the last few decades of the nineteenth century

susan easton blacks membership contains occupational information for over

3000 of the men for whom there is also information on date and place of birth the

sources of this occupational information include journals autobiographies mormon

church records genealogical family group sheets and early federal census records36 this

karen V hansen A very social time craftinggrafting community in antebellum new
england berkeley university of california press 1994 31

stephan bielinski A middlingNEdd sortling artisans and tradesmen in colonial albany
new york history 73 no 3 july 1992 276

36for the subjects of this study this will involve only the 1850 census first to include
occupational information although this paper is primarily concerned with occupations the
subjects engaged in prior to that year it seems safe to assume that they did not arrive in utah
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information is generally given in the form of occupational titles quoted from these men s

own selfseif descriptions pairing of all the fathers and sons in membership for whom

occupational information was included produced a total of 132 fathersonfather setsson in which

both fathers and sons were bomborn in the united states and the sons were born prior to

1825 the vast majority of these supported themselves as farmers or in occupations with

a high demand in agricultural communities as discussed above

table 5 american bomborn pre mormon male intergenerationalinter occupationalgenerational persistence

father and son having the father and son having different yet related nrynr3N
same

ra
occupation occupational histories

father farmerfarmed farmer farmer farmer farmer trade

son farmer farmer trade farmerfarmers trade laborlaboi farmer farmer

242 125 63 180 177 00 62 134 17

a no apparent relationship betweenbet theweenaeenaaen occupations of father and son nly farming was listed as an
occupation by both father and son c related trades were listed in addition to farming by both father and
son d related trades but not fanningfarming were listed by both father and son

among these men nearly 60 percent of the sons followed their fathers into farming

while another 6 5 percent followed their apparently non farming fathers trades of the

remaining third of this group nearly 18 percent of sons apparently departed from their

fathers farming livelihoodslikelihoodsliveli tohoods practice various trades while another 13513 5 percent left their

fathers trades for farming these figures assume of course that all of those who

practiced farming are listed as farmers at some point in membership even given this

and suddenly begin to engage in an entirely new and different occupation available evidence
from the life writings of these individuals consistently supports this assumption
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assumption an examination of the trades into which or from which sons moved shows

that most could have been learned in conjunction with farming the most common trades

of those sons who apparently departed from the farming livelihoodslikelihoodsliveli ofhoods their fathers were

masonry carpentry and tanning in that order withaith others working as millers butchers

or teachers a common seasonal occupation of farmers during this period the trades of

those apparently non farming fathers whose sons went into farming were carpentry

masonry tanning blacksmithingblacksnblacken andithingathing milling

most of these occupations could surely have been largely learned and practiced in

conjunction with farming in fact a majority of both the fathers and sons who practiced

farming also practiced just such trades as well as shoemaking cabinet making and wagon-

making in only one quarter of the group are both father and son listed only as farmers

another 42 percent list both as farmers but with additional occupations for either father

son or both of those pairs of farmers with additional occupations listed for both father

and son only one quarter list the same trade for both yet here again most if not all

additional occupations listed could surely have been learned and practiced along with

farming it may be significant that more than twice as many sons as fathers among the

farmers listed additional occupations possibly a reflection of the increasing need for

additional sources of cash in the face of increasing commercialization of the economy

nevertheless at least two thirds and very possibly over 90 percent of the sons could have

learned viable occupational skills from their fathers37

moreover the present study does not include an analysis of the rate of congruence
of sons occupations with those of their fathers in law nor of their brothers which may well
augment the incidence of intergenerationalinter occupationalgenerational
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the data on occupations and average first marriage ages discussed above seem

compatible with a view of coming of age for early mormonscormons similar to that described by

demos in its smoothness and early assumption of increasing manly breadwinning

responsibilities culminating in marriagesmarnimarfi atages even earlier ages than the norms in either

colonial times or the early republic the latter phenomenon may also reflect a loosening

of paternal control and a greater unwillingness or inability of fathers to hinder their sons

from becoming fellow men

thus far the data on intergenerationalinter persistencegenerational of occupations and early ages

at first marriage support a view of early mormon coming of age which has more in

common with that attributed by demos to colonialcoloru youths than that described by kett and

rotundo as predominating among sons of middlemiddie class or urban working class familiesfan

only

foliesfflies

a bit later in the nineteenth century it is possible from the data considered above that

the majority of young mormon males were able to learn from their fathers valuable

occupation knowledge and skills which enabled them to achieve a degree of economic

independence sufficient to marry at a relatively early age in short the data is compatible

with a view of early mormon male progress to manhood that was relatively

unencumbered and of the boys who would become the first mormon men as receiving

from their fathers relatively clear models for the formation of their own identities

surviving accounts left by these individuals themselves in letters journals and

reminiscences although anecdotal support the picture suggested above

records left by men who became mormonscormons in the 1830s and 1840s affirm that

persistence
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their boyhood years from the earliest practical age were occupied mainly with working to

help sustain their families most had grown up as members of what historianshisto havefians called

a household economy this meant that they joined the other members of their family as

soon and as much as they were physically able in performing essential labor for the

familysfam sustenanceilys their life writings suggest that they were often aware of their

essential contributions and derived a sense of greater self worth hromfromhhorn that awareness As

they performed increasingly more mature tasks within the family economy they gradually

gained the knowledge and skills deemed requisite to begin marriages and families of their

own helping to sustain their families was clearly difficult and often precarious and there

is no doubt that all desired to gain a sufficiency and a competency while there is

evidence in their writings of concern about obtaining enough and to spare to sustain

themselves and their families there are few examples of anxiety over either a frustrating

lack or a confusing plethora of choices regarding their future roles or occupations

according to the most comprehensive study of the socioeconomicsocio backgroundseconomic of

early mormon converts the typical male convert was a farmer with a side occupation

or two who was living in rural conditions and who could not be termed even relatively

wealthy 38 the evidence examined in the present study suggest that this generalization

could be applied as well to these mens fathers my father was a farmer and brought me

up to labor on the farm recalled isaac haight born in windham green county new

york in 1813 my trade was farming my fathers was the same wrote andrew alienallenailen

3lawrencelawrencealawrence yorgason some demographic aspects of one hundred early mormon
converts 183018371830 masters1837 thesis brigham young university 1974 27
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4johnajohn

4ryanaryan

bom five years later in pulaski county kentucky lorenzo hatch bom another eight

years later in lincoln vermont recalled my father was a farmerfanner and reared me at that

occupation 39 As seen in table 5 above a majority of those who became the first

mormon men could evidently have echoed these affirmations two fundamental aspects

of such an upbringing as lorenzo hatch tersely noted were that he labored very hard

and that his parents had confidence in him 40

indeed being reared as a farmer in the early nineteenth century meant engaging in

hard and responsible work from the earliest age before the 1850s very few american

farmers had the means to hire farm hands from outside their families41families at the same time

many parents conceived of their children as their own flesh blood and labor supply 4241

As soon as they were physically able their children began to perform essential labor for

their families I1 was only seven years old recalled levi hancock of springfield

massachusetts when as was the custom I1 was put to be out in the spring to help out all

I1 could the earliest outside assignments involved work around or near their homes

george washington bean of mendon illinois recalled my early life was spent in

keeping the buckets filled with fresh water from the spring for ma seeing the cows and

39 isaac haight autobiography special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah hereafter HBLL I11 andrew alienallenailen autobiography
historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
utah hereafter LDSALDS I11A lorenzo hill hatch journal HBLL 1

hatch journal HBLL 1

41 john mack faragher history from the inside out writing the history ofwomen
in rural america american quarterly 33 no 4 fall 1981 546

ryan cradle 26
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horses had hay in the mangers and keeping the cedar wood in the kitchen box and pine

logs for the fireplace david caziersmaziersCa earliestziers memories included chopping and gathengathering

wood near his parents home in oldham county kentucky before the age of seven even

at this early age cazier attested he was honing skills that would serve him throughout his

life it was this early beginning cazier explained that made me an expert with the

axe so that I1 could strike four or five times exactly in the same place 43

As these boys got a bit bigger tasks such as hunting for edibles and herding

livestock took them farther away from hearth and mother david caziersmaziersCa earliestziers

memories also included venturingventu fromfing the house together with his mother to help her pick

greens and hunt wild fruitsfi anduits nuts in the woods likewise benjamin johnsons earliest

recollections were of gatheringgath foresteningefing nuts and wild fruits as a child with his mother

in caziersmaziersCa accountziers by the age of seven he was hunting edible fauna as well as flora

taking leave of his mothers company in the process by the same age other boys were

pursuing domesticated animal sources of sustenance at seven benjamin ashby was

driving cows to pasture near salem massachusetts while in pennsylvania age mate

george patten was first sent to the pasture for the cows william bartcherkartcherKart wascher taken

by his mother to his parents employer to be his cowboy when william was barely six

years old 44

levi hancock autobiography HBLL 4 george washington bean Abiographyutobiographyautobiographyuto
of george washingtonWashingmashing beanbeati ed by flora bean home salt lake city UT utah printing
company 1945 14 david cazier autobiography HBLL I11

david cazier autobiography HBLL I11 benjamin johnson my lifes review
independence MO zions printing and publishing company 1947 7 george patten

autobiography LDSALDS I11A benjamin ashby autobiography family history and lands and
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As soon as they were physically able boys joined their fathers in the fields to help

plow plant and harvest david cazier recalled spending most of his waking hours

between the ages of seven and eleven on the familysfam newilys farm in moltry county illinois

hoeing comcorn and doing chores by age eleven lorenzo brown was helping on his

fathers farm by driving team haying harvesting etc etc at the age of seven

precocious william pace tried to help drive a team of oxen in breaking up the rolling

prairie near shelby illinois at about the same time and age taylor butler was deemed

not big enough vs old enough to drive a team 45 like their colonial counterparts as

soon as they were big enough these boys followed their fathers out into the fields 46

benjamin franklin johnson wrote

with the deepest sympathies for our fathers hard labors all his boys early
learned to be helpful and even at six years of age I1 was accustomed to
follow him in the summertime to the forests and fields to pile and burn the
brush or in planting time to drop the seeds or in haying open the swathsseaths
for drying the hay and no one then old enough to become in any way a
help was left to be idle 47

records office LDS visitors center nauvoo illinois hereafter NVC william decatur
kartchner autobiography in our pioneer heritage hereafter OPH 6 1964 330

cazier 1 lorenzo brown journal LDSALDS 3A william bryan pace journal HBLL
1 john butler autobiography HBLL 18

demos past present and personal 10 working alongside ones father was
customary even in those rare cases when he was well enough off to have hired men working
for him as well george W bean endured the jibes of pas shadow from his fathers
hired men yet continued to follow him about so great was his curiosity to glean information
on the business of farming and cattle raising bean autobiography 15

benjamin johnson my lifes review 898 johnsons9 no one then old enough
suggests the contrast he may have seen between his own childhood and that of his
grandchildren for whom the time previously spent working in the household economy was
now devoted more fully to formal education or purely recreational activities the extent to
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one intermediate step or informal rite of passage on the road to manly

independence for many of these farm boysbos occurred when they were required to act for a

period of time as what might be called substitute farmers laurel thatcher ulrich has

shown how rural wives in many instancesinstanced could become deputy husbands operating the

family farm or business in the event of their spouses absence or illness 48 that role of

women must not be slighted and it is not my intention to do so herein much of the so

called independence of men was actually dependent on the intense work and

subordination of their wives and childrenOill ofdren both genders their common categorization

as dependents is ironic in light of the extent to which their husbands and fathers

depended on them to sustain a household economy 49 in the context of this study

which his sympathies were mainly for his father either precociously or retrospectively or for
himself either as a boy who had to help his father so strenuously or as a father who had to
do without such help is impossible to know for certain although we may suspect the latter
case we have no direct evidence other than his word As to the main point that he and many
of his contemporaries did in fact labor thus from an early age there are plenty of supporting
accounts

laurel thatcher ulrich good wives image and reality in the lives of women in
northern new england 165017501650 new1750 york random house 1980 355035

many9many

50

mormon accounts confirm christopher clarksdarks observation that the
boundaries between mens and womens work while never rigid appear to have been
more permeable in permitting women to enter the mens sphere than the other way round
women found themselves called to do barn garden or field chores usually done by men if
circumstances required instances of men doing household tasks on the other hand were
rarely recorded christopher clarkdarkoark the roots of rural capitalism western
massachusetts 17801860 ithaca cornell university press 1990 252625 see26 also
faragher history from the inside out 540541554040- 55414 1 such accounts also affirm the economic
realities behind the wifescifes role as female provider which was taken for granted by
mormon church leaders during this early period and even authoritatively encouraged in the
latter nineteenth century only to became a weak if not negative element in the discourse
of church leaders during the following century vella neil evans the mormon women
defined in authoritative church discourse 183019801830 1980 religious studies and theology 7
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however it is important to especially note the experience of many of their sons whose

journeys toward manly independence often included a period as substitute farmers

working the family farm while their fathers sought other employment to eamearn cash for

additional capital investment or simply to make ends meet

their stints as substitute farmers in the absence of their fathers evinced the parental

confidence which lorenzo hatch and others affirmed that their hard work with their

fathers had earned them having worked with his father on the family farm from the

age often at age sixteen two of his younger brothers being large enough to assist him

henry boyle of virginia was given the management of the fanningfarningganning while his father left

to work abroad for the next two years from the time silas richards of ohio was

aboutcabout 15 years old he was principal to carry on a farm with the help of his twelve

year old brother milton while his father practiced medicine silas and milton continued

no I11 january 1987 36
elliot westsbests observation that frontier life blurred the gendered division of labor for

children growing up with the country childhood on the far western frontier
albuquerque NM university of new mexico press 1989 138139138 also139 finds much

support in accounts of pre mormon childhoods in his familysfam effortsilys to clear new land
for a farm in ohio james mcbride declared that bone and sinew were put to chopping and
grubbing and the younger hands to gatheringgath brushefing whether boys or girls it matteredmatterednot not
the clearing must be done james mcbride autobiography HBLL 7 emphasis added
sally randall affirmed I1 was not only taught to work in the house but also to help my
father plant and hoe corn potatoes plant and pick cotton and I1 have gone down into
the blacksmiths shop to help my father blow and strike when he had no healthy sons at
home to help him and that is why us girls had to helpfatherhelpotherpotherhelheihelpheip atfather times so that he could
carry on his work sally randall to parents and brothers and sisters nauvoo 15 january
1845 in womens voices an untold history of the latter day saints 183019001830 1900 eds
kenneth godfrey audrey godfrey and jill derr salt lake city UT deseret book
company 1982 hereafter WV 143 emphasis added these accounts also suggest
however that these children had internalized the belief that such transgressions of the
gendered division of labor were just that transgressions
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to carry on the farm together until silas got married at age 21 after their older brother

ruel married and started a farm of his own in ohio seventeen year old wales shurtliffofshurtliff

massachusetts took over operation of the family farm with the assistance of his ten year

old brother luman who declared I1 could get the cows and drive the oxen ride the

horses and do many things 50 the fall before luman was sixteen years old he got his

own turn to act as substitute farmer while wales sought outside work for a season his

responsibilities at fifteen were impressive As luman recorded

I1 was left to take care of the crops stock and farm and we were building a

large farm house this added to my care I1 had 12 acres of comcorn to gather
one of potatoes to dig and bury six acres of wheat to fence most of the
rails were split but had to be drawn and laid up thrashing to be done with
a flail wood to get and chop hogs to fatten and kill in thrashing the
wheat I1 hired a hand to help me my work kept me busy almost night and
day wales returned about the first of june and I1 was much pleased
to have him home and take charge and liberate me 51

some boys even younger got the opportunity to be substitute farmers after working the

farm with his father and older brother until he was thirteen peter conover of kentucky

was left to work the farm himself for a year while they went to work in illinois52 A few

fathers evidently gave sons even younger the opportunity for some guided practice at

substitute farming the summer after he turned ten levi hancocks father gave levi and

his older brothers thirteen year old joseph and sixteen year old alvah a small piece of

land each to see which could raise the most and take the best care of it we all raised a

enry boyle autobiography HBLL 3 silas richards autobiography OPH 15

1973 110lioiio luman shurtliff autobiography LDSALDS 6A

luman shurtliff autobiography LDSALDS 9109A

peter

10

conover autobiography NVC 1
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good crop and secured it well attested levi53

while some boys were reared as farmers by their farmer fathers and older brothers

others learned the trades of their artisan fathers and brothers when fourteen years of age

heber C kimballskimbalfsKimbKim fatherballsalFsairs took heber into his shop and taught him blacksmithing his

brother subsequently taught him the potters trade charles sperry whose father

worked at carpentering and in a mill reported that he worked with him and learned the

business henry sanderson ofhampdenhampden county massachusetts was taken by his father

at the age often and instructed in the manner of closing shoes or sewing up the uppers

which was all done by hand at the time shortly thereafter henry obtained work from

a shoe shop some future mormon men were apprenticed by their fathers to others to

learn a trade at thirteen wandle mace became one of the youngest apprentices of a

wheelwright whose shop in new york city included a number of other apprentices

ranging hromfrombrom wandlescandlesWand ageles to twenty one years old wandlescandlesWand fatherles was a farmer and a

blacksmith and wandle was first put to work in the blacksmith shop and kept in that

shop until he had learned that branch of the business thoroughly I then learned to

make wheels

1

wandle recalledrecafled when I1 had learned these branches of the business I1 was

put to work at other parts or branches until I1 had thoroughly learned to do every kind of

work that was done in the shops which was all kinds of coach and carriage buildings

thus wandle was able to expand upon what he had learned from his father to qualify

levi hancock autobiography HBLL 7
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himself for a more technical and valuable trade 54

of course being reared as a farmer and learning other skills were rarely mutually

exclusive experiences I1 was reared at the farming and stock business also at getting out

saw timber and wood for cooperwarecopperwarecooperware recalled james stephens brown who grew up in

brown county illinois in the 1830s As the country was then wild and with very few

inhabitants brown affirmed so it was with great effort that father and mother

succeeded in making a home and gathering about them the comforts of life generally

speaking tb farther west they were the more versatile these men and boys had to be

working with their father brown and his brothers trained horses and cattle to work

stocked our own plows made our own harrows rakes and forks braided our own whips

hromfrom the pelts of wild beasts which we ourselves dressed raised our own honey and made

our own sugar with some to sell 55 samuel rogers learned both farming and shoemaking

from his father who followed agricultural pursuits in summer and worked as a

shoemaker in winter 56 at fourteen and a half levi hancock decided to work at his trade

in the winter while continuing to work the piece of land his father had let him farm

according to his account he was quite productive at both pursuits wrote levi

I1 fixed up the shop and fixed up my lathe and went to work making

heber C kimball synopsis of the history ofheber chase kimball

in

the

in

156

of heber

12 22
12

16

latter day
saints millennial star hereafter MS 26 1864 471 charles sperry autobiography in
OPH 9 1966 441 henry weeks sanderson autobiography HBLL 11 1222wandle1222
mace

wandle
autobiography HBLL 1 2

james stephens brown life of a pioneer salt lake city UT george Q cannon
and sons 1900 11

samuel rogers journal HBLL 1
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furniture I1 also helped on the farm in the spring I1 helped make sugar
father let me have a piece of land and told me I1 could have all I1 raised on it

after clearingclea itningfing I1 chopped the logs off and put some of the smaller ones
against the larger ones and burned what I1 could I1 then raised twelve
bushel of wheat and some potatoes 57

although he was trained as a blacksmith and a potter heber kimball also learned

enough in his youth about farming that after leaving home he was able to a purchase land

on which he planted fruit trees and built a wood house barn and other outhousesouthouses all

the while continuing in the pottery business nor was working as a farmer and as a small

merchant mutually exclusive in otsego county new york in the late 1820s leonard

harringtonaharringtonsharfingtonsHarring fathertons engaged in the tavern keeping business and also in a small degree in

farming and lumbering so that young leonards business was a mixture of assisting

about the tavern farming lumberinglumb eteningefing cetera 58 these accounts illustrate the

opportunities for work experience and increasing responsibility afforded to these boys

they also belie the notion that rural fathers micro managed the work of their families in

the home before they were removed from their homes by the separation of spheres

such accounts say as much about the economic responsibilities of fathers as about

their efforts to rear and prepare their sons for manhood the fathersonfather separationsson

necessitated by such responsibilities included periods not only of leaving sons in charge at

home but also of requiring sons to leave home in the interests of the family economy the

practice of putting out of children to live and work in other household economies in an

levi hancock autobiography HBLL 11

kimball historyFbstory MS 26 1864 47147 leonard E harrington journal of
leonard E harringtonHarfington as published in utahulah historical quarterly hereafter UHQ 8 jan
1940 4
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wasfromwastrom

earlier era of american history has been analyzed by john demos in his study of colonial

plymouth referred to above while somewhat less formal the practice was apparently

almost as common among early nineteenth century american rural families as it had been

among their seventeenth century plymouth predecessors the greatest difference may

have been in the motives of parents in following the practice in the two eras citing cases

in which they sent their children to live with others even when this was economically

irrational demos following edmund morgan suggests that plymouth parents mainmaln

motive may have often been to avoid spoiling their children through overabundantover

parental

abundant

affection 59 by contrast in most cases the decision ofpreoffre mormon parents to

put out their children was apparently motivated primarily by economic considerations 60

boys whose labor evidently could not be economically managed by a supervising

parent were hired out to others who could afford to provide room board and sometimes

schooling for the boy in exchange for his work since his father had a large family and

not much to help himself with at the age of fourteen joseph noble went to work for six

months at 5 00 per month the money joseph earned clothed him and bought a cow

for his father and from this time on he was from home most of the time similarly at

demos little commonwealth 737473 edmund74 morgan the puritan family
religion and domestic relations in seventeenth century new england new york harper
and row 1944 77

although most subjects of this study continued to refer to this experience as being
put out their parents motives often had less in common with those described by demos

in putting their children out than with those which led nineteenth century farm families to
hire out their sons as described for example in david E schob hired hands and

plowboysplowhoysPlow farmboyshoysmoys labor in the midwest 181518601815 chicago1860 university of illinois press
1975 4 173175173
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the age of fifteen parley pratt was first separated from his fathers house and placed as

an assistant on a farm harrison burgess lived with his parents until the age of fourteen

and then off and on until seventeen when he left home and commenced supporting

himself61himself

in cases where the family suffered major reverses such as the death or prolonged

illness of a parent children might be put out at even younger ages after his mother died

six year old george patten was briefly cared for by his grandmother and then put out to

live with one of his fathers cousins who had no children henry buckwalter recalled

my father being in poor health for sometime past and our family in rather destitute

circumstances I1 was at the age of seven years put out by my parents to live with a family

of non relatives after joseph holbrooks father died his mother rented out the farm and

sent seven year old joseph to live with his paternal grandfather to help work his farm and

when possible to be accommodated with schooling being about eight years of age

my father was taken with the bloody flux and died wrote george laub shortly

thereafter my mother broke up housekeeping and I1 was lucky enough to fall into the

hands of a good man who having no children adopted me into his family my

mother agreed with him that I1 should live with him till I1 was of age 62 indeed the most

commonly mentioned reason in these accounts for putting out a young son was the death

joseph noble autobiography HBLL 1 harrison burgess autobiography in

kenneth glyn hales editor and compiler windows A mormon family tucson AZ skyline
printing 1985 100

george patten autobiography LDSALDS I11A henry schuler buckwalter
autobiography HBLL I11 joseph holbrook autobiography HBLL 565 george6 laub
autobiography marriot library 1

53
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or prolonged illness of a parent

As the above examples illustrate the putting out of these boys as of demos

subjects frequently followed the lines of family connection 63 thus when he was ten

peter conover went to live with his sister and brother in law where he worked for the

next three years farming and driving stock after living for a year with an unrelated

family parley pratt boarded with one of his aunts in order to attend a nearby school

whenever she did not require his work around her place 6461 some of these boys expressed

a preference for being put out to relatives while his mother suffered a prolonged

illness eight year old levi hancock of springfield massachusetts was put out to a man

and his wife who as levi recalled

would not let me lay down when I1 was sick so I1 grieved and wished I1

was back home with my father I1 had to do all the chores and
chopped all his firewood through the winter all but the large logs
sometimes I1 would be sent on errands near my fathers place and I1 would
have to stop and see him it would seem like the sun would go down
faster than any other time the man would need me and give me the

beech rod but the next time I1 was sent close to home I1 would stop and see
father but I1 would not stop long as I1 knew I1 should get a whipping

much to his relief the following spring levi was sent instead to live with his older married

brother where he was received kindly 65 those who were treated kindly by non

relatives to whom they had been put out were quick to remember and remark upon the

fact george laub was lucky enough to fall into the hands of a good man and parley

demos little commonwealth 12012112012120

peter

121

conover autobiography NVC I11 parley pratt utobiographyautobiographyautobiography 21

levi hancock autobiography HBLL 5
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pratt wrote of the first family with whom he was placed that better kinder or more

agreeable people are seldom met with in this wicked world and that they treated him like

an only son instead of a hired servant 66 kind or harsh the adults with whom they

stayed gave these boys an experience of living and working under the supervision of adults

other than their parents another step on the path to manhood

besides their economic concerns some parents put their sons out to live with other

families so that they would be close enough to be able to attend school this purpose for

being put out was more common among these children because so many were raised in

frontier areas far from established schools67 whether sent to live with others or

continuing with their own families those who were able to attend school thereby had

another chance to spend time away from home and under the supervision of authority

figures other than their parents although a closer study of the educational levels of the

first mormonscormons is definitely called for 68 it is important to stress several relevant points in

laub autobiography marriot library 1 pratt utobiographyautobiographyautobiography 21

for example joseph holbrook autobiography HBLL 7 george patten
autobiography LDSALDS 1A levi hancock autobiography 5 7

some earlier studies have overestimated the educational attainments of early
nineteenth century mormonscormons both before and after conversion yorgasonsYorga assertionsons that
most early mormon converts received five to six months of schooling a year yorgason
demographic aspects 14 is unsubstantiated and greatly exaggerated paul smith presents

an even rosier idealization of schooling in nauvoo paul smith A historical study of the
nauvoo illinois public school system 184118451841 masters1845 thesis brigham young
university 1969 stephen harpers assertion that most early mormonscormons were fairly well
educated members of the middle class stephen harper by no means men of weak
minds the gullible bumpkin thesis and the first mormonscormons nauvoo journal 9 1997
41 is problematic for several reasons historians generally agree that in the early republic
basic literacy in america rose to nearly universal levels for males throughout nearly all
socioeconomicsocio groupseconomic and geographical regions other than the south although the most
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the context of the present study

unfortunately it is impossible to establish with any precision the average prior

education of early mormon converts even minimally complete information such as ages

and duration of school attendance and level of attainment is not extant for the vast

majority of these men of course even such data would not tell the whole story heber

intensive study by william J gilmore relies primarily on signature rates jennifer monoghan
has argued that since reading sitingri andting arithmeticrithmeticfithmeticrith weremetic usually taught in that order
signature counts may actually underestimate reading ability for some groups william J

gilmore reading becomes a necessity of life material and cultural life in rural new
england 17801835178018251780 18351825 knoxville TN univerityuniversityUni ofverity tennessee press 1989 565 1196 E
jennifer monoghan literacy instruction and gender in colonial new england in reading
in america literature and social history ed cathy N davidson baltimore MD john
hopkins university press 1989 538053 see80 also carl F kaestle literacy in the unitedinitedignited
states new haven CT yale university press 1991iggi 222422 and24 leonard 1I sweet
communication and change in american religious history grand rapids MI william B

eerdmans 1993 898 but9 cf charles sellers theae market revolution jacksonianjacksonanJack americasonan
181518461815 new1846 york oxford university press 1991 365366365 366 more importantly
harper bases his assertion solely on yorgasensYorga findingsens that most early mormonscormons were at
least minimally literate which is based in turn on the accounts of those who were able to
report that they were i e proving essentially that literate mormonscormons were literate in light
of the above the most that can be suggested is that literacy among early mormon men was
probably comparable to that of their rural american contemporaries moreover gilmore
identifies several other modes of cultural communication such men could engage in

including oral communication singing music arts and crafts nathan hatch as show how
common americans could use such modes to engage in discussions and critiques of the
burning religious questions of the day nathan 0 hatch the democratization of
american christianity new haven yale university press 1989 R lawrence moore has
recently argued that it was discussing just such religious questions in their youths that more
than anything else taught even the most refined nineteenth century american minds how to
think critically and argue logically R laurence moore what children did not learn in

school the intellectual quickening of young americans in the nineteenth century
church history 61 no I11 march 1999 426142 61 As moore suggests and the following
chapter of the present study illustrates such discussions and critiques were not the monopoly
of the upper classes an appreciation of such factors underminesundern anylinesiines gullible bumpkin
thesis as well as any simple equation ofliteracy and intelligence both ofwhich existed widely
in nineteenth century american among those below the middle class
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kimballskimbalps schooling spanned as many years of age as wilford woodruffswoodruffe but heber was

a poor student attended off and ont and never completed a common school education

while wilford attended faithfully proved extremely bright and made it through not only

common school but also a local academy during the same span of years heber was by

far the more nearly typical of the two

KimbKimballsalPs

tigg0969

balisbails

russionrmssion

gamasadamasa

furthermore the available sources certainly over-

represent the better educated since they would have been more able to produce detailed

life writings nevertheless the mormon emphasis on record keeping and on the

continuing pursuit of knowledge have produced a unique percentage of life writings by

those ill situated to pursue education in their earlier years As an extreme example amasa

potter prefaced his autobiography with the apology thetjhe writing is poor and spelling

bad but you must make allowance for this as I1 never went to school a year in my life and

had to learn without a teacher while on a foreign mission prompted by the spirit of the

lord 69

of those who wrote in any detail of their educations less than a handful wrote only

of having been taught by their mothers or parents 70 on the other hand less than a handful

were able to attend the academies that were colleges of the new middle class 71 only one or

two attended the universities that could escort one into the ranks of the educated elite of

amasa9amasa potter journal LDSALDS 1A

williamwilliam W sterrett autobiography in OPH 19 1976 399 ezra T benson
autobiography instructor 80 1945 54 william pace diary HBLL 3

academies were truly colleges of the middling classes 5 but middling here means
not the dead center of the income spectrum in antebellum american but the children of
substantial farmers and professional men kett rites of passage 20
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american society most who wrote about their schooling in any detail reported at least

some attendance at local common schools 72

although the common schools were often open both winter and summer each

season of classes generally lasted only a few of months at most73 while families who

could spare their childrens labor long enough sent them to school both summer and

winter most of the subjects in this study were able to attend only in the winters and then

only when the household economy allowed david osborn of virginia wrote my

mother was not neglectful in sending us to school when opportunity offered which wacwaswat

generally in the winter season and then in the summer we were employed on the farm

this did not necessarily provide a balanced approach according to david who

concluded we would forget during the summer nearly all we could leamlearn in the winter 74

careful previous studies have reported similar findings of seventy one converts to
mormonism whose educational levels were analyzed by yorgason he found 46 nearly 65
percent to have received common school educations while 15 21 percent received less or
little education yorgason some demographic aspects 1420 mark grandstafrsgrandstaftsGrands
analysis

tafTs
of the educational backgrounds of sixty six mormonscormons who gathered to kirtland

ohio prior to 1839 found 48 nearly 73 percent had received common school educations
while 15 nearly 23 percent had less or little education and 3 4 5 percent had more mark
R grandstaff the impact of the mormon migration on the community ofkirtlandkirtland ohio
183018391830 masters1839 thesis brigham young university 1984 105 yorgasonsYorga findingsons
of 14 percent at the higher level is suspect as he states for example that heber C kimballskimbalpsKimbKim
education

ballsalPs
was exceptional on the basis of the years it spanned cf page 56 above

ifl had two months schooling a year recalled george patten I1 did well for those
times george patten autobiography LDSALDS 1A at best these mens pre mormon
schooling matched joyce applebysApple recentbys summation that farmers children during this
era went to school for a few months for four or five years to learn the fundamentals of
reading writing and summing appleby inheriting the revolution 104 see also kett
rites of passage 21

david osborn autobiography HBLL 2 see also e g isaac haight
autobiography HBLL I11 joseph noble autobiography HBLL 121
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the recurring lament of those who did receive some schooling was that it was

smallc4smallsmail a little but little very little limited very limited many explained

that the limitation was due to the frontier areas in which they grew up which meant little

or no school far more often than being put out to be able to attend school75 by far the

most commonly identified factor that limited their schooling was the higher priority of

laboring for their families harrison burgess explained that he was kept constantly at

work and had but little opportunity of acquiring an education parley P pratt wrote that

his opportunity for education even in the nearby common school was far more limited

than most because of his time being mostly required in physical exertion to assist in

sustaining the family of his father my means of education were limited owing to the

circumstances of my parents explained samuel rogers as my labor was required to

assist in the support of the family in a statement with which most of his followers could

surely identify brigham young recalled from the pulpit in my youth instead of

going to school I1 had to chop logs to sow and plant and plow 76

it is also important to note that a significant percentage of those who reported

75for example anson call autobiography HBLL I11 benjamin brown testimonies
for theae truth in george Q cannon ed gems for the young folks salt lake city UT
juvenile instructor office 1881 117 george W averett autobiography HBLL I11 goudy
E hogan autobiography HBLL 441 martin luther ensign autobiography LDS al
brigham young manuscript history of brigham young 1801441801 ed44 eldon watson salt
lake city UT smith secretarial service 1969 121

harrison

2

burgess autobiography in windows 1985 100 samuel rogers
journal HBLL 6 parley pratt autobiography pap 121 brigham2 young journal of
discourses 26 vols liverpool latter day saints book depot 14 8 aug 1869 103 see
also for example david cazier autobiography HBLL I11 orange wight autobiography
HBLL 6
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receiving schooling also reported recurrent childhood illnesses it was the rule in the

country explained sidney rigdonsRig brotherdons john that when a boy was too feeble to

work in a farm they would send him to school and give him an education sidney s

father was one of the few men discovered by this study who pursued the middle class path

of sending one of his sons for more than rudimentary education not wanting to be a

farmer sidney rebelled when he was not the son chosen for higher education 77

in this sidney was similar to those few upwardly mobile young men cited by ryan

as showing a discontentHis withcontent the family economy78 or at least with farmingfarningfarn yeting he

was yet unique among the subjects of the present study most of whom expressed regret at

their limited educations but little desire to become anything but what they had been raised

as and what their fathers had been artisans and farmers in fact several expressed just

the opposite sentiments as those cited by ryan edward hunter of pennsylvania recalled

my father intended to make a scholar of me but for some cause I1 cannot tell I1 got a

great dislike for going to school I1 said I1 would rather work on the farm edwards

father who had the means to provide him with a higher education declared that if

edward would not pursue one he must be apprenticed to a trade edward agreed and

was put to the trade of tanning and currying he made great proficiency in this

endeavor soon took the lead of older apprentices and by the age of twenty bossed

77john M rigdon lecture on the early history of the mormon church special
collections J willard marriott library university of utah salt lake city utah 2

ryan cradle of the middle class 57
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the shop 79 similarly benjamin johnson confessed that his school education was less

than it would have been had he loved school more but reported no trouble in

supporting himself as a farmer nor regrets at having followed that occupation 80

thus the typical schooling experience of those in this study who did have and take

that opportunity differed significantly from that of their more upwardly mobile

contemporaries the parents of young men in the cradle of the middle class had the

means to feed clothe and house some of their sons through an extended period of

nonproductive study many of their laboring contemporaries were not o0 blessed yet

perhaps there were hidden advantages in this for these laboring sons of rural america

their common school experiences did not involve the age graded segregation which

decreased the time later youths spent working with and learning from older boys nor

was the schooling of any but a minute fraction so extensive as to postpone the attainment

of manly independence none of the writings examined in this study mention completion

of schooling as a significant rite of passage to adulthood nor a prerequisite to economic

independence in fact almost none mention it at all

thus far the passage to manhood of these individuals resembles that of their

colonial counterparts as described by demos much more than the passage to american

manhood of their contemporaries as described by rotundo yet in a fundamentally

important way the subjects of demos and rotundo had more in common with one

another than either did with the subjects of this study the ages at which the subjects of

edward hunter autobiography in our pioneer heritage 6 1964 319

johnson my lifes review 910
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this study married and fully assumed the role of men were significantly earlier than those

described by either demos or rotundo whilewhlewhie the marriages ofrotundosrotundos subjects were

postponed until their late twenties and beyond as they pursued specialized education for

professional careers demos rural youths postponed their marriages into the late twenties

as they waited for their fathers to yield the inheritances of land on which they could

become independent farmers by the time of the early republic if not sooner this was a

gift far fewer fathers had to withhold 81

A search of early mormon mens writings yields precious few examples among

these men or their fathers of the landed patriarchal rulers heythey surveyed who to

judge from most of the previous literature were the fathers and grandfathers of nearly

everyone born in the country in the early years of the nineteenth century none of our

means was willed to us 55 attested nathan tanner but earned by hard work and

economy I was born on a new jersey farm1 recalled john homer there I1

continued to live until the end of my twenty first year when I1 was expected to shift for

myself without money or any other inheritance in a few instances the inheritance

had been lost by their fathers when nineteen reported heber kimball my father

having lost his property and not taking the care for my welfare which he formerly did I1

was left to seek a place of refuge or home of my own 82 far more often these mens

lisa wilson has recently observed that even by the middle of the eighteenth
century an inheritance of land large enough for a viable farm had become a costly gift
beyond the resources ofmany lisa wilson ye heart of A man theehe domestic life of men

in colonial newmw england new haven CT yale university press 1999 343634 36

nathan tanner autobiography LDSALDS 51A john M horner autobiography in

oph396 548 H kimball history 471
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fathers had begun without tangible inheritances just as their sons would the case of

lorenzo hatchshatcha parents was typical

my father and mother were poor when first married but my father bought
a farm having time to pay for it given him the farm was not cleared
and was heavily timbered except for a few acres where a house and barn
stood he worked hard burnt ashes and made payments for his land and
store goods thus he cleared up his farm or some portion of it83

alienallenailen stout likewise recalled my father being a poor man maintained his family

partly by farming and partly by days work 8414

the straightened yet viable economic circumstances described by these men is

congruent with the findings of historian susan gray that westward migration generally

excluded both the wealthy and the very poor85 yet gray has stressed several examples of

midwestern fathers who were able to offset their lack of patrimoniespatri inmonies land with

inheritances of cash for their sons86 even if the latter funds were insufficient incentive to

keep sons from heading farther west to more abundant land fathers had another legal

recourse which enabled them to partake of the fruits of their sons labor at least until they

came of age still as gray explains this was a two edged sword

according to blackstone the bond between parent and child had the force
of law until the child turned twenty one A father may indeed have
the benefits of his childrens labour while they live with him and are
maintained by him yet though he may receive the profits during the

L hatch autobiography HBLL 1

allen stout journal HBLL 1 343

gray

4

theae yankee west 11

gray thene yankee west 101102101
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childs minority he must account for them when he comes of age 87

although several of the fathers in grays study were able to maintain their sons

profitably and account for their contributions generously when they left home others

evidently foresaw that they could do neither the relative poverty of many fathers along

with the ability of many sons to become self supporting before reaching the age of

majority often overrode the legal definition of when a boy became a man As gray

explains sons were obliged to turn their earnings over to their fathers but the obligation

was negotiable depending on his relationship with his son but surely also on his own

economic situtionsituationsit aution father might demand the entirety or a portion of the boys

earnings or he might give his son the balance of his time either as a gift or in return for

a lump sum 88

while it is not possible to ascertain exactly how often this occurred among early

mormon men even gray was not able to provide precise statistics several did similarly

report having received their time or bought their labor from their fathers before

reaching twenty one 89 while some reported leaving home promptly at twenty one 90

others were given their remaining time as gray suggests either as a gift or for a fee

gray the yankee west 112113112

gray

113

the yankee west 111iliiii 1I have found grays to be by far the most thorough
discussion in the secondary literature of this important aspect of rural mens progress toward
manly independence see gray 111117111iiiili but also schob hired hands 173174

cf graygi thetaeay yankee west 110111110llolio

or example benjamin brown testimonies 51 john M horner autobiography
OPH 3 548 noah packard autobiography HBLL 3 even such accounts suggest these
mens fathers inability to keep them home longer with enticements of land or cash
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being twenty years of age recorded william H walker my father gave me my time

thereupon william moved out of the house rented a large farm and was soon married

when I1 was nineteen years old I1 left home with the consent of my parents stated

edward bunker explaining that since older brother silas had been given the property I1

ought to have my time erastus snow left his fathers house the day before he turned

seventeen taking with him the blessing of father and mother and fifteen dollars in

money which erastus noted was the only pecuniary legacy he was ever able to bestow

upon me about a month after his sixteenth birthday levi hancock asked his father to

give him liberty to go out to work and after receiving his fathers leave went and

started without purse or scrip into the wide world at the age of fifteen milo andrus

was able to buy the balance of his time until he was twenty one from his father for

one hundred and fifty dollars thus based on their economic circumstances and

abilities such men left home at varying ages in search of manly independence 91

nevertheless they were not without an inheritance of sorts I1 had good health

concluded horner and was industrious and ambitious in addition having been reared

as a farmer horner had a marketable skill he soon obtained work as a farm laborer and

walker journal LDSALDS 8A edward bunker autobiography HBLL I11 erastus
snow autobiography OPH 6 300 levi hancock autobiography HBLL 151615 milo16

andrus autobiography HBLL 2 nor was this transition evidently a sudden shock to these
men gray observes that by the early eighteenth century little ungranted land remained in the
older eastern settlements and that by the end of that century young men could aspire to
becoming farmers without benefit of land from their fathers by the 1830s many young men
were buying their labor from their fathers in order to leave home before they were of legal
age and by mid century there was legal precedent for sons doing so even without their
fathers express consent by demonstrating economic independence gray the yankee
west 13 100 102 1167116
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in a couple of years was working a farm of his own 9212 if most of these men received as

inheritances only their strength and some skill in which to apply it so in most cases had

their fathers before them benjamin cummings wrote

my father moved into a new state when young afterafler marrying a

wife to share with him in his toils the country at that time was new and
as all the capital stock he had to commence business with was a healthy and
a strong constitution he was under the necessity of laboring hard in order
to gain an inheritance 93

like fathers like sons what little property I1 received from my fathers estate did me

little or no good wrote solomon chamberlain and I1 began the world like my father

earned my bread by the sweat of my face 94 thus these men identified themselves and

their fathers before them as working men who relied on their own muscles skills and

experience to survive

in summary this chapter has sought to show that the passage to manhood of these

men was indeed arduous yet also fairly straightforward and relatively swift in the eyes of

their fellow men they were qualified for the passages of leaving home and taking wives

within a few years of reaching physical maturitymaturity95 by that time they were deemed to

horner autobiography OPH 3 548

benjamin cummings autobiography HBLL 1

solomon chamberlain autobiography marriot library 1

in this they resembled their counterparts during the colonial period and well into
that of the early republic throughout that time for the rural working majority work
marriage and inevitably children of their own came in quick succession wilson ye heart
of A man 15 and thus physical maturity signaled adult status appleby inheriting the
revolution 121
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have the skills and experience to support themselves and to help support families of their

own the strenuous yet swift passage to manhood of these men doubtless affected their

life choices including the religion they would come to embrace
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21 and as a refuge from revivalism 3 as the era

aa5a

CHAPTER 3

A MAN MUST BE BORN AGAIN

RELIGIOUS PASSAGES TO EARLY MORMON MANHOOD

early nineteenthneteenth century mormonism has been characterized by late twentieth

century historians as a revival theology2theology s

prime example of egregious patriarchalism 4 and as an example of the era s

feminization of american religion 5 A more thorough reexamination of

the composition and motivations of early converts to mormonism can provide new

insights for explaining these apparently contradictory characterizations this chapter

draws on early mormon church records and life writings to adduce statistical as well as

eejol 373

martha

7

sonntag bradley seizing sacred space womens engagement in early
mormonism dialogue 27 no 2 summer 1994 59

arvin hill quest for refuge the mormon flight fromtrom american pluralism
salt lake city signature books 1989 14 see also lawrence yorgason some

demographic aspects of one hundred early mormon converts 183018371830 masters1837
thesis brighambfigham young university 1974 4nl4niani

charles sellers the market revolution jacksonian america 181518461815 new1846
york oxford university press 1991 225

barbara welter the feminization of american religion 180018601800 1860 in welter
dimity convictions the american woman in the nineteenth century athens ohio
university press 1976 9910099
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newnev york history 61 oct 1980 244124 further41

it is not the contention here that any apparent differences in the conversions of men and
women reflected essential differences in their natures but rather differences in their
experiences as well as the culturally assigned roles which they had been taught and in

which they sought to act

69

more impressionistic evidence regarding the gender composition of early mormon church

membership as well as the religious backgrounds and concerns of male converts in

particular

this chapter is not intended to present a monocausalmono explanationcausal nor to negate

earlier interpretations 6 but to elucidate additional motivations which can help explain the

relatively high numbers of male converts to early mormonism and their possible impact on

its growth and development the current chapter will present evidence that compared to

the other denominations of the dydaydby a disproportionate number of early mormon converts

were or were led to mormonism by men moreover although these men had received

prior religious instruction in their earliest years typically from their mothers the content

of that instruction was not of the feminized variety stressed by earlier historians and a

significant portion of these men had been unable to achieve evangelical conversion

experiences many had evidently previously turned to more feminized religious beliefs

such as those espoused by the universalists and it may well have been male converts who

helped influence mormonismsMormoni developmentsms of similar doctrines insofar as the subjects

of this study were part of the rural working majority of early nineteenth century

several studies have examined the concerns and motives of early mormon
converts the best include maniomariomanno S depillis the social sources of mormonism
church history 37 march 1968 648764 marvin87 S hill the rise of mormonism in the
burned over district another view

in
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americans 7 their experiences can also provide additional insights regarding the interaction

of gender and religion in that place and time

some historians have pointed to changes in church attendance and doctrine inin

nineteenth century america as evidence of a feminization of american religion barbara

welter and others have argued that being excluded from the workplace which was

increasingly separated from the home women went to church in greater numbers as part

of a sphere in which they could work toward the preservation and promulgation of values

necessary to the salvation of their families and country the increasing percentage of

female church members during a period when disestablishment and denominationalism

meant ministers had to become popular to keep their jobs allegedly led to more gentle

sentimentalized feminized teachings the view of a vengeful god by whom unbaptized

children were roasted for eternity was thus replaced by doctrines of innocent infants and

others saved by a kinder gentler jesus christ like a true mother was increasingly seen

as the embodiment of nurture warmth tenderness mercy and forgiveness who

sacrificed himself to become a mediator between a stern father and his children 8 thus

observed british visitor frances trollope in 1832 it was from the clergy that american

women received that sort of attention which is so dearly valued by every female heart I1

7see the previous chapters of the present study

barbara welter the feminization of american religion 8389 ann douglas
the feminization of american culture new york alfred A knopf 1977 1716517

william
165

G mcloughlin revivals awakeningsAwaken andreformandings chicagoReform university of
chicago press 1978 120 see also barbara welter the cult of true womanhood
american quarterly 181966 151 174 nancy F cott young women in the second
great awakening in new england feminist studies 3 no 3 fall 1975 152915 but29 see
also footnote 13 below
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marylimary P ryan cradle of the middle class the family in oneida county newnev
york 179018651790 cambridge1865 NIAMA cambridge university press 1981 79 richard D
shiels the feminization of american congregationalism 17301831730 5183 american
quarterly spring 1981 48

71

never saw or read of any country where religion had so strong a hold upon the women

or a slighter hold upon the men 9

the estimates other contemporaries as well as more recent and empirical studies

seem to support mrs trollopesTro suggestionllopes regarding church attendencetendenceattendanceat the same year

as her observations were published the reverend ebenezer porter estimated that during

the past three decades the churches in new england had gained at least three female

converts for every two males 10 recent studies have found that the proportion of female

converts in one county of new york rose from 52 percent in an 1814 revival to 72

percent in an 1838 awakening while 69 percent of the new converts to new englandsglandsEn

congregational churches between 1800 and 1835 were women n the latter percentages

would mean that if anything the reverend porter underestimated mary P ryan who

authored the study ofoneidaoneidaonelda county new york also observed of the male converts in

her study that a few were heads of households b a significant number were related to

women who had previously converted and c more joined the denominations of their

mothers than of their fathers hence ryan suggests many women may have led

quoted in welter feminization 88 and in full in douglas feminization 100-
101

As cited in cott young women 15 some of porters fellow clergymen
lamented the increasing number of women in their congregations as signaling their own
marginalization see welter feminization 95 douglas feminization 192219 6922
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cajoled or manipulated their menfolk into the evangelical churches 12

however some studies suggest cracks in this seemingly seamlesssean picturedess of the

feminization of american religion richard shiels has supplied statistical support for

cotton mather s 1691 observation that there were far more godly women than men

long before the nineteenth century by tracing a preponderance of women among the

members of new england s congregational churches as far back as the 1660s hence as

shiels observes the audience was largely female long before the message was feminized

shiels does stress that the percentage of female converts to new england churches further

increased during the american revolution and rose even more dramatically after 1800 n

yet he also notes that the church to which these women were converted retained much

of the calvinistic tradition as well as reviving the requirement that each convert publicly

recite her or his conversion experience before admission to the church 14 nancy cottscolts

earlier study of young women in the second great awakening also affirmed that new

ryan cradle of the middle class 808180 9481

more recently historians including ann braude and susan just attacked key
aspects of the nineteenth century religious feminization thesis braude has argued that the
increase in female church membership after the revolution was not all that dramatic and
that the lag of over two centuries between the first documented female majorities and the
liberalization of church doctrines greatly problematizes viewing the newer doctrines as the
results of feminization ann braude womens history Is american religious history
in retelling U S religiousreligions history ed thomas A tweed berkeley CA university of
california press 1997 949594 95 susan juster has argued that such liberal doctrines would
hardly have been considered feminine by adherents of the time susan juster the

spirit and the flesh gender language and sexuality in american protestantism in ne
directions inm american religious history ed harry S stout and D G hart new york
oxford university press 1997 345

shiels congregationalism 4748 60
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soulsoui humbling

england ministers consistently preached and hopeful converts accepted what they

acknowledged as soul humbling doctrines or hard sayings of calvinism 15 barbara

epsteinseksteinsEp subsequentsteins study of mens and womens conversion narratives confirmed that

both eighteenth and nineteenth century conversions were calvinistic involving indeed

requiring a sharp awareness of sin fears of hell and a strong desire to be saved and

ultimately a concern with original sin as individuals were encouraged to shift the focus

of their concern from particular misdeeds to the state of their souls generally to the

originalor sinigina that they had inherited from adam and eve 16 if increasing numbers of

women in the congregations eventually encouraged the preaching of kinder gentler

doctrines these were not the doctrines being preached when they were converted 17

cott epstein and others have also asserted that women during this period were

prepared to submit to the aspects of conversion by their upbringing

having been taught to be passive and resigned and to remain deferential to male

authority figures of whom god the father was arguably the ultimate example yet as

cott has suggested conversion could set up a direct relation to gods authority that

cott young women 15

barbara leslie epstein the politics of domesticity women evangelism and
temperance in nineteenth century america middletown CT wesleyan university
press 1981 14 17

one scholar has argued persuasively that feminization might be better defined as
an increasing association of femininity and religiosity by americans which although
perhaps prefiguredpre byfigured developments in the early nineteenth century was primarily a
mid nineteenth century development 184018701840 linked1870 to the emergence of the
victorian family patterns of the middle class ann taves mothers and children and
the legacy of mid nineteenth century american christianity the journal of religion
67 no 2 1987 203
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might allow female converts to bypass mens authority the submission required of

those who were to be saved was consistent with female socialization but this submission

was also an act of initiation and assertion of strength by female converts according to

cott 18

womens greater religiosity during the nineteenth century must partly be imputed

to cultural expectations agrees martha blauvelt As women approached maturity and

marriage according to blauvelt they became particularly susceptible to the revival s

evangelical message the renunciation of past sinfulnessfalnessmalnessmainesssin recognition of ones

powerlessness in matters of salvation and acceptance of god s sovereignty that

characterized the calvinist conversion paralleled the renunciation of youthful frivolitiesffivolities

acceptance of a drastic loss in independence and recognition of mans superior authority

which women experienced especially as a result of marriage still blauvelt concludes

religion could also imbue women with a self confidence and sense of righteousness that

enabled them to stand up to human authority 19

cott young women 20 cf epstein politics of domesticity 63 on a

somewhat different note elizabeth fox genovese has suggested that the promise of
spiritual equality at some level or at least hereafter was one of the premier attractions
of institutional religion for women and susan juster has stressed the leveling of gender
distinctions at work especially in the evangelical conversion discourse elizabeth fox
genovese two steps forward one step back new questions and old models in the
religious history of american women journal of the american academy of religion
53 nonoa 3 september 1985 468 emphasis added susan juster in a different voice
male and female narratives of religious conversion in post revolutionary america
american quarterly no I11 march 1989 36 57

in women and religion in
america the nineteenth century 3 vols ed rosemary ruether and rosemary keller
san francisco harper and row 1981 1983 1986 1I 353 in5 a few denominations

women might even attain positions of leadership louis billington female laborers in
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while much has been written to explain why women were attracted to religion and

revivals during this period less has been written on why men were not some like

richard shiels have suggested that men might have felt uncomfortable in churches

where the clergy condemned the materialism of the new market economy in which they

felt compelled to compete similarly barbara epstein proposed that mens resistance to

conversion may have stemmed from their increasing involvement in trade and commerce 20

As I1 have shown in the previous chapters early mormon men were generally less involved

in such competition than were many of their more upwardly mobile urban contemporaries

As the following evidence indicates these men were also less likely to accept the

requirements of revivalist religion

A few historians have asserted that the mormon church presents a singular

exception to the preponderance of females among nineteenth century american church

members yet none has offered adequate evidence in support of this assertion 21

the church women preachers in the northeastern united states 179018401790 1840 journal
of americanA studiesmerican 19 no 3 december 1985198 369 more often their leadership was of
voluntary associations they had formed see esp ryan cradle and by far the most
frequent way that women of this period sought to lead was through the application of
influence and moral suasion in the home see e g taves mothers and children

203

shiels congregationalism 60 epstein the politics of domesticity 29 50
626362

2marvinmarvin

63

S hill the rise ofmormonismmormonism in the burned over district 411430
charles sellers the market revolution 217- 225 paul E johnson and sean wilentz
the kingdom ofmathiasofalfathiasof AMathias story of sex and salvation in nineteenth century america
new york oxford university press 1994 710 karen V hansen A very social

time craftinggrafting community in antebellum new england berkeley university of
california press 1994 231 in fact none but the first of these offer any evidence at all

beyond an anecdote or two and hills point that three fifths of the mormon diaries and
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however such evidence is not unavailable susan easton black s exhaustive effort to

compile all extant membership information on early mormonscormons has yielded information on

11160iligo individuals born in the united states who joined the mormonscormons in the first half of

the nineteenth century of these 5113 45 8 percent were women and 6047 54 2

percent were men while there is a lack of contemporary evidence for such a large

imbalance in the sex ratio of mormonscormons during this early period other evidence also

supports the assertion that men often led their families into mormonism

blacksbacks membershipafembershlp also includes baptismal dates for both spouses for at least 92

american born couples who joined the mormonscormons after marriage22 and prior to the saints

move to the great basin of these couples in 25 27 percent of the cases the wife

accepted baptism anywhere from a few days to several years before her husband in 33

36 percent of the cases the date of baptism for the husband and wife is the same in 34

37 percent of the cases the husband was baptisedbaptizedbapti anywheresed from a day to a few years

autobiographies that survive from the nineteenth century were written by males may have
as much to do with the patriarchal priorities of later latter day saint leaders as with the
demographics of their early rank and file forebears on the other hand in the same article
hill stressed the importance of combining statistical evidence with a close examination of
early mormonscormonsMor lifemons writings to elucidate their experiences and motivations hill rise of
mormonism 427 421 430

it is harder to determine how often single converts subsequently helped to lead
their future spouses into mormonism even from individual life writings for example
after several lines describing the weeks of deliberation culminating in his baptism milo
andrus mentions almost offhandedlyofffiandedly that about six weeks previous to his baptism he had
married a young woman whose family were mormonscormons on the other hand young
mormon joseph noble married a young woman who was willing to have her lot cast
with his and subsequently joined his church milo andrus autobiography in our
pioneer heritage hereafter OPH 14 233 joseph noble autobiography 10 see also
e g in andrew jenson LDS biographical
encyclopedia 1 672
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before the wife although the web of family ties and influences was complex and any

attempt to generalize about who led whom into this or that church will inevitably be an

oversimplification 23 these figures add weight to the assertion that early mormonism

provides a counterexamplecounter toexample the norm of women leading their menfolk into churches24

surviving life writings suggest that at least in some cases different baptismal dates

do in fact indicate who led whom into mormonism my wife wrote norton jacob

was naturally skeptical but by means of the instruction she received by living with the

saints and hearing the prophet preach was induced to be baptized some two years after

her husband benjamin brown recalled that he was not baptized directly after becoming

converted to mormonism because he hoped to have the pleasure of seeing his wife

comply with the same ordinance when we could enter the church together benjamins

wife although at first favorable to mormonism had become a determined enemy

according to benjamin he continued to study mormonism while waiting for his wife for

a whole year and a half and then was baptized although his wife was still bitterly

opposed and had even threatened to leave him if he joined the mormonscormons according to

benjamin one of the principal reasons for his wifescifes bitter opposition to mormonism

was that she considered it disgraced her to have her husband belong to a church that was

for example henry sandersonszandersonsSan parentsdersons were baptized on the same day after an
uncle on henrys mothers side convinced his father of the truth of mormonism henry
weeks sanderson autobiography special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah hereafter HBLL 1011loiiioli

although2although the greater percentages of women in other denominations are not
nearly matched by the greater percentage of men in the early mormon church the latter
percentage is significant especially in contrast to the former
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so poor and everywhere spoken against although joseph holbrooks wife s baptism

followed his by only two days he recalled that she had charactencharacterizedcharacter mormonism as

nonsense and a deception in response to his initial interest25

of course baptism dates alone do not always tell the whole story being baptized

on different days might not indicate disagreement church records indicate that luman

shurtliffwas baptized a day before his wife but lumans own record strongly suggests

that the couple reached the decision to submit to that ordinance together26together nor did being

baptized on the samesamp day always mean that one spouse had not led the other to that point

samuel rogers parents were evidently baptized together but in becoming mormonscormonsMor asmons

samuel puts it his mother who already belonged to another denomination readily united

with her husband who did not according to LDS church records philo dibble and his

wife were baptized on the same day yet philo recorded my wife thought I1 was too

hasty and said if I1 would wait awhile perhaps she would go along with me she was of

another faith by persuasion I1 paid no heed to her but went forthwith and was baptized

norton jacob journal information center and library utah state historicalMst
society

orical
salt lake city utah hereafter UHI 7 benjamin brown testimonies for the

truth 58 626262 joseph62 holbrook autobiography HBLL 192019 2520 not surprisingly
some of these mens life writings also support the assumption that baptism on the same
date was a mutual decision see e g joseph hovey autobiography HBLL 13

luman shurtliff autobiography historical department of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter LDSALDS 22A As the
mormonscormons practiced baptism by immersion ill health may have also prevented one spouse
from being baptized with the other george smiths mother was baptized four months
before his father because of the lattersbatterslat feebleters health but womens greater health risks
as well as other responsibilities during this pernodperiod may well have reversed the order of
baptism in a greater number of cases george A smith my journal the instructor 81
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similarly after a fairly lengthy description of his wrestle with mormonism and final

decision to embrace it anson call concluded I1 accordingly went immediately and

was baptized my wife accompanied me in quite a different tone david osborn

reported after much reading reflection and prayer I1 went forward in the midst of a large

congregation and gave my hand as a candidate for baptism my wife hesitated a few

days but afterwards consented and we both went forward and were baptized 2721

nor was it always the man who claimed credit for being the leader although

elizabeth tanner and her husband john were baptized on the same day her account of the

events leading up to that day indicate that it was john who made the final decision on the

other hand men did not always make that claim for themselves john butler and ezra

benson each acknowledged that his wife had received a testimony of mormonism

sometime before he did yet waited so that the two could be baptized together some

womens accounts also indicate that despite being baptized on the same day they had

lead their husbands to that point I1 believed with my whole soul affirmed nancy tracy

other first reaction to heaninghearing a sermon by mormon missionaries I1 would talk with my

husband and was very anxious that he should hear and investigate so I1 waited after he

heard a sermon by mormon apostle parley P pratt nancy s husbands eyes began to be

opened and shortly thereafter they were both baptized together such accounts support

historian martha bradleysadleysbradleydBr assertion that female converts to mormonism were eager to

samuel rogers journal HBLL 6 philo dibble autobiography in four faith
promoting classics salt lake city bookcraft 1968 76 anson call autobiography
HBLL 232 david3 osborn autobiography HBLL 13
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I1

bring their husbands brothers and fathers into their faith 28 yet the available evidence

taken together suggests that early mormonism was unique inin its ability to attract male

converts

although there is sufficient evidence for sellers assertion that men more often led

their families into mormonism his explanation of that phenomenon is wrong on several

points sellers is certainly incorrect in stating that women were not even eligible for

conversion unless married or related to a mormon man 29 joseph smith did state on one

occasion that mormon missionaries should go to the master of the house and if he

receive the gospel then he may extend his influence to his wife also but he went on to

say that if a man receive not the gospel but gives his consent that his wife may receive it

and she believes then let her receive it 30 such a rule no doubt reflected rural views of

elizabeth tanner autobiography HBLL I11 john butler autobiography HBLL
8 ezra benson autobiography in the juvenile instructor hereafter JI 80 1945 102
nancy tracy autobiography HBLL 454 martha5 sonntag bradley seizing sacred
space 60 As the preceding statistics suggest women also led their families into
mormonism in a significant minority of cases a fact that is also acknowledged in some of
the life writings of their menfolk see e g silas hillmanillmanFl autobiography HBLL 15

sellers the market revolution 225

joseph smith to the elders of the latter day saints in the latter day samtssaints
messengerMesse andadvocateoneadvocateonooneanoandalgertiger 2Advocate no 2 november 1835 193 in contrast to mary ryans
reports of rural husbands banning their wives from church attendance or membership e g
ryan cradle 77 nearly all those in this study with unchurched fathers also affirmed that
their mothers had been allowed to attend the church of their choice see e g warren
foote autobiography HBLL 2 david osborn autobiography HBLL 2 noah
packard A synopsis of the life and travels of noah packard HBLL 1 the one
exception I1 have found was the father of william kartcherbartcherKart whocher was an infidel and would
not allow his family to attend sectarian meetings to illustrate his fathers opposition to
the sectarian churches william recalled an occasion in which his father and another man
once arranged a hogshead for a methodist ministerNE tonister stand on to preach and so fixed

the hoops that a hard stomp would knock the head in and in the midst of his sermon he
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propriety and of patriarchal primacy in the family

without reference to early mormon doctrines and practices there were a number

of pragmatic and even logistical factors which might help explain why this new religious

organization reversed the trend of womens leading their menfolk into the churches in

the early years of promulgating mormonism the harvest may have been raperipe but the

laborers were indeed few potential converts frequently had to travel considerable

distances to first hear mormon missionaries who were too few to come to them the

culture and conditions of the time meant that in many cases men might do this far more

readily than women hearing of these mormon missionaries curiosity prompted mr

heber kimball to go and see them reported his wife vilate benjamin cummings

father also went to hear a discourse which eventually led his family into mormonism

thooughthroughTho theough elders were holding meeting then eighty miles from his home charles

aliensallens father went and listened to the gospel of mormonism for the first time before

returning home he was converted & baptized & received a testimony of its truthfulness

benjamin asbys fathers returned home one day and told his mother who had been

confined to her bed by the birth of benjamins sister that he had been to hear a new

religion preached by a mormon in the masonic hall even when the meeting was not at

such a male only venue and the woman wasnt confined to her home with childbearingchild

and

bearing

rearing responsibilities it was often culturally discountenanceddiscountenancer for a woman to be out

commenced stomping and at once dropped into the empty hogshead out of sight of the
audience to the surprise of all but father and mr lavern who were enjoying a hearty laugh
at the expense of the preacher still williams mother in a sense had the last laugh
she joined the old baptist church reported william soon after her husbands death
william decatur kartchner autobiography OPH 6331
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and about on her own hence at least one woman who would lead her husband into

mormonism had felt the need to get two other women to go with her before going to

the place appointed to hear mormon rnissionanmissionaries for the first time 31

As a new religion mormonism also presented unchurched men with a unique

opportunity to become churched thus deflecting the pressure hromfrombrom others to do so while

rejecting all previous churches thus preserving some pride at not having joined or

remained in any previously moreover it would have been easiereasler for unchurched men

to become mormonscormons than for their churched wives who had to sever ties and often lose

friends in their previous congregations

in addition such factors might have had what economists call a multiplier effect

seeing their fathers take an interest often for the first time in a organized religion might

well have helped pave the way into mormonism for many of their sons up to this time

he had never joined any religious denomination recalled charles alienallenailen of his father who

he felt had been waiting for something to come that would give him better satisfaction

than the churches of that day could give james mcbride recalled my father who

previously had not felt to join any christian denomination now opened his house and

welcomed the mormon elders to his home the first sermons preached in the area by

vilate kimball autobiography in women ofmormondomof edMormondommormotidom edward W
tullidge new york tullidge and crandall 1877 105 benjamin cummings
autobiography HBLL 2 charles alienallenailen autobiography 4 see also mary hales
autobiography in windows A mormon family ed kenneth hales tucson AZ skyline
printing 1985 hereafter windows 30 benjamin ashby autobiography HBLL 343

nancy
4

tracy autobiography HBLL 454 this5 was also a factor in the conversion of a
number of young single men to mormonism e g benjamin cummings autobiography
HBLL 4 william D kartchner autobiograpyautobiography OPH 6 33536335
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elders of this church were preached in my fathers house in april 1831 although james

then about thirteen years old did not immediately follow his father in joining the

mormonscormonsMor whenmons he did he was following his fathers example 3212

on the other hand some fathers resistance to organized religion or to this new

religious organization died hard erastus snows father supported his sons in their

decision to join with the mormonscormonsMor althoughmons he did not do so himself other fathers were

far less supportive benjamin johnson oversteppedover hisstepped fathers objections to be

baptized henry boyle s father said he must leave his house if he were going to be a

mormon and jacob nortonsNor saidtons he had rather hear I1 was dead than that I1 was a

mormon 33 it is the resistance of many of their fathers to organized religion in general

that holds a clue to the manly content ofmormonismmormonism to tease out this clue will require

a fairly extensive examinationreexaminationre of the religious backgrounds of american men who

became mormonscormons in the first half of the nineteenth century

before doing so it is important to note two points stressed by jon butler in his

iconoclastic revisioning of american religious history which are crucial to an

understanding of the context in which men became early mormonscormons As butlers subtitle

suggests the revivals of the nineteenth century were more a christianizing process than

one of re christianizing the nation as the revival ministers and their evangelical heirs

would have it moreover the majority of americans remained unchurched before and

charles H alienallenailen autobiography LDSALDS 3A james mcbride autobiography
HBLLhbll9

erastus snow autobiography OPH 6 299 henry boyle autobiography
HBLL 5 benjamin johnson my lifes review 19 norton jacob journal UHIURIuhl 7
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journalorjournalfor the scientific study of religion 25 no 2
june 1986 185
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after both the first and second great awakeningsAwakenings still as butler s title implies the fact

that they were unchurched did not mean that they were irreligious following the

definition of philosophers of religion butler defines religion as belief in and resort to

superhuman powers sometimes beings that determine the course of natural and human

events As butler shows besides being in the majority unchurched american men were

indeed awash in a sea of faith u although they failed to get religion in the vernacular

of the day they were often religious according to butler s more universal definition

As the following examples illustrate the religious backgrounds of early mormon

men fit into the model of ongoing feminization of religion in a number of ways at the

time they embraced mormonism many like their fathers before them were not members

of any church most of their mothers and wives on the other hand were or had been

members of other denominations in these mens accounts their mothers were also almost

always the sources of their early religious instruction and often the primary sources of

encouragement toward church membership however their reminiscences also highlight

points not generally stressed by historians before jon butler

while many early mormonscormons reported that their fathers had not been church

members they also consistently insisted that they were moral and often religious men

although not attached to any religious denomination david osborn reported my

jon butler awash in a sea of faith christianizing the american people
cambridge MA harvard university press 1990 242 1911941914 282283282194 one283 study

of church affiliation based on denominational membership statistics and the 1850 federal
census estimates that in that year about 21 percent of americans were members roger
finke and rodney stark turning pews into people estimating church membership in

nineteenth century america
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father was honest and industrious and had the confidence and goodwill of his associates

charles alienallenailen also stated that his father had never joined any religious denomination

though he was always honest and upright in all his dealings harrison burgess attested

that his father made no profession of religion but led a moral and virtuous life making

no profession of religion did not mean being irreligious but rather refusing to join any

church william leany s father though a non professor was a believer in god and the

bible and strictly moral according to william fartar more so than many of the professors

of those times samuel rogers affirmed that his father was a moral just and upright

man and a believer in deity in jesus christ and his apostles and in the holy scriptures

though he made no profession of religion my father never joined any church

acknowledged noah packard yet he prayed daily in his family joseph holbrook also

affirmed that his father never made a profession of religion but was strictly a very moral

man and treated his family kindly in holbrooks case at least his fathers father was not

a professor of religion of any kind either yet he often prayed in his family and did

not allow any profanity on his farm or in his house and was much more particular

about such things than many churched persons joseph knew nor was it only men who

testified to their unchurched fathers basic morality I1 was taught to be somewhat

religious recalled abigail abbott for although my father did not belong to any religious

denomination yet he was a very moral man 35

david osborn autobiography HBLL 2 charles H alienallenailen autobiography
LDSALDS 3A harrison burgess autobiography windows 100 william leany
autobiography HBLL 5 noah packard A synopsis of the life and travels of noah
packard HBLL I11 joseph holbrook autobiography HBLL 2 10 abigail abbott
autobiography in OPH 6 1964 198
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like abigail abbot many of these men denied that their fathers refusal to belong

to any particular denomination meant that their children were not taught to be somewhat

religious even when neither of their parents belonged to any church children were

frequently taught to reverence god and the bible my parents were not members of any

church and made no definite profession of religion recalled leonard harrington 1 was

therefore trained to no particular creed but taught to believe the bible and the general

principles of christianity again such accounts attest that religiosity was not restricted

to church members my parents were religiously inclined and always reverencedreverencerreveren theced

deity affirmed ezra benson yet never belonged to any religious society they were

firm believers in the bible and taught their children the same beliefs wandle mace

similarly recalled my parents were not connected with any church but were bible readers

and believers in that good book and taught their children to observe its teachings more

especially was this so with my mother who took great care to teach us the new

testament the contents of which she seemed to know thoroughly 36

As the last passage illustrates and many other accounts confirm whatever their

parents religious affiliations the usual source of their early religious training was their

mother such accounts seem on the surface to fit the feminization thesis fairly neatly on

closer examination they reveal that the truism of an early nineteenth century shift in

responsibility for their childrens religious training from fathers to mothers is only partly

leonard E harrington journal of leonard E harrington in utahulah historical
quarterly 8 jan 1940 4 ezra T benson autobiography JI 80 1945 53 wandle
mace autobiography HBLL 1 these men also often insisted that their unchurched
parents taught and practiced principles of moral rectitude benjamin cummings
autobiography HBLL 2 see also e g benson autobiography 53
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true although the literature on how and what to teach children would be increasingly

addressed to mothers for these rural working familiesfan itfoliesfflies had been mainly mothers who

carried out this training all along while relatively untouched by industrialization and

urbanization the subjects of this study almost to a man reported receiving their early

religious training from their mothers

this training began at a very early age before they were big enough to join their

fathers in shops and fields john murdocksMurd motherocksochs was much given to reading and

prayer was noted for piety and was very ready to teach and instruct her children

those things so that john learned to pray hromfrom her when young my mother taught me

to pray when very young wrote luman shurtliff benjamin johnson was taught to pray

by his mother at about 4 years of age at the age of four I1 began to call upon the lord

seriously levi hancock similarly recalled my mother was a praying woman and

trusted the lord to hear and answer her prayers of course I1 had been taught the

lords prayer and other childrens prayers at my mothers side affirmed benjamin

ashby 37

As they grew a bit older many future mormon men learned from their mothers to

revere and read the bible david osborn affirmed my mother always taught me good

principles and especially to have implicit faith in the bible benjamin johnson likewise

affirmed that his mother was in no degree remiss in teaching her children from the bible

benjamins oldest brother joel received a small new testament from his mother as soon

john murdock journal HBLL 2 luman shurtliff autobiography LDSALDS 6A
johnson my lifes review 7 levi hancock autobiography HBLL I11 2 benjaminBen
ashby

janun
autobiography HBLL 2
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as he was able to read by the age of seven years parley pratfspratas mother had begun

giving him lessons to read in the scriptures in some cases there was no adult besides

mother to do so in others she supplemented the local sunday school which a number of

these children attended whether or not their parents were church members jonathan

crosby explained that since there were no sunday schools in the area the children in the

district schools were called together once in three months and catechizedcatechizercatechi byzed questions

and answers hromfromhhorn the bible our mother used to learn us these things at home and

when we were old enough to read she would have us read some in the bible every day

erastus snow received religious training and encouragement to search the scriptures

from his mother and became a student of the bible with her encouragement when nine

years old 38

several of these men thankfully recalled their mothers efforts to teach them to

pray and study the scriptures it has been like an anchor to my wandering soul said

luman shurtliffofhis mothers religious instruction to keep me steady and religiously

inclined parley pratt was inspired by his mothers teachings with love and with the

noblest sentiments david osborn often since expressed to his mother his heartfelt

gratitude for her religious teachings although to his great mortification he could never

prevail on her in later years to accept the gospel ofmormonismmormonism 39 others described

david osborn autobiography HBLL 2 B johnson my lifes review 10 joel
johnson voice from the mountains 3 parley P pratt autobiography 22 jonathan
crosby autobiography UHILJHIuhl 121 erastus2 snow autobiography OPH 6 299

luman shurtliff autobiography HBLL 6 pratt autobiography 22 david
osborn autobiography HBLL 2
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their mothers as pious and godly very religious and good 40

however many of these men were less than happy about what seemed to them to

be a central theme of their mothers religious teachings moreover that theme which

troubled them did not seem to fit the gentle feminized religion some historianshisto havefians

described when I1 was very small child recalled joel johnson my mother would

often converse with me and tell me about heaven and hell god jesus christ the devil

etc and when but eight years of age I1 would weep bitterly considering myself a

sinner in the sight of god henry boyles mother also told him if I1 done wrong I1 would

have to be taken to a place of eternal punishment where my punishment would have no

end As a result of these teachings henry often thought he was a wicked boy levi

hancock who expressed gratitude toward his mother for teaching him to pray also

remembered she often told me I1 must love god or he would let the devil have me this

would frighten me so much I1 could not sleep nights his mothers teaching about the

damned souls in hell and how they had to be in a lake of fire and they could not die

wrought such a serious impression upon levi that he wished he had not been made 41

some remembered learning this harrowing doctrine from their minister rather than

their mother although it was nearly always their mother who brought them into contact

orson hyde autobiography in millennialMille startinial 26 1864 742 james leech
recollections JI 27 1892 152

41 joel johnson voice from the mountains 3 henry boyle autobiography
HBLL 3 levi hancock autobiography HBLL 121
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birumiru doctdoatwith the minister42minister at42 his 1mother ns church william adams was taught the doctrine of

everlasting punishment where sinners would be burning in hell for everlasting withoutwrit endhout

wonder and horror and amazement would occupy my mind at the suffering of

sinners benjamin johnson reported that while yet in childhood his mother took him to

sunday school where he learned and began to be afflicted with the idea of a future

punishment with literal fire and brimstone to those who did not get religionreligioner or a changeachangeachango

of heart benjamin was so greatly exercised with anxiety and fear upon this subject

that beginning before he was ten he did not cease to attend all their religious meetings

and revivals hoping to obtain that forgiveness of sins that would release him hromfromftomatom the

fears of that awful burning pit so powerfullypowerftilly portrayed 43143

although42 a few sources of this study mentioned learning such concepts in

connection with their attendance at sunday schools which also imparted basic literacy
skills to many children during that period their failure to report any discussion of such
doctrines in the common schools is congruent with laurence moores finding that such
troubling doctrines were carefully avoided in that setting R laurence moore whatwhat
children did not learn in school the intellectual quickening of young americans in the
nineteenth century church history 616 no1 I11 march 1999 596159659 61

3 B johnson my afeslifeslfeslaes review 9

such accounts contrast sharply with the liberalization of religion and of childrearingchild
attributed

rearing
by many historians to this period yet they are quite in line with the content of

evangelical childrearingchild asrearing identified in the most extensive though controversial study of
prevailing american temperament of the day this temperament according to the
studys author stressed mans depravity and offered hope only to those who submitted
utterly to an incomprehensible god philip greven the protestant temperament
patterns of childrearingChile religiousrearing experience and the sefselfselyseiy in early america new
york alfred A knopf 1977 see also his childrearingChile conceptsConrearing 162818611628celms
historical

1861
sources itasca EL- F E peacock publishers 1973 grevenscrevensGr tracingevens of

these concerns well into the nineteenth century though originally criticized receives
recent support from R laurence moores survey of the religious concerns which
captivated young americans through most of that century moore finds heartfeltheart
concerns

felt
over calvinistic religious doctrines learned in their youths pervading the

reminiscences of nineteenth century americans and concludes that such concerns colored
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soulsoui humblchumbl ingsome recalled overtly rebelling against such humbling teachings even in

their earliest years young levi hancock subsequently screeched at a man he heard

speaking of how god would eternally torment the damned I1 told the man recalled levi

that if god would do so he was worse than I1 and I1 could prove it I1 never would

torment a snake that would bite me but kill him so that he could do no more harm and

that was enough for me zerah pulsipher also recalled I1 could not be reconciled to

souls left in hell fire to all eternity as I1 had been taught nevertheless when he was

about fourteen or fifteen years of age zerah concluded thatthat it was necessary that more

preparation should be made before he should be willing to pass the vale of death

motivated by a similar conclusion truman angell for some months made an earnest

supplication before the lord and from then on my mischievous life and shortcomings

were laid aside 44 the aptly named angell however seems to have been an exception

nearly every other account by a male convert to mormonismmormoru that mentions prior

participation in the revivals reports an inability to achieve or experience such a sudden

change from sinful boyhood to righteous manhood often despite considerable effort and

american culture at every socioeconomicsocio leveleconomic moore what children did not learn
in school 43 454745 49514947 55565551 56 while moores evidence supports his conclusion
for those in the higher levels of society whose writings generally werent published until
the final decades of the nineteenth century at the earliest that of the current study from
life writings generally produced earlier supports a similar conclusion regarding these
concerns for their more common contemporaries virtually the same religious concerns
which led some upper class americans of the era to agnosticism evidently spurred a

number of their lower class contemporaries to embrace mormonism

levi hancock autobiography HBLL 20 zerah pulsipher autobiography
HBLL 343 truman4 angell autobiography OPH 10 1956195
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if mother was nearly always cited as a primary source of explicit religious

instruction father seldom was there are exceptions however and they are instructive

parley P pratt was taught as a child by his father to venerate our father in heaven jesus

christ his prophets and apostles as well as the scriptures written by them yet

parleys father who belonged to no religious sect was also careful to preserve his

children free from all prejudice in favor of or against any particular denomination thus

at least some of those fathers who refused to join any church counseled their sons to do

likewise edward hunters father counseled him do not belong to any religious sect but

keep sacred that all men have a right to worship god according to the dictates of their

own conscience what parley s and edwards fathers said delicately others evidently put

more bluntly jacob hamblinshamblingHamb fatherlins who despised priestcraft and superstition

cautioned jacob against connecting himselfwith any sect or party samuel rogers

father often spoke disapprovingly of what he termed the hypocritical profession and

practice of the various so called christian denominations of the day 46 even if fathers did

not give such counsel explicitly their examples probably often spoke louder than words to

ofthe twenty three accounts I1 have found of early mormon men who wrote of
prior experiences with revival religion twenty one refer to their experiences with a

combination of frustration fear and disdain while only two truman angell and david
osborn recorded successful evangelical conversion experiences prior to being exposed to
mormonism cf marvin hill questorQuest refugeforyor 131413 which14 identifies eight of the
former and none of the latter to similarly conclude many had been adversely affected by
calvinism and revivalism

autobiography 19 edward hunter autobiography OPH 6 31920319
jacob

20
hamblin autobiography HBLL I11 samuel rogers journal HBLL 676
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their sons in this as in other areas

many early mormon men attributed additional religious views to their unchurched

fathers beyond a belief in god and the bible one of the most commonly cited beliefs of

their fathers was in marked contrast to that associated by these men with their mothers

this belief was universalism country cousin unitarianismofunitarianism which ann douglas

identified as among the most feminized of early nineteenth century denominations like

many others samuel rogers father was strongly inclined in favor of the universalists

yet he did not join them nor any other persuasion 47 newel knights father did not

belong to any religious sect but was a believer in the universalian doctrine in contrast

to the distress often produced by their mothers hard sayings the universalism

attributed to a number of their fathers was found to be most congenial so honest and

plain were all his statements on the subject concluded newel that there was no room

for any misgivings with me on the subject48 while newel did not specify what he found

so plain and convincing in universalism benjamin brown did

samuel rogers journal HBLL 7 one possible explanation is that this was a
retrospective attempt to prove their fathers religiosity and excuse their failure to join any
church yet they might as reasonably have boasted of the latter fact since mormonism
taught that all other churches were apostate and that the lord himself had told joseph
smith to join none of them on the contrary having previously joined several denomina-
tions in succession before embracing mormonism henry boyle regretted having ever
embraced any other religious system or doctrine he hated to be seen to change so
often as it made it look like there was no stability in him henry boyle autobiogra-
phy HBLL 343 4 attributing universalist tendencies to their fathers in retrospect seems
even less likely if universalism was as roundly repudiated by early mormonism as some
scholars have recently argued e g grant underwood the millenarianMille worldnanan of early
mormonism chicago university of illinois press 1993 425742

newel

57

knight autobiography in classic experiences and adventures salt
lake city bookcraft 1969 464746
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the universalist system appeared to me the most reasonable of the various
denominations I1 came in contact with the horrible hell and damnationdan
theories

mationmatlon
of most of the other parties in my idea were inconsistent with the

mercies and love of god I1 did not actually join the universalists but
their doctrines with respect to the eternity of punishment etc savored to
me of a more generous and godlikegod naturelike than the contracted notions
held by the other denominations concerning gods purposes towards the
human family 49

although brown did not clarify the sources from which he first learned these apparently

contradictory calvinistic and universalist notions of god in light of his own preference as

well as the parental sources often cited by others it would seem problematic to explain the

shift in american religion from the worship of a fearful sovereign to a loving and merciful

heavenly father simply in terms offeminizationfeminizationeffeminization

despite such leanings as the above examples illustrate both fathers and sons

attracted to universalism usually did not join any church including even the universalists

prior to joining the mormonscormons 50 there were however a few exceptions isaac haight

benjamin brown testimonies 52

ofthe twenty one accounts I1 have found ofpreoffre mormon men who were
sympathetic to universalist teachings only two actually joined the universalists and only
one came to espouse universalist beliefs after brief sojournssojournesojo inurns other denominations the
other eighteen men with universalist tendencies joined no church prior to the mormon
church interestingly some men were less ready to join even congregations with
univeralistuniversalistuniver beliefsalist than were their wives william leany s father continued as a non
professor even though williams stepmother belonged to what was called the dunkardsdrunkardsdunk
or

ards
hell redemptionists because they believed christs blood sufficient to redeem all

mankind when the uttermost farthing was paid benjamin ashby reported my father
was not a member of any denomination but attended the universalist church of which my
mother was a member because as I1 have often heard her say they preached the love of
god for his children in contrast to the doctrines of the orthodox churches that held to the
everlasting punishment of all who did not embrace their peculiar dogmas by contrast
sarah aliensallens parents were united both in never joining with any church and in their
liberal religious views as to the universal salvation of mankind william leany

autobiography HBLL 454 benjamin5 ashby autobiography HBLL 3 sarah beriah
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for example had brief sojournesojournssojo inurns several denominations until he found his mind

changing from the rigid doctrines of his evangelical expenencetoexperience to the universalian

principles yet not settling on any creed in this state of mind isaac was found by a

preacher of the mormon gospel 51

jonathan crosbysCros descriptionbys of the differences in the religion of his two parents is

fairly typical of those in other accounts 52 my father was a unitarianUnit ininafian principle but he

never said much about religion never prayed in his family except to ask the blessing on the

food wdind return thanks when done eating my mother was a very zealous christian and

used to talk to her two boys when we were small and old enough to understand and

accordingly we were traditionated to be religious when quite young even after being

traditionated crosby recalled that he and his brother were compelled to go to meeting

often times when we did not want to after they became much older despite both

tradition and compulsion however when crosby became free to choose his approach to

religion was closer to that of his father than that of his mother although he was

fiske alienallenailen autobiography family history and lands and records office LDS visitors
center nauvoo illinois hereafter nvc1

isaac haight autobiography HBLL 121 leonard2 huntington had the
opportunity of hearing a universalist preacher several times and becoming acquainted
with several who believed and advocated that doctrine As a result of their comments
together with his own feelings and temperament leonard became a believer in

universal salvation he did not join their society but attended its meetings at every
opportunity As to the revivalistsreviva leonardlists stated I1 fullyfolly believe that their doctrine
and protracted meetings if they affected me at all only aided his belief in universalism
harrington journal of leonard E harrington UHQ 8 4

another exception is nancy tracy who recorded my parents were church-
going people my mother a baptist my father was a universalist nancy tracy
autobiography HBLL 1 2
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hlll17m11hili quest for refuge 131413

96

14

frequently urged and exhorted to get religion he reported that the preaching had no

affect 9c51c on me with all their hellfirehell andfire brimstone they could not frighten me 5

whether as a result of precept or example many of these men affirmed in words

and deeds their fathers faith in god but not in the existing churches 54 following his

fathers teachings edward hunter being fully in the knowledge and power of a superior

being felt a desire to do justly walk humbly and love mercy but join no sect but

the precepts and precedents of their fathers were not the only reasons such men rejected

revivalism despite the desire to join no sect which he said his fathers example and

teachings had instilled in him edward hunter nevertheless attended several different

places of worship however he could not connect with any sect 55 edward did not

explain exactly why he could not possibly like other future mormon men including

joseph smith he wanted to feel and shout like others did but could feel nothing 56

based on similar accounts marvin hill concluded that many future mormonscormonsMor weremons

casualties of revivalism and its powerful pressures and so participated in a general

break with calvinism 57 perhaps he ought to have said more precisely future mormon

jonathan crosby autobiography UHIURIuhlurl 3

furthermore in contrast to ryans subjects of those pre mormonscormons who did join
churches the vast majority adherredherredad to their fathers religious affiliation mark
R grandstaff the impact of the mormon migration on the community ofkirtlandkirtland
ohio 183018391830 masters1839 thesis brigham young university 1984 26

OPH 6 320321320 emphasis321 added

alexander neibaur diary 24 may 1844 LDSALDS 15A
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martha S bradleysadleysbradleydBr pioneering study of early mormon womens conversion

narratives found that womens experiences of conversion to mormonism or at least their

accounts thereof were not unlike their evangelical contemporaries experiences of

getting religion 58 in fact some future mormon women were able to experience

manifestations of saving grace long prior to their exposure to mormonism As a child

sarah leavitt was seriously impressed and desired very much to be saved from that awful

hell that she had heard so much about

acacca

she prayed much and her prayers were

sometimes answered immediately from which she derived comfort but which did not at

that early age give her any pretensions to having any religion As a young mother of

nineteen having already lost one child in infancy and now caring for another of six

months sarah had a vision of the damned spirits in hell which filled her with more

bradley seizing sacred space 5770 based on a study of more than 200
conversion narratives bradley concluded that few early female converts to mormonism

emerged from the ranks of the unchurched of the 89 male converts examined by
yorgason fully one third had no previous religious affiliation and many of the rest had
passed through and rejected church membership yorgason some demographic
aspects 43 of the twenty three men in the present study who reported encounters
with revivalism only two reported successful evangelical conversion experiences by
contrast bradley suggests that such experiences were relatively common and accessible to
pre mormon women yet insofar as she equates such experiences with already having
a religious life she adopts the same standard as churchgoerschurch hromfromgoers that time and since

in american historiography as jon butler observes such a bias has prevented adequate
appreciation and examination of the religious life of the unchurched although as few as
one fifth of americans were church members in the early nineteenth century finke and
stark turning pews into people 185 one historian has recently argued that concerns
with fundamental religious doctrines were almost universal among early nineteenth
century americans even if one looks at examples of americans who as adults were not
conventionally pious who in fact developed a strong dislike for most forms of organized
christianity moore what children did not learn in school 48
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I1 wanted with all my heart
to be good but I1 could feel no different

horror than she was able to bear with her faith in prayer sarah cried to the lord day

and night until she got an answer of peace and a promise that she should be saved in

the kingdom of god that promisepromise5promised she later affirmed to her mormon children and

grandchildren has been with me through all the changing scenes of life ever since even

though sarah was not exposed to mormonism for another fifteen years future mormon

abigail abbott received similar assurance regarding her salvation having for some

time felt great anxiety pertaining to the salvation of her soul at seventeen abigail

prayed for reassurance in abigails case her prayers were answered with a dream in

which she beheld a large company of people arrayed entirely in white apparel singing a

song that sounded more glorious than any she had ever heard so that she was filled

with rapture and anxiety to leamlearn the song and be associated with them she was able to

learn part of the song and was thus reassured of gods love and approbation 59 insofar as

membership in many of the churches of the day often required a recitation of such an

experience it seems likely as bradford suggests that of the many churched women

who would become mormonscormonsMor amons considerable number had previously had such

r

experiences

sarahssarah leavitt autobiography OPH 7 243 abigail abbott OPH 6 198

of course there were exceptions nancy tracy reported I1 had a religious turn
of mind and in my childhood I1 read the bible and went and prayed with all the sincerity in

the world for I1 wanted to be a christian and be happy like they were but I1 never joined
them when I1 was about 13 years old there was a great revival among them they
held their meetings for several days and made many converts among the rest they had me
on the anxious seat as they called it but I1 failed to get that change of heart as some of
them did who shouted glory hallelujah I1 have got religion

nancy tracy autobiography HBLLRBLL 232 3
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dialoguedialopte A journal ofofmormonmormon thought I11 spring 1966 698869 hillfhllahll88
quest for refuge 131513

warren

15

foote autobiography HBLL 2 alienallenailen stout journal HBLL 5

thomas B marsh history of thomas baldwin marsh
6warrendwarren

mormon men on the other hand quite consistently insisted that they had felt little

or nothing in their prior efforts to get religion previous studies of early mormonism

have stressed the disorder and confusion that many of these individuals associated with the

revivalist religion 61 this was definitely a frequently expressed and evidently genuine

concern of the authors of these accounts warren foote went often to revival meetings

where he watched others jump and heard them shout yet warren could not see any

thing in such proceedings similar to what he read in the bible where he found that god

was not the author of confusion and that the house of god is the house of order

other writers expressed other common concerns and many were not as detached as foote

about their revival experiences alienallenailen stout attended a camp meeting and tried to get

religion like others but couldnt make it go off like they did and so he gave up trying

not all gave up after a single camp meeting thomas marsh joined an evangelical

denomination and tried for two years but did not succeed any better in getting

religion 62

historian susan juster has found that social pressure hromfromfi familyom and friends as

well as a competitive fear of being left behind often drove the evangelical conversion

process for men63 several accounts attest to the role of peer pressure in leading future

mario S depillis the quest for religious authority and the rise of
mormonism

in millennial star 26 1864
360

juster in a different voicevoice5volcevoiced 36 545554
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mormon men to attend revivals and attempt to get religion being light and trifling like

many of the youth the subject of religion made but little impression on leonard

harrington until about the age of seventeen at that time protracted meetings became

very frequent in his vicinity and many of his associates becoming converted he

desired conversion as well at the about the same age henry boyle attended a great

revival in religion near his home after he found that all or nearly all the young men and

girls of his acquaintance had attached themselves to the church which sponsored it at

about eighteen george laub was persuaded by a fellow carpenters apprentice to attend a

revival where for three nights he went to the anxious seat very anxious to embrace

religion but without success determined that if there was such a thing as religion he

would seek after it and get it if he could twenty one year old john butler attended a

camp meeting which lasted three or four days in company with several comrades

although most of his companions and associates professed a remission of their sins

john could not feel to do so and this made him feel very mean they tried to persuade

him to go to the mourners bench but he was too stubborn for that after the meeting

broke up and john thought about how his friends now had all found out that he was

seeking religion this made him feel meaner than ever 64

thus despite being led to attend revivals at least partly by public pressures none

of these men reported getting religion in such a public setting although several joined

leonard E harrington journal of leonard E harrington 4 henry boyle
autobiography 3 george laub autobiography HBLL 232 john3 butler
autobiography 232
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congregations for a time to avoid being any more pestered about it the proposal that

women of the time were prepared by their socialization to participate in the self

abnegatingnegatingab aspects of public conversion may provide a clue to these mens inability to do

so noting the preponderance of women in the cooperstownCoopers presbytenpresbyterianpresbytertown church duningduring

the early decades of the nineteenth century alan taylor suggests that men were trained

by their competitions and contentions to shelter and fortify their most personal thoughts

and experiences 66 taylor s suggestion that males needed and were taught to shelter

and fortify their inner feelings rings true for a number of the men in this study who

prayed meditated and even received religious manifestations dreams visions feelings

etc when they were alone but had difficulty experiencing or recounting conversion

brigham young journal of discourses hereafter 14 3 june 1871 197

other such individuals included thomas marsh history 360 george laub
autobiography 3 john butler autobiography 3 and henry boyle autobiography 3

such camp or general meetings were mainly practiced by the presbyterian baptist and
especially methodist denominations in which some 45 to 60 percent ofpreoffre mormon men
briefly sojournedsojournsojourney for the most thorough recent analysis of the history of such meetings
in america see ann taves fits trances and visions experiencing religion and
explaining experience atomfromftom wesley to james princeton NJ princeton university press
1999 esp 7611776 for117 the low and high percentages ofpreoffre mormon men who had tried
membership in those denominations which taves identifies as sponsoring camp meetings
see yorgason some demographic aspects 43 and grandstaff impact of the mormon
migration 109 respectively

66alanaimalm taylor william coopercoopers s townTOWL powerpover and persuasion onoil071 the frontier of
the early american republic new york random house 1995 227 these mens
reluctance to surrender to evangelical conversion may have also been influenced by the
association of manhood with rationality as reflected for example in one evangelical
mans confession that he had always doubted that the power of divine love could
without injury deprive a man of the exercise of his rational powers As quoted in taves
fits trances and visions 108 in this as in other related examples the word man is

probably meant in the specific sense
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experiences in public 67 yet taylorstayTav referencelors to competition must be qualified in their

cases

among those who left other denominations as well as those who never chose to

join them several complained of what they saw as the hypocrisy of their members after

attempting unsuccessfully to get religion at a revival henry sanderson reflected that it

seemed an easy matter for some of the really meanest boys of the place to get religion but

I1 would perceive no change in their conduct and finally came to the conclusion that these

boys acted the hypocrite 68 john murdock joined and then left two different

denominations both times on the grounds that he became dissatisfied with their walk as

they did not walk according to the scriptures 69 one of joseph smiths earliest

prophecies reportedly given prior to the publication of the book of mormon or the

organization of the church may provide a clue as to the behaviors which these men felt

did not accompany the religious professions of many church goers

now you look at deacon & you hear him talk very piously well
you think he is a very good man but suppose that mr one of his poor
neighbors who had 8 children owed him the value of one cow well this
man has eight small children suppose the poor man should be taken sick &

67for example john murdock journal 3 676 truman7 angell autobiography
195619561195 61 anson6 call autobiography HBLL 232 joseph3 holbrook autobiography HBLL
192019 susan20 juster has also argued that the traditional american conversion experience
from puritan times until well into the nineteenth century forced men to suppress their
masculine identity at the heart of this phenomenon was the problem to paraphrase
juster that to be utterly dependent upon god was the ultimate mark of
sanctification while to be dependent in the economic or political realm marked one as
unmanly see susan juster the spirit and the flesh 336341

henry weeks sanderson autobiography HBLL 222322

john

23

murdock journal HBLL 4
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die leaving his wife with one cow but destitute of every means of support
for herself and family now I1 tell you that deacon religious as
he is would not hesitate to take the last cow from the widow and orphans
rather than loose the debt although he has an abundance of everything70everything

josephs thinly veiled you hear him talk very pious and then ironic religious as he

is denunciation of the outwardly religious deacon could strike a familiar chord with

anyone familiar with the new testament yet this early prophecy also contained a

critique based on a traditional cooperative local ethic of a rising new market ethic

the local ethic as christopher clarkdarkoark has explained valued longer term reciprocity

among those involved in exchanges based on knowledge of and sensitivity to each others

changing circumstances the market ethic on the other hand emphasized quick

discharge of obligation based on the assumption of a formal equality between

individuals involved in exchanges 71 As josephs example pointedly proved the obvious

fiction of the market ethics assumption of equality between individuals

notwithstanding it could lead a man to takelaketake the last cow from the widow and orphans

rather than loose sic the debt although he has an abundance of everything

charles sellers has proposed that the communal aspects ofmormonismmormonism probably

appealed mainly to the women who joined that faith As the comments of smith and

this seemed to us at that time impossible recalled josephs mother lucy mack
smith but it was not one year from the time in which it was spoken when we saw the
very act thing that was told transpire before our eyes lucy mack smith preliminary
manuscript in early mormon documents ed dan vogel salt lake city signature
books 1996 307308307 308

christopher clarkdarkoark the roots of rural capitalism western massachusetts
178018601780 ithaca1860 cornell university press 1990 196
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104

others suggest men might have been equally if not more attracted by these aspects72

when benjamin brown was persuaded by reports of their great success to attend a revival

he recalled I1 humbled myself and determined to divest my mind of all prejudice and put

myself at least in a position to receive all the good that could be obtained unlike most

of his future fellow mormonscormonsMor benjaminmons felt inspired to stand and testify but his testimony

hardly conformed to the customary formula

while the minister was preaching it was revealed to me to arise and
declare to the congregation that they before coming together to pray for
the conversion of others ought first to be reconciled one to the other so
that their gifts of prayer might be accepted by the lord the spirit also said
that some in the congregation were guilty of oppressing the poor taking
unlawful usury oppressing the hireling in his wages and many other sins of
a similar character

like benjamin noah packard attended but would not join other churches since he felt that

the members would go to meeting and put on a long face on the sabbath and on the

next day would go home and cheat their neighbors 74 by contrast mormonism would

seek to reestablish among its members the type of community ties which had inhibited this

kind of behavior early male converts like brigham young saw in mormon communalism

a beautiful order where all worked fortorsor the good of the whole more than for individual

aggrandizement 75 As one historian has observed this ideal required an ethic which was

strikingly different from the larger american society where the cult of true

sellers the market revolution 224

benjaminbenjan brown testimonies 55 575857

noah

58

packard A synopsis of the life and travels of noah packard
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brighambnghambangham young
university studies 18 no 3 spring 1978 382

0 kendall white ideology of the family in nineteenth century mormonism

womanhood enjoined women but not men to be pious pure submissive and altruistic

for the sake of an order that was nonexistent outside the family unit 76 thus with

mormonism in some respects the church and the family became indistinguishable 77

if others would be hypocrites these men insisted that they would not george

smith attended several protracted meetings held by his parents denomination for the

conversion of sinners believing that he needed conversion after the manner of the

evangelicalsevange beforelicals he could be fit for baptism therefore george attested

I1 attended their meetings as a seeker after religion night and day but could
not be a hypocrite and profess to be frightened nearly out of my senses for
fear of hell and damnation when I1 really felt no such fear and I1 would not
take my seat on the anxious benches without I1 felt as others said they did

because I1 would not be a hypocrite but remained in the gallery
while hundreds were moaning for their sins on the anxious benches 78

the hypocrisy george smith and others said they rejected was in pretending to believe

that he was a gross sinner deserving of gods punishment while some like benjamin

johnson and henry sanderson feared that they were destined to welter an eternity of

ages in hell if they did not get religion others like jonathan crosby and george smith

jill mulvay derr womanscomansWo placemans in brigham youngs world

sociological spectrum 6 1986 294 in fact this may have been an aspect of
mormonism which both attracted and discouraged men the covenant to obey the law of
consecration which became an additional rite of passage for many promised cooperation
in times of hardship but also entailed an implicit admission of their dependence on other
men and women by re expanding the sphere of communal values it essentially brought
mormon men back into a sphere which their contemporaries deemed domestic and
womanly

george7georgecgeorge smith my journal 781 11
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denied ever feeling such fears in either case many could have said with noah packard

I1 had followed their instructions without receiving the promise they made to me so

that the mormon missionaries found me in a bad condition to receive their testimony 79

again other studies of conversion narratives have found this to be a fairly typical male

on
response

noah packard was not alone in finding the revivalistsreviva instructionslists inadequate if

not nebulous parley pratt attended evangelical congregations and revivals yet could

experience no great change this and his scripture study led him to reflect that had he

lived in the days of the apostles and wished to become a disciple they would no doubt

have told him repent and be baptized in the name of jesus christ for remission of sins

and you shall receive the gift of the holy ghost instead complained parley

we go to the religious minister who tells us we must experience a
mysterious indefinite and undefinable something called religion before we
can repent and be baptized acceptably but if we inquire how or by what
means we are to come at this experience he cannot tell us definitely but
will tell us that it is the work of god in the soul which he will accomplish
in his own due time for his own elect and that we can do nothing
acceptably till this is done as even our prayers and repentance and all our
good works are sin so long as this work of god is not done within us 81

oah packard A synopsis of the life and travels of noah packard HBLL 2

young men especially according barbara epstein often rejected and opposed
the revivals and raised theological objections to calvinism especially to the doctrines of
human depravity such men were likely to be attracted by the liberal forms of
protestantismprotestant universalism and unitarianism because they described people as
basically good rather than evil and because they made hell seem less threatening and
entrance to heaven more likely epstein politics of domesticity 49 see also juster in
a different voice 45

pratt autobiography 6
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in short although he did not in fact believe he was a sinner parley felt he had no hope of

salvation according to the precepts of modem ministers because he lackedtacked that

experience of religion which they always required 82

parley s complaints which were also voiced by other subjects of this study again

reflect concerns typical of males in other studies of nineteenth century conversion

narratives susan juster has observed that her male subjects rejection ofrevivalisticrevivalistic

religion was a rebellion against the seemingly unjust and arbitrary nature of gods rule

in punishing his creatures although as one put it they had never committed a crime

deserving of eternal punishment early mormon convert harrison burgess similarly

protested my childhood was not marked with any crime although I1 paid but little or no

attention to religion i e to joining a church until I1 was about 17 83 nevertheless after

that time harrison like others searched diligently for a means to ensure the safety of his

soul like parley these men sought for specific rules or rites that they could follow to

that end and like parley others who looked to adult baptism as an alternative to

evangelical conversion could not accept what the denominations which practiced it taught

about those who did not receive it84 many were well satisfied with the mormon churchschurche

rejection of such arbitrary doctrines and with the authority by which its ministers

affirmed they baptized

pratt autobiography 7 cf hill quest for refuge 13 194n68

juster in a different voice 4445 burgess autobiography windowswitidow 100

butler8butler autobiography HBLL 353533 boyle5 autobiography HBLL 3 murdock
journal HBLL 4
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sellers is surely correct in identifying the priesthood ordinations and offices which

eventually proliferated in the mormon church as a major attraction for male converts 85

yet early on another aspect of the mormon priesthood restoration may have also been

important to many male converts after his baptism warren foote was filled with

gratitude

to the lord for the revelation of his gospel through hisKs servant joseph
smithsnaith on whom he bestowed his holy priesthood through the laying on of
hands of the ancient apostles and thereby opening up the way
whereby mankind can be saved through repentance and baptism by

those ordained into this holy esthoodpriesthoodestwood the gospel says repent and be
baptized and you shall be saved but sectarian preachers say come to the
anxious seat and we will pray for you and you will get religion what a

contrast86

in footesfooters contrast we can perhaps see the interrelationship of two key religious

motivations of many early mormon male converts as identified by previous scholars

rejection of revivalist religion and embrace of religious authority 87 if these men could be

assured by reason and the testimony of others that the mormon baptismal rite of passage

was performed by men with authority from god they need not trouble themselves with

displaying expressing or even experiencing the feelings of self abnegation and loss of

self control that were part of the passage to acceptance in the evangelical denominations

one of the few studies of mormon womens conversion narratives has

sellers the arketmarketarkeljalAlljai revolution 225

warren foote journal HBLL 53

see note 56 above
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characterized mormonism as a revivalccrevival theologytheolo 8ggv focusing on mormon men s

conversion or rather conversionnonconversionnon narratives has led this study to a quite different

conclusion several scholars as earlyearivearia as the nineteenth century found the book of

mormon to be replete with revivalistic accounts and doctrine 89 for example grant

underwood has stressed evidence of apocalyptic dualism especially in the book of

mormon and argued that this was acceptable to most early mormonscormons because of their

prior religious training and traditions he concludes that mormonism not only embraced

but consistently moved ahead the traditional saveddamnedsaved reckoningdamned of the final

judgementjud togement a saveddestroyedsaved outcomedestroyed apparent at christs advent which preceded

it 90 in contrast others have pointed to early revelations included in the LDS doctrine

and covenantscoleCoie tonants conclude that mormonism virtually embraced a doctrine of universal

salvation 91 dan vogel has stressed other evidence especially hromfrom revelations published

shortly after the book of mormon to argue that early mormonism soon approached a

position of near universalism which he identifies as restorationism As vogel observes a

revelation of march 1830 a month before the church was even organized assured

bradley8bradley seizing sacred space 59

several nineteenth century students of mormonism recognized the revivalistic
language in the book of mormon these include T B H stenhouse the rocky
mountain saintssamtsswints A full and complete history of the mormonscormonsMor frommons the first vision of
joseph smith to the last courtship ofbnghambrigham young new york D appleton and co
1873 54243542 clarkdarkoark43 braden the braden kelleykeiley debate st louis christian publishing
co 1884 151 and B H roberts studies orthe book qfmormonofmormonof edMormon brighamdbrighamBrig
madsen

hamD
salt lake city UT signature books 1992

underwood millenarianMille worldnanan 525452

white
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ideology of the family sociological spectrum 6 1986 29129
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martin hamharrisharrnsharnis that every man must repent or suffer but also that it

is not whittenwritten that there shall be no end to this torment 92 As vogel explains this

revelation taught the hallmark tenet ofrestorationismrestorationism that the unrepentant must suffer

for their own sins but that in the end all would be redeemed less than two years later

in february 1832 joseph smith and sidney rigdon received a vision in which they learned

that all save a few would eventually be saved in one of three heavens93 this vision as

vogel explains thus solved the major weakness in restorationism that of regarding the

commandments too lightly smith could now explain the mercy of god without

neglecting gods justice 94

early resistance by some to what came to be called the vision as documented

by underwood and vogel surely is not entirely attributable to female converts to

mormonism any more than the resistance to apocalyptic dualism documented in this

study can be entirely attributed to early mormon men yet the differing concerns other

scholars have identified in nineteenth century male and female conversion accounts do

appear to frequently parallel those found in the life writings of male and female converts to

this revelation was first published as chapter 16 in the LDS book of
commandments in 1833

this revelation was first published july 1833 in the LDS newspaper the evening
and the morning star and was subsequently included as section 91 in the 1835 edition of
the doctrine and covenants

dan vogel religious seekers and the advent of mormonism salt lake city
UT signature books 1988 172173172 underwood173 does not make any direct response to
vogel although he does acknowledge in an endnote an anti mormon tract published in

england in 1840 which interprets the vision as a universalist manifesto underwood
aethe millenarianMille worldnanan ofearly mormonismAlfor 172n89monism
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early mormonismMonnon whileism modem scholars preference for systematic theology has

perhaps led them to insist that the body of beliefs early mormonscormons embraced was a unified

whole their subjects may well have been motivated by differingdimmdiff concernseningefing to early

converts mormonismMonnon mayism well have spoken with two voices one of which was more

congenial to many of its male auditors and the other more familiarfarni toliarilar many of its female

adherents

marvin hill has suggested that early mormonism sought a middle ground between

arminianism and calvinism 95 more recently mark thomas has found and analyzed

considerable revival language and evangelical conversion morphology in the book of

mormon yet concluded that the theology of that book as a whole represents a mediation

between liberal arminianism with its optimistic view of human nature and calvinism

with its pessimistic view of human nature while calvinism as we have seen was at

the heart of the revivals liberal arminiansArmin believedians that sin consists only in sinning and

not in a prior state of being 96

dan vogel has suggested that if hill and thomas are correct then joseph smith

may have adopted this theology in order to mediate between the universalism of his

father and the presbyterianism of his mother97 in contrast a basic assumption underlying

marvin S hill the shaping of the mormon mind in new england and new
york

sunstone 8

mayjunemaejuneMay 1983June 192519 the25 devil and daniel vogel sunstone 13 no 6 dec 89 5

the ideal apostasy and restoration sunstone 13 no 3 jun 89 47

dan vogel once more into the breach sunstone 14 no 2 apraar 1990 232
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this study has been that the doctrines and customs which mormonism would adopt were

not simply the work of joseph smith but were significantly influenced by the people

who joined with him who in turn were influenced by the times and conditions in which

they lived 98

in any event key differences between nineteenth century mens and womens

conversion experiences strikingly paralleled key differences between nineteenth century

mormon and evangelical theologies in her extensive comparison of men s and womens

conversion narratives barbara epstein found that men tended to feel the sharpest guilt

over particular sins while women tended to emphasize a pervasive sense of the sinfulness

of their beings in her subsequent study of the same subject susan juster found that

while womens stress on the ultimate total dependence of all human beings on god

theoretically mitigated and eradicated all gender distinctions men desired a system of

heavenly laws by each individual could attain his just reward and level

in some ways mormon theology has become the ultimate realization of such

masculineicmasculine religious ideals As if echoing the legalism and rejection of original sin of

justers and epsteinseksteinsEp malesteins subjects nineteenth century mormonscormons soon came to believe

that the only sin of man is that of acting in violation of divine law philosopher of religion

sterling mcmurrin concluded that mormon theology was essentially a rebellion against

the orthodox protestant dogma of original sin which held that the condition of

sinfulness attaches as a quality or property to every person simply by virtue of his

laurence M yorgason some demographic aspects 3

epstein politics of domesticity 51 juster in a different voice 47 575857
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many mens rejection of revivalism resulted largely from their rebellion against the

implications of original sin and apocalyptic dualism

humanness by the time of joseph smiths death he was teaching that god himself was

bound by divine law that in fact it was only by obedience to this law that he had become

god and moreover that men could become gods by the same process 100loo the only sin

in mormon theology mcmurrinMc concludedmurninMurfin is the actual sin that a man commits in

violation of this law not in some mystical sense as a participant in adam s sin

mormonisms ultimate rejection

of these doctrines may have resulted to a significant degree hromfrom mormon mens

aversion to them

A close corollary to the early mormon rejection of original sin was an affirmation

of the goodness of the male body and its impulses 102 the great principle of happiness

consists in having a body taught joseph smith and furthermore all beings who have

see the words of joseph smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoonalivoo
discourses of the prophet joseph ed andrew F ehat and lyndon W cook provo UT
brigham young university religious studies center 1980 340382340 an382 american
prophet s record the diaries and journalsjournal of joseph smith ed scott H faulring salt
lake city UT signature books 1989 465

101 sterling M mcmurrin the theological foundations of therhe mormon religion
salt lake city utah university of utah press 1965 666766 10667

for mormonismsMormoni affirmationsms of the goodness of the body see e g truman G
madsen eternal man salt lake city UT deseret book company 1966 435435143 for51

its affirmation of male bodily impulses see e g harold bloom the american religionReh
the

gionglon
emergence of the post christian nation new york simon and schuster 1992

104109104 at109 the same time as mormonism was sacralizingsacral theizing body and its natural
affections as essential to eternal exaltation these were increasingly seen by nineteenth
century evangelicalsevange aslicals an impediment to spiritual communion so that only those who
could suppress their carnal selves altogether could hope for salvation juster the spirit
and the flesh 346
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bodies have power over those who have not 103 such teachings affirmed the experiences

of his rural manual laboring followers about the importance and efficacy of their bodies

if such experiences indeed had eternal implications surely their bodies could and should

be defended against physical as well as spiritual enemies moreover such teachings meant

that to risk or sacrifice ones body in the defense of ones brothers was a great sacrifice

indeed thus early mormon doctrine harmonized with the traditions familiar to many

early mormon men which linked manly honor and physical combat that will be examined

in the following chapter

extracts from william claytonsclaytonaClay privatetons book 5 january 1841 tuesday as
published in ehat and cook words of joseph smith 60
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CHAPTER 4

GREATER LOVE HATHRATH NO MAN

BOYISH STRIFE AND MARTIAL SPIRIT

IN EARLY MORMON MALE CULTURE

in june 1844 the mormon published newspaper times and seasons included a

poem by eliza R snow in which she chided brawling members of congress for engaging

in boyish strife 2 eliza was certainly not alone at the time in associating strife with

boys anthony rotundo has found that many nineteenth century americans referred to

boys as wild and careless primitive savages full of animal

spirits even a separate race the race of boys 3

rotundo also found that such characterizations while somewhat exaggerated

were not entirely unfounded the northeastern middle class boys he studied had

apparently engaged in a boy culture which stressed values of courage and

aggressiveness cultivated primarily through the varieties of physical punishment that

boys often inflicted on each other one ofrotundosrotundos sources described this boys world as

johnohn 15 13

times and seasons 5 1 june 1844 559

anthony rotundo american manhood transformations in masculinity from
the revolutionReiorelo tolution the present era new york basic books 1993 313231
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a place where the heroes make friends with one another by indulging in everlasting

assault and battery and continually arise refreshed with the blows A favorite theme of

improvised games was warfare yet boys often threw stones at their friends purely for

sport or even as a form of greeting boys created clubs with secret words and codes

which isolated outsiders even as they united those who belonged yet within a club

members engaged each other in a curious mixture of nurture and combat boys created

an endless round of competitions and ranked each other on the basis of stoicism loyalty

and physical prowess this was demonstrated not only in contests of running climbing

and various sports but also in willingness and ability to engage in fights all of this led

many adults to wonder why is a gentle polite boy such a rarity4

rotundo asserts that a gentle polite boy was mainly hard to find if one looked

outside the house much like mark carnesgamescames thesis that men sought a refuge hromfrombrom both

domestic and commercial spheres by creating a mediating culture in the lodges 5 rotundo

argues that boys created a boy culture outside their homes this culture with its

abundant competition and strife helped boys to prepare in many ways to fill the new role

of self made competitive manhood in the marketplace which their fathers were not

available to teach them however carnes has questioned how rotuntosRotun boystos who knew

little if anything about this new role they would soon have to assume could create a

rotundo american manhood 335533

ark

55

C camescarnes secret ritual and manhood in victorian america new haven
CT yale university press 1989
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boysandborsand

cultural system that would so neatly accord with its demands96demands9demands moreover969 elliot west

has stressed the need for additional case studies of children from other regions and socio-

economic backgrounds 7

an examination of the boyish strife and martial spirit stressed by rotundo

from the alternative traditional rural perspective of early mormon boys suggests that

such aspects of male culture were not necessarily an invention of middle class boys

responding to a market revolution and separation of spheres moreover rotundo found

that for hi subjectsthesubjects boundarythe between boysboy and mens worlds was fairly clear only

near the close of the century did rotundosRotun subjectsdos increasingly embrace an ideal of

manhood that involved a good deal of glorifyingglorify anding even imitating boyish physicality

and strife by contrast the early mormon experience fostered a more rough and tough

boymanhoodboy andmanhood sanctioned a degree of boyish strife and martial spirit that made few

distinctions between boys and men other than those of physical ability

those boys who had the opportunity of attending schools before becoming

mormonscormons recalled some of the same kind of boyish strife experienced by rotundosRotun boysdos

henry sanderson recalled that while attending school at new canaan new york

between the ages of six and twelve he passed through many of the vicissitudes familiar to

school life henry affirmed that although he always tried tolo avoid strife or animosity

arkc camesjn journal ofsocial history 28 no 2 winter 1994 42627426

elliot

27

west children on the plains frontier in small worlds children and
adolescents in america 185019501850 ed1950 elliot west and paula petrik lawrence
university press of kansas 1992 394039 see40 also E west growing uptip with the
country childhood on the far western frontier albuquerque university of new
mexico press 1989
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he always fought when imposed upon and in such cases always met with success for

henry at least being imposed upon included physical but also certain types of verbal

assaults which to him apparently constituted fighting words for example he recalled a

time when his father went to work in texas which was considered at that time to be

filling up with criminal parties fleeing from justice and consequently had a very bad

name when the largest boy in school subsequently called henry texas he recalls it

was no sooner out of his mouth than he received a severe blow on the nose that set the

blood to flowing freely although henry had to stay after school as punishment for his

action he considered it a trifling price to pay in defense of his honor8honora

if a boy did not have the pugilistic prowess of a henry sanderson he might make

friends with someone who did benjamin ashby recalled of his best friend richard he

was my champion and many a time has he by superior strength saved me from a good

thrashing and woe to the boy who troubled either of us of course in such a relationship

it could help to have something to offer in return benjamin explained that with him and

richard if mental work was to be performed I1 was sure to lead and my counsel was

listened to and thus we found ourselves necessary to one another 9 however in their

case at least the two boys friendship went beyond mutual self interest and was apparently

deep and genuine the studious benjamin expressed no qualms about befriending someone

so ready to fight in defense of himself or his friends

enry weeks sanderson autobiography special collections harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah hereafter HBLL 212221

benjamin

22

ashby autobiography LDS visitors center nauvoo illinois
hereafter NVC 2
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I1 became quite a favorite n

and as rotundosRotun studydos suggests a boy need not necessarily physically defeat his

ashby autobiography NVC 1 james stephens brown the lifelae of a pioneer
salt lake city UT george Q cannon and sons 1900 2

sanderson HBLL 25 27

119

evidently these boys fathers were equally without qualms about such activities

in fact their fathers often taught these boys by word and deed that they should fight for

their rights or honor benjamin ashby learned at an early age how a neighbor had once

tried to claim a piece of land that his father had begun to enclose benjamin recalled with

apparent pride As soon as my father commenced to dig his cellar mr pomroy came and

forbid him and used force to throw back the dirt as fast as father threw it out the two

men threw at one another until benjamins father put down his shovel and fairly

whipped pomroy and drove him from the field james S browns father made the same

point to his sons more explicitly telling them more than once james recalled to stand up

for our rightsfights and fight for our country and friends 10

yet these boys usually fought for their rights only in response to physical attacks

by other boys As with the middle class boys rotundo studied such attacks were often a

kind of initiation and the ensuing combat often led to mutual respect and even friendship

when his family moved to pittsburgh henry sanderson recalled I1 again had some

fighting to do with the boys yet he insisted that this fighting was only in self defense

As a result he not only soon convinced them that it was best to let me alone but also

found that it was not long before they strove for my companionship As henry

explained finding out that I1 was what they termed game

in



assailants but only physically engage them to pass this apparent initiation

while a boy could thus transform his status with his peers from outsider to insider

through boyish strife after becoming mormonscormons many boys found that they were more

outsiders than ever with their non mormon peers 12 many first began to realize this as a

result of the changes they perceived in the treatment of their parents and older siblings

such impressions were common in the spring of 1832 my father joined the mormonscormonsMor

who

mons

were represented as the lowest and most degraded people on the face of the earth in

every point of view I can not describe the peculiar grief and mortification which was

thus drawn upon our father

1

who found himself isolated and friendless deserted by

many that had been considered friends and subjected frequently not only to contempt

and scorn but to insult mingled with abuse father and mother were baptized into the

church and though they had been pillars of their local church and had borne excellent

characters all their days now they were called crazy and derided by relatives and

friends previous to this we lived in peace with our neighbors but soon after we were

baptized our neighbors began to speak evil of and persecute us in various ways n

the inability of early mormonscormons to find a peaceful place of refuge among their
neighbors in jacksonian american and the resulting migration of the main body of
members from new york to ohio missouri illinois and finally to the great basin
between 1830 and 1847 has been wellweliweilwehl documented see e g marvin hill questorQuest
refuge

porfor
the mormonlormonformonAl flightflighiftomfrom american pluralism salt lake city signature books

1989 kenneth winn exiles in a land of liberty mormonsallormonscormonsAllor inmons america 18301820 1846
chapel hill NC university of north carolina press 1989

william holmes walker journal historical department of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter LDSALDS 5A lorenzo brown
autobiography LDSALDS 3A ashby autobiography HBLL 2 john W hess
autobiography HBLL 47 james V williams first realized that such a change had come
when while en route with his family to nauvoo in 1840 his fifteen year old brother
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A number of boys also found themselves persecuted in jafiousvariousvafious ways even if they

had not yet made the decision to become mormonscormons I1 well remember the taunts and slurs

cast at me by my school mates after my parents joined the mormonscormonsMormons wrote charles

griffin of his schooldaysschool indays vermont james S brown of north carolina reported from

the very day my parents entertained the latter day saint elders in their house my former

playmates in the neighborhood commenced a crusade on me calling me a mormon and

many hard names whenever they met me 14 this persecution may well have been

worse for some boys who had joined the church but had not yet gathered to the latest

center place once they threw eggs at us just because we were mormonscormonsMormons recorded john

pulsipher of an experience he and his brother charles underwent while en route to

nauvoo while living in warsaw illinois in 1844 joseph black was given a particularly

hard time while I1 was walking in the streets recalled joseph boys and old men would

hoot and yell at me and some of them threatened to kill me because I1 was a mormon l5la15

most mormon boys who received such treatment apparently strove to bear it

patiently charles griffin confessed that when the news came of the death of the prophet

and patriarch his schoolmates became worse than ever in trying to aggravate him and

they very often succeeded to the extent that I1 would often resent it with blows and many

thomas died he was not permitted to be buried in any of the christian burying grounds
and was obliged to lay his remains in what was known as the potters field a place set
apart for the burial of strangers and crazy people only on account of our parents being
mormonscormons james V williams journal LDSALDS 3A

charles emerson griffin autobiography LDSALDS 3A brown life of a pioneer
16

15john pulsipher journal HBLL 3 joseph smith black journal HBLL 8
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were the combats I1 had with them at about this same time however goudy hogan

recalled that he was frequently called old joe smith and when the boys would choose up

for a game of ball they would leave me out frequently because I1 was a mormon boy but I1

had the feeling that I1 was hated for righteousness sake and I1 endured it patiently even

henry sanderson who had previously bloodied a larger boys nose for calling him

texas refused to be goaded by those who tauntingly called him mormon as his

family traveled to nauvoo 16

still early mormon boys continued to feel they had a right to fight back if

physically assaulted henry sanderson told his would be adversaries that he did not think

it was right to fight other than in self defense yet if they would threaten me and

proceed to carry these threats into execution then there would be a row and henry

refused to run unless badly outnumbered 17 while henry does not describe the nature of

the threats or their execution james S browns journal indicates that he would endure a

great deal before fighting back after his friends learned that his family had joined the

mormonscormons

when we gathered at the millno pond our usual place of bathing they would
baptize me as they called it in the name of beelzebub but I1 called it

drowning for it seemed to me that when three or four of them got me
under the water they never knew when to let me up then when I1 got out
of the water they would mockingly lay hands on me in the name of
beelzebub going through a ceremony and at short intervals calling
pluck when they would pull my hair with a severe twitch and would spit

griffin autobiography LDSALDS 3A goudy E hogan journal HBLL 8

sanderson autobiography HBLL 27

sanderson autobiography HBLL 24
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I1 knew my father meant what he said therefore
I1 waltzed right into my foe the boys father and another smarty started to
make short work of my father but when I1 saw my father tripping off a hornpipehorn

on
pipe

their bodies I1 took courage when my father had finished his business he said
to me mosiah I1 give you leave after this good education 20

for mosiah as for henry sanderson and james S brown this lesson was reinforced by

J S brown life 16

19 S brown life 16

mosiah hancock autobiography HBLL 8

123

on me and laugh 18

james apparently bore all this patiently he even endured it stoically when the other boys

threw his clothes into a patch of stinging nettles and when he tried to pull them out with a

stick pushed him in after them it was not until the other boys began to punish him

harshly enough to threaten serious physical injury that james became so provoked that

he struck back the result of this combat with his fellow country boys paralleled the

experiences of henry sanderson with the city boys james found that the other boys not

only stopped their punishments hut also began to treat him as a friend and even a

leading boy among them 19

As jamesjamesy account suggests after they had become mormonscormonsMor somemons mormon boys

continued to credit their fathers pre mormon counsel to fight in self defense others

received the same lesson for the first time from their mormon fathers mosiah hancocks

father taught his son that lesson by both word and deed after he saw him being trounced

by a missouri boy because mosiah would not fight back

up to that time my father had taught me to run when anybody wanted to fight me
this time however seeing the condition of affairs he said mosiah if you do not
whip that boy I1 will whip you

in
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the outcome of the combat mosiah reported that ever after that boy had a high regard

for me even though he was a year older than I1 yet mosiah affirmed that his parents

also taught him to be kind to those with whom he came in contact and he insisted that

he could not recall having ever been guilty of striking a first blow 21

the conflict in missourimissouri22 eventually went well beyond boyish strife although

many mormon boys were called upon to participate reddick allred recalled serving in a

company of men & boys who faced off with governor boggs army at far west in

october 1838 by that time john pulsipher affirmed every man and boy that could

carry a gun went into the ranks to defend the women and children we not only took our

guns to our work but slept with them at night so as to be ready to jump at any minute

when the enemy should come at this time reddick allred was sixteen and john

pulsipher eleven and pulsipher appears to have been closer to the age at which many

frontier parents evidently felt their boys could carry a gun 23 when the mormonscormons were

mosiah hancock autobiography HBLL 8

mormonscormonsMor firstmons began to settle as a group in missouri in 1831 for various views
of the mormonscormonsMor conflictmons with non mormon settlers in missouri which resulted in the
mormonscormonsMor expulsionmons from several counties in that state beginning in 1833 and eventually
from the state itself in 183891838 see9 stephen C lesuer the 1838 mormon war in
missouri columbia MO university of missouri press 1987 clarkdarkoark V johnson the
missouri redress petitions A reappraisal of mormon persecutions in missouri

in by study and alsoaiso by faith essays in honor of
hugh nibley ed john lundquist and stephen D ricks salt lake city UT deseret
book company 1990 155201155 alexander201 baugh A call to arms the 1838 mormon
defense of northern missouri provo UT the joseph fielding smith institute 2000

reddick2reddickfreddick newton allred autobiography in treasures of pioneer history
hereafter TPH 5 195619561 303 J pulsipher journal HBLL 3 george washington

bean recorded that he and his brothers were all taught to shoot a gun for self protection
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subsequently ordered to surrender their weapons john pulsipher expressed special

consternation at being required to yield that particular item of his own individual

property aroet hale also seemed especially sad that his father had to give up two nice

rifles in missouri one was intended for me as soon as I1 was large enough to use it

explained aroet who was ten when he saw his hopes thus dashed 24

prior to the time his familyfan joinedefflyffly the church when he was eleven autobiography of
george washington bean ed flora bean home salt lake city utah printing
company 1945 15 james stephens brown also reported learning to use a gun and
other weapons prior to uniting with the mormonscormons at the age of twelve As the firstfirt
settlers of new countries are more or less subject to dangers from outlaws wild beasts
and savage men we found it important to be well armed james explained thus we
learned the use of firearms and the tomahawk my father was an expert with the old
kentucky rifle and some of his boys were not far behind him he trained us always to
shoot with a rising sight to keep cool and always to have our powder dry and plenty ofitj S brown lifelae 111211

24J pulsipher journal HBLL 3 aroet lucius hale journal HBLL 4 these
boys may have mourned the loss of their guns as lost marks of manhood but for many
mormonscormons surrendering their guns meant losing a means of livelihood as well as defense
orange wight affirms that the group of exiles he was in surely would have starved to
death if john higbee had not somehow obtained an old flint lock shotgun and pounded
some pieces of lead into round slugs with which higbee was able to kill eleven deer to
feed them mosiah hancocks father and brothers hid sixteen guns in a thicket rather than
surrender them and thereby mosiah proudly reports the hancock brothers levi joseph
and solomon with their guns guarded and fed 600 men women and children while
camped in the woods after they had been driven from their homes orange lysander
wight autobiography HBLL 16 mosiah hancock autobiography HBLL 13

after being driven from their homes again in illinois less than a decade later
stephen bunnell then age twelve earned the nickname ofnimrod the mighty hunter
from a group of latter day saints on the west side of the mississippi for whom he was
providing game with a very nice little rifle his father had bought him before the exodus
from nauvoo when he began to run low on ammunition a brother farmer the acting
bishop gave him from 6 to 8 loads a day reported stephen because they looked to me
for something to eat stephen ithamarharnarIt bunnell autobiography LDSALDS 121A 2

such accounts of gun use contrast with the main thrust of a recent work by
michaelmchaelmichaei A bellesilesBelle armingsiles america the origins of a national gun culture new
york alfred A knopf 2000 in which he argues that america had no gun culture to
speak of prior to the civil war whilewhlewhie bellesilesBelle claimssiles to have hunted diligently for guns
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1951953
65 of course mormon boys also filled numerous essential nonmartialnon rolesmartial during this
period the missouri mormon war in particular deprived many mormon families of

126

necessannecessar lyboys too young to bear arms were not necessarily too young to serve in other

ways however being more likely to escape notice they were often sent out to gather

food and information samuel miles lived about a mile south of far west on the enemy

armysardys direct line of march when all the males under arms were called in to defend the

city samuel age twelve was sent out to see and report on what they were doing he

discovered that they were searching houses for arms remained until the army had all

passed then returned and reported 25 other boys did similar duty john lyman smith

explained being of an age to see and hear unmolested a great deal that passed I1 may say

I1 was not always idle 26 thus smaller boys size and stealth was used to advantage in

in the historical records of antebellum america and been unable to find them I1 had no
particular desire and made no special effort to find guns in the records of early mormon
men yet found quite a few while bellesilesBelle argumentsiles is undoubtedly correct for the
more settled areas of antebellum america it is perhaps less so for less settled areas aside
from those accounts cited in the present chapter there is abundant evidence of possession
and use of guns by substantial numbers on both sides in conflicts between mormonscormons and
gentiles such as those at crooked river 25 october 1838 hauns mill 30 october

1838 and far west 31 october 1838 in missouri and at carthage jail 27 june 1844
in illinois as well as in numerous other places and contexts see e g D michael quinn
the mormon hierarchy origins of power salt lake city UT signature books 1994

61628461 1011021016284 112113112102 137113 141 146 470471470 474471 476 baughebaugh4baught callcaffcalfcalicail to arms
passim upon closer examination sources cited by bellesilesBelle ofsiles antebellum americans
eschewing gun ownership and mocking activities involving guns such as participation in

militias or hunting are often the products of northeastern middle class authors see e g
bellesiles arming america 297303297 303 his assertion that the knife was the weapon of
choice throughout the U S prior to 1850 ibid 3089 314 354 was evidently true on
the mormon frontier only insofar as one was too young or poor to possess a gun see
pages 128134128 below134

samuel miles journal LDSALDS 6A

john lyman smith journal LDSALDS 3A see also charles pulsipher
autobiography in pulsipher family history book ed terry and nora lund n p
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fathers whether permanently or temporarily through death disease imprisonment or
other exigencies hence for many boys the early mormon experience accelerated the
early assumption of responsibility typical in frontier childhood west growinggrownggrowliig up ith
the countryCo 739973mitrywitry although99 they could and arguably deserve to fill at least a separate
chapter a few examples of early mormon boys nonmartialnon contributionsmartial seem called for
herein

while their father was in platt county working for money to help them out of the
state of missouri charles and pulsipher aged eight and eleven stayed at home and got
fire wood and took care of the folks the best that they could J pulsipher journal
HBLL 5 after his father and others were taken prisoner ten year old aroet hale was
about the largest boy in camp As such he had to cut wood and bum it into coals

outside the tent take the coals into the tent in a bake kettle to keep his mother and
younger siblings from freezing until the grand river froze over and they were able to
load their team across on the ice A L hale journal HBLL 5 fifteen year old
orange wight drove the familysfam remainingilys two cows from diahmandichman to far west in

missouri and thence to quincy illinois keeping near to the brethren who were
transporting his sick mother and younger siblings all the way so that his family could get
milk 0 wight autobiography HBLL 5

in many cases boys continued as their families primary providers during much of
the saints sojourn in illinois after arriving at quincy orange wight transported and
sold fish caught by the higbees and thus made a good living for myself and family until
his father was released from jail 0 wight autobiography HBLL 565 at6 zarahemlaZarah
john

emla
lyman smith aged twelve and his cousins silas ten and jesse eight supported

their mothers and siblings and did the principal part of the farming while their fathers
were gone for long periods on various church and personal business J L smith journal
LDSALDS 454A A5 few of those who lived in nauvoo wrote of similar experiences the
many years of labor and hardships that my father had passed through caused his health to
fail and as I1 was the only boy in the family the greater part of the labor devolved on me
hess autobiography HBLL 47 during this season I1 managed most of the family

business as most of the folks were ill bean autobiography 23 benjamin ashby
supported his family by making and selling shoes while his father was on a mission to the
eastern states and thereafter when he returned and was laid up most of the winter with
rheumatism ashby autobiography HBLL 11

mormon boys continued to provide for their families as the saints prepared to
leave illinois joshua hawkes parents were so sick with chills and fever during the
familysfam finalilys weeks in illinois that the familysfam soleilys support besides some charity was the
income ten year old joshua got from selling their cows milk to the passing steamboats
hawkes autobiography HBLL 3 due to his fathers illness abraham zundel was at

about the same time and age obliged to assist in all the outdoor labors despite the severe
winter and a lack of warm clothing abraham recorded many a time when going after
wood it seemed that I1 could not endure the extreme cold but must perish thanks to my
heavenly father he preserved me through all that I1 passed through but many of the boys
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mainmalnsuch situations by the time the mainmaln body of saints was settled in illinois mormon boys

had demonstrated to their parents and to themselves their ability and willingness to

perform such defensive duties

in and around nauvoo they further demonstrated their enthusiasm for the martial

spirit and performed protective functions deemed necessary to the community there is

evidence that upon gathering to nauvoo mormon boys continued to fill the roles of

lookoutslook andouts sentries almost unabated and unasked here they made joseph smith

the focus of such activities as they ameramecame to realize that the prophet was in particular

danger hromfrom their enemies some of those who sought to meet him for the first time in

nauvoo could not recognize or find him because he was often in disguise or hiding after

getting to know him his friends were able to see through the disguises he used to avoid

his pursuers2 boys appreciated the humorous as well as the serious aspects of the

prophets usually victorious hide and seek contests with his enemies and they soon came

to join in the subterfuge when it seemed necessary at age nine james M fisher was out

with some friends flying kites when the boys were approached by a couple of sheriffs

of my age have succumbed and been gathered home to their fathers and while I1 write this
it gives me a feeling of sadness when I1 think of the departed zundel journal LDSALDS
5

A
jesse N smith age thirteen at that time similarly recalled we at length set out

driving our two cows which last was made my especial duty my heart bounded within
me though a child as I1 thus turned my back upon the intolerant world which had
persecuted so many of my friends unto death J N smith journal LDSALDS 10A

hatch journal HBLL 2 ashby autobiography HBLL 9 ward pack recalled
once seeing joseph smith in disguise as a fish monger I1 recognized him and father tried
to make me think it was not he fearing that I1 might make mention possibly of his disguise
but he could not get me to think that it was not the prophet then he told me the reason
of his being disguised that he was visiting his friends and avoiding his enemies ward
pack journal LDSALDS 5A
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who asked them if they knew where joseph smith was one of james young companions

told them solemnly that joseph smith had died and gone to heaven and that they had

just sent his dinner up on that kite t28

some boys concluded that in certain cases subterfuge was not enough to protect

the prophet mosiah hancock explained that now and then an outsider would come

into town with no apparent business other than to loiter about by a wood pile and whittle

there was no law against that observed mosiah but from what we could leamlearn some

of them were interested in taking the life of the prophet WPwe kept a good watch and were

directed to keep an eye on the black ducks whether or not boys were ever directed

to go beyond surveillance to intimidation they sometimes deemed it necessary to do so

still mosiah hancock insisted that they never did so unless they observed that a person

was lurking around the prophets premises quite late or engaging in other menacing

behavior in such cases apparently taking a cue from some of the outsiders they had

observed the boys would approach the lurking stranger and start to whittle menacingly

in extreme cases when they knew a man to be a mobber who still sought the life of

the prophet despite the initial treatment mosiah explained

we would use our rail we generally had four boys to a rail the rail would
be flat on the bottom and was three cornered on the top corner it was
terribly sharp fixed to suit the aggravating circumstances four boys
generally knew how to manage the rail we all had our knives and our
timbers to whittle and make rails 29

thomas billington nelson autobiography LDSALDS I11A james madison fisher
autobiography LDSALDS 4A

2 hancock autobiography HBLL 262726
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according to samuel woolley similar scare tactics might also be applied to officers

wielding vexatious warrants idunngduring a meeting held in nauvoo in the spring of 1843

wrote samuel

an officer came to arrest joseph smith and in order to keep him from
doing so a number of the boys including myself began whittling sticks
and whistling and every time the officer came near the house we would
stand in front of him and whistle and whittle the result was that he did
not arrest joseph smith that day 30

while mosiah hancock points to outsiders as the initiators of the menacing

whittling that the mormon boys subsequently engaged in other accounts include

interesting clues to the origins of the mormon boys whistling william pace stressed the

effect of an unearthly whistle 59 along with incessant whittling in striking terror into

the hearts of obnoxious elements other recollections suggest that the whistling might

have also served as a system of signals john lyman smith reported that as early as 1840

joseph smith would visit his house to elude officers who were seeking to kidnap and

take him to missouri according to john lyman joseph smith would call and say

johnnie now watch and if any stranger come you whistle to me so I1 can slip into the

cornfield and then when they are gone give me the signal and then ill return to the

house 31 according to mosiah hancock each boy in his band knew what tunes to

whistle and william pace also recalled that generally everyone had his own favorite

tune which he would begin to whistle when he discovered a suspicious looking stranger

samuel amos woolley autobiography LDSALDS 2A

J L smith journal LDSALDS 4A
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and soon a crowd of his pals gathered 3

some scholars have downplayed accounts of whistling and whittling during the

lifetime of joseph smith arguing that the whistling and whittling brigade was not

organizedorga untilrazed the repeal of the nauvoo charter in early 1845 left church leaders with no

legal alternative for maintaining order33 however mosiah hancocks account of earlier

whistling and whittling also makes the argument that there was no legal alternative i e

that there was no law against anti mormonscormons loitering around apparently lying in wait for

joseph smith hancocks account also includes an important possible clue as to why

there are not additional accounts similar to his I1 was about to give some instances of

our activities but forbear wrote mosiah I1 do not know if the boys hromfrom nauvoo

would like for me to betray those old fashioned secrets 34

M hancock autobiography HBLL 27 william pace journal HBLL 787

thurmond

8

moodys article presents the most thorough argument for this
perspective thurmon dean moody nauvoosNau whistlingvoos and whittling brigade

hawkins taylor autobiography and eudocia baldwin marsh
reminiscence both excerpted in cultures in conflict A documentary history of the
mormon war in illinois eds john E hallwas and roger D launius logan UT utah
state university press 1995 525552 and55 767776 respectively77

M hancock autobiography HBLL 27
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brigham young university studies 15 1975 480504480 however504 the assertion that the
lack of contemporary accounts to corroborate the boyhood reminiscences proves that the
brigade was first organized by adults seems somewhat circular since very few boys of

this period and socioeconomicsocio circumstanceseconomic kept diaries the lack of contemporary
accounts seems equally compatible with the explanation that such a band was organized
by boys before it was noticed or acknowledged by adults in light of the findings of elliot
west and anthony rotundo regarding the degree of independence of childrens activities
and cultures I1 would argue that the latter explanation is at least equally plausible several
non mormon sources although also reminiscences agree with those of the boys cited
above in insisting that mormon whistling and whittling went on during the lifetime of
joseph smith see e g

moods



if the whittling and whistling band began in part as a sort of secret club as mosiah

seems to suggest it was evidently not the only such organization in nauvoo joseph

smith III111ili also reported joining such a club as a young boy in nauvoo while joseph 111IIIlii

looked back on the club as childish he acknowledged that the clubs activities provided a

good deal of fun as fun was rated among us such activities included initiation

ceremonies that could be fairly elaborate as well as rather rough as when jack allred the

school bully insisted that the members let him join the club jacks initiation turned out to

be rougher than planned when in pushing him blindfolded into a cellar in order to frighten

him one of his initiators accidentally pushed too hard and jack struck a beam on the way

down which cut a deep gash in his scalp nevertheless jack ever after ceased bullying

the smaller boys in the club and soon became the bosom companion of joseph smith III111

one of his chief initiators 35

mosiah hancocks account of the early whistling and whittling band contains

some interesting similarities to joseph smith illsIIIsliis account of the club he joined after

apologizing for almost revealing some of the bands secrets mosiahmoslah continued but that

was the way we initiated those who seemed to wish with all their hearts to become

thoroughly acquainted with the secrets of the prophet if they appreciated the way of

roger launius writes that joseph smith III111ili was one of the founding members of
the organization and that in doing so he was following the example of the prophet and
other men in the community who had formed a chapter of the masonic lodge in 1842
roger D launius joseph smith III111ili pragmatic prophet chicago university of illinois

press 1988 161716 17 in the primary source cited by launius however joseph smith III111ili
states that the secret club had been formed by the older boysboysy prior to his own induction
which in turn evidently took place prior to the formation of the masonic lodge in
nauvoo J smith III111 memoirs saints herald 80 17 nov 1934 1511
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innocent childhood they could repent of their sins and be ready for baptism 36 mosiah s

account suggests similarities between this and other cases of boyish strife it suggests

that early practitioners of this whittling intimidation were also open to the possibility that

the confrontation might ultimately decrease rather than increase enmity and might even

make some of the outsiders into insiders william pace insisted that he did not join the

brigade until after 1844 yet he also reported that the first time he entered nauvoo in the

spring of 1840 he experienced a very similar initiation at the hands of mormon boys who

did not yet know whether he was friend or foe william recalled that after setting up

camp on the outskirts of the town

father proposed going down into town 1I boylikeboy insistedlike upon
going along too but we had not gone far when I1 heartily wished myself
back again in camp for all of the boys of my size and larger in the neighbor-
hood seemed to be following us I1 suppose I1 looked like a country jake to
them and they wanted to pick a quarrel so I1 kept close to my father
and tried to not notice them until their taunts were observed by my father

although the taunting boys in this case were mormonscormonsMor themons response of william paces

father was congruent with the pre mormon precepts of other fathers and strikingly similarsin

to

falarfflar

the response ofmosiahmosiahmoslah hancocks father in missouri discussed above williams

father

stopped of a sudden and picking out one of the largest boys among
them told me if I1 did not give that fellow a whipping he would give me
one when we got back to camp I1 did not relish two whippings so
there seemed no other alternative only to pitch in and do my best by
accident I1 managed to knock or push the fellow down then using my
advantage jumped on him but he soon cried enough and I1 let him up

like many other boys before and since william found that after standing up to his

M hancock autobiography HBLL 27
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I1 st

adversaries he had no further trouble with them 3

whatever their status under joseph smith whistling and whittling boys were

certainly approved of and utilized to a significant extent by his successor brigham

young 38 furthermore as early as 1841 nauvoo boys also had another outlet for their

martial14martial spirit which joseph smith clearly approved this was the boys corps that was

attached to the nauvoo legion

As with the whistling and whittling band those historians who have noticed it at all

37pace journal HBLL 2

the anti mormon press insisted that the whistling and whittling boys were
under the direct and close control of brigham young after 1844 thurmond moody
presents abundant evidence that the boysboysy whistling and whittling were approved by the
church leadership during that time yet some of his evidence also shows that the boys
were willing and able to engage in these activities independently even after the brigade was
correlated under the bishops and deacons organization in 1845 nauvoo police

chief hosea stout recorded in his diary for monday april 7 1845 in the forenoon dr
charles made complaint that he had been insulted by some boys and abruptly demanded to
know if this people tolerated such things of which president young satisfied him that they
did not in a short time he came back again making more bitter complaints than ever
president young then called for me and requested me to protect him hromfrom further insults
and ferret out the names of the boys who insulted him for sunday 27 april 1845 stout
recorded that an apostate was at the general church services and a company of boys
assembled to whistle him out of town but I1 prevented them I1 came home in the evening
went to police on my way was informed that the old man had been whistled out
immediately after meeting hosea stout diary HBLL 1 44

A month later mormon leader heber C kimball apparently sought to call an end
to the boys intimidating whittling if not their vigilance and whistling when we sleep let
us sleep with one leg out of bed and one eye open let us beware of those fellows that
do not like us very well at this time a few of them do not like to dwell in our midst they
are afraid of the boys well we will have no more whittling at present let the boys go to
school and attend to their own business reported june ist 1845 in times and seasons
6 98788987 88 whether this was the end of the brigade is hard to say there were no more
reports in the anti mormon papers yet according to david moore some whittling
continuing through the summer our weapons was a large hickory cane and a toothpick
large knife to whittle rascals out of town david moore compiled writings HBLL

29
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have generally favored interpretations of the boys corps that stress adult initiative and

direction and portray the boys input as passive or at best imitative 39 launius also follows

donna hill in asserting that the prophet organized the activities of the boys corps 40 I1

found no evidence of the prophets direction of the boys corps in the sources cited by hill

and launius nor in any of the other sources I1 have found all of the accounts including

that of joseph III111 suggest instead that the boys corps and its activities were initiated by

the boys or by a captain baily in fact like the whistling and whittling brigade the

first boys company may have also begun as a secret boys club 41

even insofar as the boys companies were imitative their members may have been

motivated by models other than the nauvoo legion in which their fathers were required

to serve under the uniform militia act passed by congress in 1792 and supported by

local legislation in most states including missouri and illinois during the periods when

these states included gather places of the mormonscormonsMor militiamons service was required of white

males between the ages of 18 and 45 4212 the military parades and general reviews of the

nauvoo legion the first of which occurred in april 1841184 were clearly inspiring to many

39here again launius suggests a top down explanation with apparently no other
evidence ththanosanosanoy hoc ergopropter hoc est the adults had no sooner created the
nauvoo legion than launius pragmatic prophet 121312 13

onna hill joseph smith the first mormon garden city NY doubleday
1977 284

mosiah hancock begins his discussion of the boys legion by noting we boys in
nauvoo formed a company called the sons ofhelamanhelaman autobiography HBLL 25

see baugh A call to arms 25 179 george W givens in old nauvoo
everyday life iniiilailal the city of joseph salt lake city UT deseret book company 1990
131
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salmssamtssaims herald 801 jan 1935 15
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of the mormon boys who saw them yet jesse N smith and joseph smith 111IIIililii both begin

their accounts of the boys legion with references to visits by detachments of the illinois

state militia which came frequently to nauvoo 43 while jesse smith saw these visits as

attempts to intimidate the mormonscormonsMor josephmons III111ili suggested that he and others were

inspired and perhaps a bit envious at the sight of the quincy blues

I1 remember seeing this very efficiently drilled unit come to nauvoo and
there present a most inspiring sight as it paraded through the streets much
to the great delight of us youngsters captain prentice had a son who was
an accomplished performer upon the snare drum he seemed to be
esteemed by all and to be the pride of the company which fact made a

great impression upon us 44

whether elected by the boys assigned by adult leaders or self appointed the only

adult leader of the boys corps mentioned by any of the boys was a brother baily from

massachusetts bailybally apparently developed a close rapport with the boys yet also drilled

them tirelessly mosiah hancock recalled of captain baily that he was proud of us and

we were proud of himhim55 and also that he made sure that they drilled quite a lot jesse N

smith also recalled how he had drilled under capt bailey and marched proudly

beneath a banner on which the boys had inscribed our fathers we respect our

mothers well protect diligent drilling could lead to advancement in ranks which were

also recalled with pride mosiah hancock attained the rank of second lieutenant

william pace whose own father was an expert drill master was soon initiated into all

the mysteries of drill and command to such a degree that he was duly elected captain of

J N smith journal LDSALDS 8A

J smith III111 memoirs
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saintssamts herald 80 1 jan 1935 16

smith memoirs

one of the companies of fifty 45 the results of all their drilling on boys as a unit was

apparently also quite impressive joseph smith 111IIIlii affirmed

on training days we were always very much in evidence and it is one sure
thing that so far as keeping rank formation and preserving accuracy and
unity in evolutions were concerned bailys boy troops numbering between
four and six hundred made a spectacle quite as well worth seeing as did
the infantry composed of men of larger growth 46

the boys attempts to compare favorably with their adult counterparts sometimes

went beyond precision drilling joseph 111IIIlii described how the boys once launched a mock

attack on the nauvoo legion as it paraded through the streets ofnauvoonauvoo armed with

tin pans pails sticks and whatever other noisemakers they could muster the boys

moved across an open field and intercepted the marching men when joseph smith jr

ordered a cavalry charge to disperse the boys they shouted and sent up a lively beating

upon drums and pans and such a vigorous waving of branches and poles that the horses

refused to charge them their riders became very much disconcerted the commanding

general ordered another troop to try it but they had no better success finally the

prophet spurred his own horse toward the column of boys and was able to scatter them 47

As the above account suggests there was undoubtedly a fanciful element in the boys

legion and more than a little fun 48 yet given the saints recent memories of missouri

M hancock autobiography HBLL 25 J N smith journal LDSALDS 8A pace
journal HBLLHIBLL 2

J smith III111ili memoirs

15 launius pragmatic prophet 13

D hill the first mormonaformon 284
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I1155 year oldoid mormon girl and then
evidently young hancock himself during the 1838 hostilities in missouri to appreciate
how sober the realityrea mustfity have been for these young men M hancock
autobiography HBLL 14

ace journal HBLL 2 J N smith journal LDSALDS 8A

pace journal HBLL 2

pace recalled the names of a few of the boys who had figured prominently in

these companies

tacevace

tacevace

the boysassertionsboys thatassertions there was also a serious element was surely not just boyish

braggadocio this was no paper hat boy play but sober reality insisted william

pace 49

beyond the pans pailspallspalis sticks and poles listed by joseph 111IIIlii pace and others

affirmed that the boys were armed with slings haversackshaver andsacks cobblestones and also

invariably with wooden guns made so they would snap at the command firetirewire 50v50

while these wooden guns were almost certainly harmlessharn thefless purpose of drilling with

them seemed clear to the boys pace understood the eventual purpose of the boys

companies as enabling them to learn drill and discipline and act as reserves to the

nauvoo legion he explained the companies membership as comprising all the boys

from eight years up who were not capable of bearing arms 51 this suggests an average

upper age in the boys companies of around thirteen since as noted above most boys

were apparently deemed capable of bearing arms by that age 52 the fact that mosiah

ace journal HBLL 2 one has only to read accounts such as mosiah
hancocks of anti mormon men gang raping a

if the boys companies were formally organized about the same time as
the nauvoo legion april 1841184 and if the boys pace named joined at about that time
their ages would have been congruent with the preceding estimations in april 1841 the
youngest of the boys pace named william A empey would have been not quite eight
joseph smith III111ili eight william pace william cluff and henry P richards each nine
abram hatch and benjamin cluff eleven and oldest of the boys pace names as figuring
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hancock first mentions having his own rifle while recounting his first service in the mens

legion at age ten seems to support pace s suggestion that the ability to bear arms rather

than age was the main criterion for graduating from the boys legion

prior to this time mosiah had spent a good deal of his free time making

pop guns from small branches off the elderberry trees 54 perhaps these were

prototypes for the wooden rifles with which he and his fellow boy legionnaires in nauvoo

would drill which would pop at the command to fire mosiah for one also apparently

spent a good deal of time practicing with the other weapons with which the boy

legionnaires were armed his mother later refused to allow him to take his real rifferifle with

him to try to stop the apparent theft by some dragoons of a wagon and yoke of oxen

belonging to a brother tillet undaunted mosiah then twelve and his young comrades

intercepted the fleeing thieves and pinned them down with a barrage of stones from their

slings until nauvoo legionnaire orrin porter rockwell arrived told the young boys he

prominently william kimball would have been about to turn fourteen jesse N smith
and mosiah hancock who were younger than any of the boys pace names may have
joined a bit later

according to mosiah hancock his first action as a legionnaire was in connection
with the suppression of the nauvoo expositor in june 1844 mosiah recalled I1

shouldered my rifle and marched along and I1 saw the press and type go through the
window I1 picked up a hat full of type shouldered a press log and with my rifle returned
home arriving there about 4 oclock in the morning M hancock autobiography
HBLL 26 later brigham young examined mosiahsMo riflesiahs while the boy was on guard
duty one day at the temple president young guessed it to be a 44 caliber reported
mosiah who was impressed with the accuracy of youngs guess M hancock
autobiography HBLL 313231

M
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I1

I1
I1

would relieve them 55

for some boys an intermediate step between training in the boys corps and

bearing arms in the mens legion was induction into the latter organization as a drummer

william pace recorded that after about one year he was taken out of the boys company

and sent to edward P desettesdesetterDe drummingsettes school where he joined several other boys

who were learning to drum 5616 after a few weeks of training these boys were assigned

to the nauvoo martial band aroet hale reported I1 frequently serenaded the prophet

joseph and was on several parades pace explained that the drummer boys were also

required to do a good deal of guard duty including standing watch and beating the alarm

at night if necessary he also explained the particular qualifications of boys for

performing such guard duty being a boy with no particular family cares I1 came in for

much of the latter he recorded so that I1 was on duty almost the entire time 57

by the age of fourteen or fifteen a number of boys had joined the mens legion I1

volunteered when I1 was 15 years old recorded john pulsipher I1 attended every training

and tried to leamlearn the ways of war that I1 might help to defend ourselves and protect the

helpless from the fury of our enemies 58 again these boys duties included standing

M hancock autobiography HBLL 33

these included the precocious N A empey and also henry phineas richards b

30 nov 1831183 jesse earl b 1831183 and aroet hale b 18 may 1828 whose father
apparently had not yet been able to afford to replace the rifle meant for aroet that had
been surrendered in missouri see pace journal HBLL 3

A L hale journal HBLL 9 pace journal HBLL 3

J pulsipher journal HBLL 6
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guard at all hours of the day and night especially around the home of the prophet albeit

now with rifles 59 while none of these individuals reported any shooting while on guard

duty at least not in extant accounts some faced anti mormon fire outside the city before

and after the prophet was killed when their captain refused to carry out the prophets

order shortly before his death to lead the macedonia troop to nauvoo john lyman

smith then aged fifteen and his fellow troops elected a new captain according to john

lymansclymans account on the way to nauvoo they encountered a band of

mounted men with red flags flying they were twice our number and had
gathered around a log house some fifty yards to the left of the road they
rode around the house several times and fired at us as they made the circle
the bullets were whistling through the air and some of them plowing up
the ground before reaching our lines captain yeager placed our men in

file at three paces space directing each man to lead well but hold fire until
we could see them wink just as we were nearly opposite them they took
fright and broke into a run across the prairie toward carthage 60

in the fall of 1845 abram hatch then aged fifteen and george washington bean

then aged fourteen were among the legion members mustered by colonel stephen

markham to join sheriff jacob B backenstos posse of men who made a tour of

hancock county for the purpose of arresting the suspected ringleadersring ofleaders those who had

been burning houses and crops and driving off stock belonging to mormonscormons living in

job smith my recollections LDSA 3 pleasant green taylor journal
LDSALDS 5A of course the prophets home was not the only place boys guarded charles
sperry recalled that before the martyrdom I1 although a boy took my turn guarding the
roads to keep the mob out of town charles sperry autobiography in our pioneer
heritage hereafter OPH 9 441 after the prophets death the main focus of guard duty
shifted to the temple where george bean mosiah hancock and others took their turns
standing guard bean autobiography 22 24 M hancock autobiography HBLL 31-

32

J L smith journal LDSALDS 6A
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6abramgabramaabram

I1
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outlying settlements 61 bean recalled that they rode almost night and day on horseback

with arms and full equipment for service until they had scattered the marauders62

both hatch and bean concluded that their adversaries had scattered as a result of their

show of strength 6361

my soldier service in the nauvoo legion was an important chapter of my

life concluded george bean because I1 gained much experience with some fine men 64

thus while some aspects of the early mormon experience separated fathers and sons for

significant periods of time 65 their participation in martial activities could bridge some of

the distance between boys and men and between boyhood and manhood As a result of

being inducted into the legion my associates almost from this time became men and not

boys recalled william pace mosiah hancock expressed wonder at the fact that he was

abram hatch autobiography LDSALDS 4A

bean autobiography 21

before6before the formation of this posse mormon boys and men outside nauvoo
sometimes had to fend for themselves harrison sperry vividly recalled how when he was
twelve and living in la harpe a townsman rode up one day and warned his father that all

the mormonscormons must leave the county I1 well remember how my father looked wrote
harris after telling the messenger that he had been one of the first settlers in that town
and had tried to be a good citizen harrisons father said I1 have four boys and myself
we all have got guns and if you come we will make it warm for you the outcome in

this case was similarsini toilarliar that of the previous cases of boyish strife discussed above
harrison observed simply they never came harrison sperry autobiography LDS

al
bean autobiography 22 24

see footnote 26 above
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often in the rank of the grown men and no one ever said youre in the way 66

mormon boys and men also participated together in the types of physical contests

that most middlemiddieaddle class northeasternersnortheastemersnortheastnorth atemerseasterners that time associated primarily with boys67

joseph smith 111IIIlii recalled it was the custom on saturday afternoons for the men and

boys of the community to gather together and indulge in athletic games such as running

jumping wrestling throwing weights or in other ways attesting strength and agility 68 in

nauvoo boys of all ages engaged in such activities with each other thus striving like

rotundosRotun boysdos to strengthen their friendships with one another by indulging in these

variations of boyish strife 6961

of all the men with whom they were able to associate in such activities the one

who had the greatest impact on many of these early mormon boys was joseph smith jr

although we may justly be wary of the uniformly positive impressions of the prophet these

boys express it may still be instructive to notice what it was these boys praised him for

they rarely refer to the power of his teaching in general nor to any particular teaching

which inspired them 70 nor do they describe him as solemn pious refined distant sage

pace journal HBLL 3 M hancock autobiography HBLL 25

rotundo6rotundo american manhood 313331

68

33

J smith III111 memoirs saints herald 80 4 dec 1934 1512

6 hancock autobiography HBLL 222322 J23 L smith journal LDSALDS 17A

sanderson autobiography HBLL 31 william moore allred journal LDSALDS 471A

an interesting exception is mosiah hancocks recollection of asking his father
while on the road to far west who made the father of our godgod9goda joseph smith who
was traveling with them answered it is just as natural for god to have a father as it is

for you or me to have one M hancock autobiography HBLL 2
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spiritual or ethereal although those were the qualities many had been taught to expect of a

prophet rather they apparently delighted in relating his evident lack of such qualities

A typical recollection is that of job smith who first encountered joseph smith when he

stepped off a steamboat at nauvoo at age fifteen

one of the newcomers thought to engage the prophets attention to answer
a long string of inquiries whereupon the prophet referred him to
president of the apostles brigham young and turning on his heel and in

an almost acrobatic manner made quick time towards home to the
amazement of those who expected to see the solemnity supposed to be so
necessary for a prophet71

joseph smiths love of physical contests especially wrestling has been well

documented 72 after watching him accept one non mormonscormons challenge to a wrestling

match and then throwing him into a mud puddle twelve year old calvin moore saw the

prophet take his opponent by the hand and say you must not mind this when I1 am with

the boys I1 make all the fun I1 can for them

LDSA 1

most recently and thoroughly in alexander L baugh joseph smiths athletic
nature in joseph smith the prophet the manalanagan ed susan easton black and charles D
tate jr provo UT brigham young university religious studies center 1993 137-
150

calvin moore recollections juvenile instructor 27 1892 255 J smith III111

memoirs saints herald 80 4 dec 1934 1512 young joseph illsIIIsliis recollection is

confirmed by his fathers unintended victim howard coray journal HBLL 9 who
nevertheless remained friends of both josephs for the duration of their lives
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eleven year old joseph 111IIIililii watched his father

tackle a friend and fellow mormon without warning and accidentally break the mans leg 73

at age thirteen charles alienallenailen first encountered joseph smith jr when the prophet and a

workman were discussing the best way to mend a ditch when the workman pointed out a

job smith my recollections LDS A



flaw charles heard joseph respond yes yes that will be better but although you can

outwit me I1 can throw you down thomas abbot aged twelve watched an encounter in

nauvoo between the prophet and a big burley man known as old eagle when the man

made a rush at him saying joe smith you son of a bitch joseph struck him with his fist

and knocked him to the floor and as he got up and started at him the second time he was

knocked down again after which old eagle relented 74 As a young boy in nauvoo the

prophets nephew joseph F smith recalled he was one day playing marbles in hrontfront of

his uncle joseph smiths residence

when all of a sudden the door flew open and there came a great
big man right off the end of joseph smiths foot and he lit on the sidewalk
just by the gate I1 wondered what in the world was the matter but
later learned that this man was insulting the prophet and abusing him
in his own house so he opened his door and invited him out and he
gave him the assistance of his boot and he had been less a man if he
had not done so75

such examples suggest that joseph smith like the men and boys described above fought

for sport and also to defend his honor boys also saw that in his combats joseph smith

usually gained the friendship or at least the respect of his adversary

joseph smith jr also gave his sons the same fatherly instruction received by other

boys as described above according to joseph III111 he and his brothers were taught by

their father that they were never to be the aggressors in any trouble but were to be

charles alienallenailen autobiography LDSALDS 10A thomas abbott autobiography
HBLLhbll2

joseph F smith 23 dec 1894 in collected discourses delivered by president
wlfordwilfordwiford woodruff his twotvo counselors the twelve apostles and others ed brian stuy
5volskvols salt lake city UTUI B H S publications 198719921987 51992 28
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heraldheraldsoheraldson 17 nov 1934 1513141513

77

14

J smith III111 memoirs

SO80

saintssamts herald 821 jan 1935 16

146

thoughtful considerate and honorable in play observing closely the rules of all games

and to to impose upon no one avoid quarreling or calling ugly names however

continued joseph III111 we were told that if we ever got into trouble among our friends and

playmates we should take care of ourselves young joseph recalled that his mother on

the contrary expressedexpress herledfed wishvashmash that we should not engage in fighting however

joseph III111ili subsequently fought to defend himself or his younger brothers on several

occasions refusing on the authority of his fathers counsel to obey his teachers order to

apologize he also usually ended up being better friends withlaithvaith his opponent after the

tussle 76

joseph illsIIIsliisllis mother on the other hand opposed the martial spirit promoted in the

nauvoo legion and eventually persuaded her son to quit the boys corps although he

confessed to having enjoyed its activities at the time in retrospect joseph III111ili expressed

regret that such a spirit crept in among us and still greater that the leading minds of

the church partook of it 77 whilevyniemynie emma was certainly not alone in her sentiments at the

time mosiah hancock was probably correct in perceiving that many in nauvoo felt as he

had I1 loved to march and parade and have the martial spirit and was happy under

military discipline admitted mosiah unabashedly several decades later I1 loved to see a

martial feeling cultivated joseph smith probably sensed that many of his male

followers both young and old felt similarly many of them believed that one of the

the single exception was apparently william laws son llewellyn whose
continuing animosity led their teacher to ask joseph 111IIIlii to apologize memoirs

in

16
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prophets main purposes in promoting physical contests and martial displays was to buoy

up their spirits and increase their feelings of brotherhood many boys were also

impressed with the prophets gallant appearance in full uniform at the head of the nauvoo

legion yet they did not interpret this as pnmaenma facieracieracle evidence that he was a war monger7s

A number of boys noted another aspect of gallantry in his words and deeds when john

C bennett challenged joseph smith to fight a sham battle during exercises of the nauvoo

legion several boys saw general smith decline thus settling bitter enmity in that

way on the other hand when the lives of others were in danger as at far west boys

saw him mustering in the ranks his rifle on his shoulder encouraging the saints by his

example as well as by his cheering words 7971

perhaps the greatest number of early mormon boys at one time saw and heard the

prophet when he gave his last addresses to the nauvoo legion on june 18th 1844 80

many of these boys attended as members of the boys corp drummers legionnaires or

perhaps past or future whistling whittlerswhistlers As other boys had after zions camp 81 these

boys heard smith say that their sacrifice in striving to defend their people had been

M hancock autobiography HBLL 25 amasa potter journal LDSALDS 232A
job

3

smith my recollections LDSA I11 fisher autobiography LDSALDS 3A

79a9a L hale 9 M hancock 26 fisher autobiography LDSALDS 3A samuel miles
journal LDSALDS 4A

see e g job smith my recollections LDSA 3 J pulsipher journal
HBLL 7

81 joseph8joseph taylor recollections V 27 1892 202 george W johnson
autobiography HBLL 2 R allred autobiography TPH 5 1956 303 303 sillas
hillman autobiography HBLL 16 cf history of the church 6 498500498
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accepted of the lord even if it had not been accepted by their adversaries they also

heard their prophet say that if in the future they were ever obliged to fight they must

never stain their hands with the blood of women and children and must always grant

quarter whenever their enemies asked for it82 As many boys had earlier at far west

those at nauvoo heard smith say again that they must give up their arms without making

resistance and all will be nightrightfightnaght and they subsequently saw him surrender himself83 in

each case when a show of resolution or strength did not win the hoped for friendship or

respect of their adversaries joseph smithsmjth taught them in word and deed not to continue to

fight unless their lives were at stake

in concluding his final address many boys of all ages heard the prophet ask

whether they were willing to lay down their lives for him and after a resounding yes

declare that he was also willing to lay down his life for them some recalled another part

of the prophets address immediately preceding this final question and answer wandle

mace thirty five at the time reported that seeing our sad faces joseph said boys

he always called us his boys dont be sad dont be cast down then according to

mosiah hancock aged ten he asked the legions if they were not all his boys and they

shouted yes84

smiths choice of words remarked upon even by his followers evince both an

awareness and a partial repudiation of the manhood constructs of their middlemiddie class

pace journal HBLL 4

J pulsipher journal HBLL 3 P G taylor journal LDSALDS 6A

wandle mace autobiography HBLL 145 M hancock 27 see also pace 464
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stnsankingly

northern contemporaries anthony rotundo has proposed that middle class boys

embraced a martial spirit and engaged in boyish strife in order to prepare for their

changing roles in an increasingly urbaniurbanurbanduadustnsan

on the other hand she argues that maintaining a good reputation

often depended to a significant degree on his willingness to display physical courage and

to protect and provide for his family in more muscular ways noting that the study of

american manhood has largely focused on the northern middle class etcheson points out

the need to pursue additional sources of american manhood constructs particularly those

west growing up with the country 109

christopher8christopher clarkdarkoark the roots of rural capitalism western massachusetts
780186017801860780 ithaca1860 cornell university press 1990 196 nicole etcheson manliness
and the political culture of the old northwest 179018601790 1860 journal of the early
republic 15 no I11 sefingspringspfing 1995 61361
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1 aggressive masculinity brought by upland southerners from their native region like

christopher clarkdarkoark etcheson finds that reputation and good character among the yankee

middle class depended largely on their ability to pay debts promptly and maintain their

dependent women and children in a state of economicceconon productivity 86 for the

southern yeoman

industnal society the similar behavior

of mormon boys during the same period suggest that perhaps both groups of boys were

like the children studied by elliott west acting as traditions warmest friends respectersspectersre

even veneratorsgeneratorsvenera oftors custom rather than inventing new ways to cope with a changing

economy 85

citing strikingly similar male engagement in physical challenges and combat in the

old northwest historian nicole etcheson attributes such behavior to traditions of

n
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8anaan

8wyattbwyatt

suggested by bertam wyattbrownwyatt inbrown his study of southern honor etcheson concludes

southern ideas of manliness retained a traditional cultures emphasis on
reputation physical prowess and moral courage imputations of deficien-
cy in these qualities required instant sometimes violent defenses in
contrast yankee notions of manliness came during the same period to rely
more heavily on the norms of a middle class professional society 87

the accounts of mormon men and boys presented above place them culturally far

closer to etchesonsEtch uplandesons southern yeomen88yeomen than88 to the middle class men of the region

hromfrom which these mormon males mostly hailed 89 yet in linking middle class

etcheson8etchesonketcheson manliness and the political culture 62 77 bertram wyattbrownwyatt
southern

brown
honor ethics and behavior in the old south new york oxford university

press 1982

wyattbrownwyatt showsbrown that martial contests were practiced by men of all classes as
a way of preserving honor in the south the present study looks as does etchesonsEtch atesons
the more rough and ready type of manly combat favored by rural working men as
opposed to the more formalized challenges and duels practiced by their social betters in

the south and increasingly eschewed together with the lower class brawling as lacking
manly self control by the northern middle class

an examination of the backgrounds of some 280 individuals who converted to
mormonism between 1830 and 1845 led lawrence yorgason to conclude that most were
born in the east new england new york with comparatively few either born or
converted in the south lawrence yorgason preview on A study of the social and
geographical origins of early mormon converts 183018451830 1845

in his subsequent thesis yorgason
identified only 10 percent of his american born subjects as coming hromfrom southern states
virginia and kentucky in contrast 62 percent hailed from new england 25 percent

from the mid atlantic states of new york and pennsylvania and the remaining 2 5

percent from the middle western states of ohio and illinois lawrence yorgason some
demographic aspects of one hundred early mormon converts 183018371830 masters1837
thesis brigham young university 1974 32 mark grandstaflfsgrandstaffsgrandstaffyGrand analysisstaffs of the back-
grounds of 602 adult converts to mormonism who gathered to kirtland ohio before
1839 identified 50750 7 percent as hailing hromfrom new england with another 34734 7 percent hromfrom
the mid atlantic states mentioned above mark R grandstaff the impact of the
mormon migration on the community of kirtland ohio 183018391830 masters1839 thesis
brigham young university 1984 27 104 see also mark R grandstaff and milton V
backman jr the social origins of the kirtland mormonscormonsMormons byijstudies 30 no 2
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northerners conception of manlinessmanmar todiness their occupational context etcheson provides a

better clue to her southern yeomensyeomonsye contrastingomens concepts than their region of origin it

might be argued that early mormon boys and men learned such martial values hromfrom their

southerner neighbors and adversaries in missouri after a few months or years of contact

it seems far more likely however that they too retained a good deal of the same

traditional culture of muscular masculinity given their similar occupations as farmers

and mechanics despite its title wyatt browns pioneering study notes early on that

combat in defense of honor was not merely a southern phenomenon but one that could

be traced at least as far back as the more conservative rustic and wilder areas and

households of the british isles 90 he suggests that both north and south originally

shared this aspect of an older traditional culture which was subsequently supplanted in the

north by the rise of a more internalized ethic of self control promoted by northern

middle class and evangelical interests

boyish battles among those who continued this tradition to paraphrase wyatt-

brown led to longstandinglong malestanding friendships of an intense fraternal kind and

provided experience in physical defense that even the adult male needed thus

spring 1990 49 52 both yorgason and grandstaffalsograndstaff note that the parents of those
born in these middlemiddie atlantic states had very often themselves been born in new england
the current chapter which includes a greater proportion of those who gathered to
missouri nevertheless finds that of thirty mormon males who reported engaging in some
form of boyish strife or martial spirit only five 17 hailed from southern states
including one from missouri itself

wyattbrownwyatt southernsmithernbrown honor 171817 26272618
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they became an effective substitute for the religious revival experienceexperience91 not only

for southern men but for men throughout the country who resisted what they viewed as

the self denigrating implications of the rising northeastern evangelical and middle class

culture As farmers and mechanics such men viewed their muscular strength and skills as

essential marks of their manhood As the accounts of the subjects of this study affirm the

experiences of early mormon men taught them that to submit without resistance to public

humiliation was to mark oneself as a continuing target for such treatment to prevent

this even physical combat was deemed not only permissible but mandatory

of course the association of masculinity and martial values can be traced as far

back as recorded history this does not mean that the link is innate or biologically

determined As biologist and social critic barbara ehrenreich has observed inherited

predispositions even if they exist do not irrevocably condemn us to enact them on

the other hand the fact that some response or pattern of behavior may be entirely

culturally determined hardly means that each generation is free to alter it at will As long

as that pattern of behavior is sufficiently functional and is perceived and therefore

ironically taught as natural it will maintain a strong hold in human societies admittedly

southern honor 232423 16416516424 see165 165 for quotation another recently
published perspective on this phenomenon is presented by timothy R mahoney in
provincial lives middle class experience in the antebellum middle west new york
cambridge university press 1999 mahoney demonstrates how middle class westerners
in contrast to their northeastern counterparts did engage to some degree in such rough
and tumble aspects of a masculine subculture which he finds thrived in border
societies in mid nineteenth century america yet mahoney explains that such men did
so primarily in order to coopt leading members of the lower class in order to solidify
loyalty to the community and to their leadership thereof mahoney provincial livelives 63

728072 80 thus the implications of mahoneysMa findingshoneys for the origins and essential
functions of such activities are basically congruent with those of the present study
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speculative ehrenreichsEhren hypothesisreichs regarding the association of physical combat and

manhood nevertheless seems to find resonances in the accounts of early mormon males

examined above while her argument is impossible to summarize adequately in a single

sentence ehrenreich suggests that male association with such blood rites grew out of an

originally genuine need to risk their lives in the dual role of guardians and sacrifices

fighting against and sometimes succumbing to predatory threats to their families and

communities 92

mormon religious teachings that lidated91idated the male body and its impulses

reflected and reinforced the early mormon males experience of his physical efficacy in

facing physical danger and meeting challenges to physical combat he showed brothers and

potential brothers his willingness to risk his body in defense of his body and potentially

theirs as well joseph smith frequently referred to the biblical passage which states that

there is no greater love than that of one who lays down his life for his friends 93 A number

of his followers subsequently referred to smiths own death on june 27th 1844 in just

those terms 94 in submitting to the incarceration that led to his death joseph smith said

that he was going like a lamb to the slaughter yet in the final minutes of his life like

the original guardiansacrificesguardian positedsacrifices by ehrenreich he did not layjay it down without a

barbara ehrenreich origins and history of the passions of war new york
henry holt and company 1997 888988 for89 quotations see also especially 767776 92959277

109125139109125
95

joseph

139

smith jr history of the church ed brigham H roberts 7 vols salt
lake city the deseret news company 190219121902 31912 1755 516 6 73500

aa9atimes and seasons 5 no 16 2 sept 1844 638 wandle mace autobiography
HBLL 207
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9danelidanel

fight 95

danel bachman cites several works which have argued that smith was not a true
religious martyr as his followers have labeled him because he died with a gun in his
hand with which he killed at least two men and wounded another of his assailants
before succumbing danel W bachman joseph smithsn ahithbith true martyr in joseph smith
theme prophet the man eds susan E black and charles D tate jr provo UTLJT

brigham young university religious studies center 1993 317320317 320 bachman argues
that smithssn deathlithsliehs nevertheless met the minimum technical requirements of martyrdom as
originally defined in the christian tradition ifehrenreichehrenreich is correct in might also be
argued that smith died very much in the older tradition of the original protoreligiousproto
guardiansacrificeguardian

religious
fightingsacrifice to the last against threats to himself and his community
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conclusion

the evidence presented in the preceding chapters supports a view of the first men

who would become mormonscormons as part of the rural majority of early nineteenth century

american farmers and mechanics who embraced a set of manly ideals that differed

significantly in many ways from those embraced by their middle class contemporaries

early mormon mens life writings attest to boyhood experiences of working alongside

their fathers as soon as they were physically able and subsequently of acting as substitute

farmers and breadwinners as well as being put out to work outside the direct supervision

of their fathers such experiences enabled them to frequently follow in the occupational

footsteps of their fathers and almost always to marry at ages significantly lower that those

of their more upwardly mobile urban counterparts thus they were able to follow a path

to manly independence that was difficult yet direct and relatively rapid

early mormonism attracted men in unparalleled proportions which doubtless

reflected and reinforced the more self confident and self assertive theology of man in early

mormon doctrine compared to the other denominations of the day a disproportionate

number of early mormon converts were or were led to mormonism by men although

these men had received prior religious instruction in their earliest years typically from

their mothers the content of that instruction was not of the feminized variety stressed by
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BYUBM studies 1973137561973137

many historians and a significant portion of these men had been unable to achieve

evangelical conversion experiences since many of them had previously turned to more

liberal religious beliefs regarding the nature of man and his relationship to god these men

undoubtedly supported mormonismsMormoni developmentsms of similar doctrines their rejection of

revivalist rites of passage which stressed submission and self abnegation is also

consistent with their enthusiastic participation in more traditional physically assertive

unrestrained and combative passages to manhood and rites of male bonding which were in

marked contrast to the manly self restraint increasingly enjoined by the northeastern

middle class

As the nineteenth century progressed and mormon men found that a rough and

ready stance served to increase rather than decrease the enmity of outsiders they began to

encourage their sons to cultivate the qualities of a genteel manhood that increasingly

resembled that of their middle class contemporaries beginning in the latter decades of

the nineteenth century the mormon church would develop a series of increasingly

regimented rites of passage through which mormon boys could be carefully guided to

manhood 1 during the twentieth century some scholars have argued many mormonscormons

ordinations to the mormon priesthood once available to worthy males mainly on
the basis of proven loyalty and bestowed mainly on adult men came increasingly to be
given like clockwork every two years to mormon boys beginning with the office of deacon
at the age of twelve and culminating with the office of elder at age eighteen or nineteen
see william G hartley the priesthood reorganization of 1877 brigham youngs last

achievement
byustudies 13 winter 1973 13756137 from56 men to

boys LDS aaronic priesthood offices 182919961829 1996 journal ofmormonof historyMormon 22
spring 1996 8512785 127 after becoming elders young mormon males are strongly

encouraged to serve two year missions the penultimate mormon rite of passage to
manhood and upon their return equally strongly encouraged toward the ultimate rite of
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would embrace a theology of mormon neo orthodoxy more reminiscent of the

calvinism rejected by their forefathers than the more optimistic doctrines of early

mormonism 2

for those men who had originally embraced the earlier doctrines extra religious

passages to manly independence were evidently sufficiently available and accessible that

they would not brook sacrificing their belief in their manly independence to the

requirements of the eras evangelical religion their perceived self reliance was too great

to admit the notion of a total childlike dependence on an arbitrary deity economic

passages such as leaving home supporting themselves and marrying came after hard

work yet came relatively early in their lives such passages taught them that they could

indeed live by the sweat of their brow and thereby also provide for their wives and

children manly rites such as engaging attackers in physical combat and obtaining and

using firearms also came young evincing the efficacy and importance of their bodies and

their right and need to use and defend them such rites also proved to them and their

fellows that they could protect as well as provide for themselves their dependents and

when necessary their new brothers in the faith that an earthly zion must be physically

passage to manhood temple marriage As william hartley points out these rites of
passage were originally far less ordered and age graded their regularization and
regimentation has surely contributed to the more fully programmed paths to adulthood
of modern mormon youth davis bitton zions rowdies growing up on the mormon
frontier utah historical quarterly 50 1982 195

0 kendall white mormon neoorthodoxyorthodoxyNeo A crisis theology salt lake city
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